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Preface

This book is aimed at graduate students and at post-doctoral and other researchers
who need to solve inverse problems for atmospheric measurements. The intention is
both to provide a well-founded background to the inverse problem and its solution,
with which the student will develop a good intuition about the nature of the problem, and to give practical recipes for solving real problems. It has developed from
various courses that I have given over many years, including informal seminars to
research groups at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, the Subdepartment of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Atmospheric Physics at
Oxford, the National Institute for Water and Air at Lauder, New Zealand, and
formal courses given at the 1995 NATO Advanced Study Institute at Val Morin,
Canada (Brasseur, 1997) and the 1999 OxfordjRAL Spring Schools on Quantitative
Earth Observation, which is to be repeated in 2000 and future years.
The usual approach to solving an atmospheric retrieval problem will consist of
several stages: design a forward model to describe the instrument and the physics
of the measurement; determine the criterion by which a solution is acceptable as
valid; construct a numerical method to find a solution which satisfies the criterion;
carry out an error analysis; validate the process by reference to internal diagnostics
and independent measurements; and finally attempt to understand how the result
obtained is related to reality and examine how much information has been obtained.
In this book I go through these stages more or less in the reverse order to try
to develop the reader's intuition about the nature of the inverse problem. I first
discuss the information content of remote measurements and the corresponding
retrievals, introducing the Bayesian approach as a conceptual background for the
problem, then carry out a formal characterisation and error analysis of a generic
retrieval to show how retrievals are related to reality, and how their errors can
be described. The characterisation and error analysis provides a basis from which
we can understand what is meant by 'optimality' in designing an inverse method.
Next I discuss numerical methods for solving both linear and nonlinear problems,
optimally and otherwise. After a detour into related issues of Kalman filtering and
assimilation of meteorological observations, both of which are concerned with the
vii
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time variation of measured quantities, I discuss forward modelling, prior information
and systematic approaches to the design and validation of remote sounding data
analysis systems.
A set of exercises for the student are given within the text. Many of these are
part of the algebraic or conceptual development of the topic being described, so
they should be attempted. Full answers are given in Appendix B.
There is a range of mathematical tools and concepts which are of particular
value for the understanding of inverse methods. These include

Linear algebra: matrix operations; eigenvector and singular vector decomposition;
vector spaces; quadratic forms; calculus applied to matrices.
Probability: multivariate probability density functions; Gaussian and other distributions; conditional probabilities; Bayes' theorem.
Estimation theory: Maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori estimates;
Information theory: Shannon information content.
Numerical methods: Minimisation methods; numerical integration; interpolation;
least squares fitting; eigenvector and singular vector decomposition;
Mostly some knowledge of these concepts will be assumed, but some will be introduced in the text. Basic mathematical background is given in appendix A.
I use the notation developed for Rodgers (1976) with a few minor changes, the
most noticeable being the use of G for gain matrix (after Kalman gain) rather
than D for contribution function, which was not mnemonic. Ide et al. (1997) have
proposed a standard notation for data assimilation and retrieval, but I have found
it insufficiently flexible for the purposes of this book. So many different variants of
state and measurement vectors and covariance matrices are required that the use
of subscripts and other diacritical marks on x, y and S are preferred to different
letters for each variant. Appendix C lists the main notation used.
There are several recent books that treat remote atmospheric measurement techniques, including Hanel, Conrath, Jennings and Samuelson (1992), Kidder and Vonder Haar (1995) and Stephens (1994), but few that deal in detail with inverse theory
for atmospheric problems since Twomey.:S·~lassi~~book, recently reprinted by
Dover (!won:ey, 1996). In ~ther are~(Menke (1~89};.~)rantol~ (1987) a~d :ar~er
(1994) m sohd Earth studIes and Daley·-(199.1km··atmosphenc data aSSImIlatIOn
are useful, as are the more general books of Deuts<;h (1965) on estimation theory,
Jazwinski (1970) on Kalman filtering and Gelb (1974) on both.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Remote Or indirect measurements are used for a wide variety of purposes, from
examining the structure of the nucleus to the structure of stars, from oil exploration
to medical tomography. Whenever direct measurements are difficult or expensive,
remote measurements are used, although they often bring in their wake complex
problems of interpretation generally known as Inverse Problems. The atmosphere
is a typical subject for which remote measurements are cost effective, and for which
inverse methods are required. Much of the conceptual and mathematical approach is
common to inverse problems in all subjects, and has been developed independently
many times using many different terminologies. This book will treat the subject
from the point of view of atmospheric problems, incorporating material such as
atmospheric radiative transfer which is not part of general inverse theory.
When we make a remote measurement it is usually one in which the quantity
actually measured is some more or less complicated function of the parameter that
is actually required. The distinguishing characteristic of these measurements is not
the 'remoteness', rather it that the measurements are indirect. Inverse Theory refers
to the inversion of complicated functions regardless of whether the measurement is
physically remote, and the theory to be discussed here applies to inverse problem,
rather than remote measurements as such. The typical atmospheric example is one
in which electromagnetic radiation emerging from an atmosphere is measured, when
the quantity required is the distribution of temperature or constituents. In another
area, solid earth studies, the quantity measured might be the travel time of seismic
waves from earthquakes or variations in the acceleration due to gravity, when the
quantity required is the internal structure of the earth.
A physically remote measurement can have many advantages. Medical tomography is not physically invasive, an important consideration in the case of living
subjects. In atmospheric studies global data can be obtained from a single instrument on a satellite, or vertical profile data can be obtained from a single instrument
on the ground. In astrophysics or in solid earth physics, data can be obtained from
places where it is virtually impossible to send an in-situ instrument to make measurements.
1
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The inverse problem is the question of finding the best representation of the
required parameter given the measurements made, together with any appropriate
prior information that may be available about the system and the measuring device. Associated with the inverse problem there are also questions of understanding
and describing the information content of the measurement, the relationship between the true state of the system and that retrieved using inverse methods, the
error analysis of the overall measuring system, optimising observing systems, and
validating results.

1.1

The Beginnings

Atmospheric inverse problems began in the 1920's when Dobson started to make
measurements of ozone in the stratosphere using an ultraviolet spectrometer on the
ground. The initial measurements were of total ozone, based on the absorption of
solar ultraviolet light, but it was realised by G6tz in 1930 that by measuring the
Rayleigh scattered sunlight from the zenith sky as the sun sets it is possible to
obtain information about the vertical distribution of ozone (Dobson 1968). This is
the so-called Umkehr Method. The word umkehr means 'reversal', and refers to the
time variation of the ratio of the scattered intensity at two different wavelengths.
Methods for deriving the vertical distribution from the umkehr curve were developed by G6tz, Dobson and Meetham (1934). Method A, a graphical method,
expressed the distribution in terms of the ozone amounts in two layers, together
with an overall constraint provided by a separate total ozone measurement. It used
pretabulated nonlinear relationships between the two unknowns and a quantity derived nonlinearly from the measurement, Method B was more complicated in that
it divided the distribution into nine layers and used a relaxation method (by hand!)
based on a linear expansion of the data about one of a set of standard profiles.
The equations used were underconstrained, so the solutions found depended on the
solver. It was realised that the inverse problem was not well-posed, and a series
of ad hoc methods based on method B were developed. It was not until Mateer
(1965, 1966) carried out his seminal work on the information content of umkehr
observations that the subject was put on a firm footing.
With the advent of meteorological satellites, it became clear that remote measurements from space would be very important in determining the state of the atmosphere globally. Kaplan (1959) proposed that the vertical distribution of temperature in the atmosphere could be determined globally by measuring from satellites,
as a function of wavelength, the thermal emission from the 15 j.J,m band of carbon
dioxide, and also pointed out that ozone and water vapour should also be amenable
to remote measurement. At about the same time King (1956, 1959), showed that it
should be possible to determine the temperature profile by measuring the angular
distribution of emitted radiation in a single spectral interval. However this proved
to be of less practical value than Kaplan's spectral approach.
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Kaplan only gave a qualitative suggestion about how the profiles might be retrieved; detailed methods were developed by Wark (1961) and Yamamoto (1961) in
two of the earliest papers on the subject of inverse theory for atmospheric remote
sounding from satellites. These methods were in the same category as the early
umkehr methods, Wark considered measurements in three spectral intervals, and
retrieved the temperatures and mean lapse rates in two layers, i.e. linear'interpolation between three levels, while Yamamoto took four spectral intervals, and used
three different kinds of polynomials in a height coordinate proportional t~ pl/5 to
represent the unknown profile. Both carried out simulations, without considering
the effects of measurement error on the solution.
The subject did not take long to develop after the stimulus provided by the possibility of satellite measurements, and the first sounders, the Infrared Interferometer
Spectrometer (IRIS; Hanel et al., 1970; Conrath et al., 1970) and the Satellite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS; Wark and Hilleary, 1969; Wark, 1970) were launched
on the Nimbus In satellite in 1969.

1.2

Atmospheric Remote Sounding Methods

Remote sounding of the atmosphere has been carried out by a wide variety of instruments, using many different principles of measurement. Almost all techniques
involve the measurement of electromagnetic radiation, although sound propagation
has also been used. The physical effects exploited may involve refraction, transmittance, scattering, thermal emission and non-thermal emission of radiation at
all wavelengths from radio to the ultraviolet, and the measurement techniques include grating spectrometers, Michelson interferometers, Fabry-Perot etalons, filter
radiometers, gas correlation methods, microwave and radio receivers. Most methods are passive, measuring naturally generated radiation, but some, notably lidar
(using lasers) and GPS (Global Positioning System) occultation, are active in that
they use man-made sources. The following descriptions are not intended to provide
an exhaustive review of instruments and techniques, they are rather a brief introduction to illustrate the possibilities, and to indicate the main features of each kind
of measurement. There are several books which describe instrumental techniques
and their physical basis in more detail, for example Houghton, Taylor and Rodgers
(1984), now somewhat out of date, Hanel, Conrath, Jennings and Samuelson (1992),
Kidder and Yonder Haar (1995) and Stephens (1994).
1.2.1

Thermal emission nadir and limb sounders

Thermal emission in the infrared and microwave is perhaps the most useful of the
measurable quantities, because every part of the atmosphere emits, and the details
of the emission spectrum depend on the molecules present in very distinctive ways.
Almost every molecule has its own characteristic spectral signature in the infrared

4
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and/or microwave.
Nadir sounders are those that measure thermal emission from some relatively
small field of view in a direction that is generally downwards, but may be scanned
away from the nadir, or may use an array of detectors to record images. In this
geometry there is the possibility of measuring at good horizontal spatial resolution. However the equation of radiative transfer limits the vertical resolution to
several kilometers in most cases. Near-nadir thermal emission can be used for making measurements of temperature and constituent concentrations, as both of these
quantities are important in determining the thermal emission.
Thermal emission limb sounders look through the edge of the atmosphere with
cold space as a background, looking at a range of elevations above the surface.
They have the same kind features, problems and flexibility as nadir sounders, and
are useful for measuring temperature and constituent concentrations, but different
observing geometry means that horizontal resolution is limited, and cannot be better than a few hundred kilometers along the line of sight. However the vertical
resolution can be much better, and one or two kilometers is feasible. Furthermore,
because the path through the limb is geometrically much longer than that in the
nadir, sensitivity to small amounts of trace gases can be much better.
Thermal emission signals are not so large as those that depend on the sun as
a source, because the source temperature is much lower, sO'signal-to-noise ratio
has always been a limitation, and the technology has been stretched to its limits to
obtain good measurements. In the early days, spectral resolution was relatively low,
but as improvements have been made in detectors, and as it has become possible
to fly larger instruments with larger optics, the greater energy grasp has allowed
spectral resolution to improve, and more information to be obtained.
A large number of instruments measuring thermal emission have been flown.
Spectral selection has been obtained in a wide variety of ways, including grating
spectrometers, Michelson interferometers, Fabry-Perot etalons, filter radiometers,
gas correlation radiometers and microwave receivers.

1.2.2

Scattered solar radiation

Scattered solar radiation has the advantage that it is more intense and more easily
measured, but it is of course only available during the daytime. There are fewer
candidate molecules that can be measured this way, as not everything has a suitable
spectral feature in the appropriate part of the spectrum, primarily the ultraviolet
and visible, but the near infrared has also been used. The main gases measured this
way are ozone and nitrogen dioxide, although sulphur dioxide has been measured
after major volcanic eruptions.
Solar radiation which has been Rayleigh scattered, or scattered by aerosols,
and partially absorbed by the target gas can be measured in various geometries,
specifically in the nadir or limb from satellites, or in the zenith from the surface.
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The relative absorption across the spectrum is used to determine the amount of
absorber. The physics of the radiative transfer imposes a vertical resolution of
about 8 or 10km on nadir and zenith measurements, but as with thermal emission
the limb view has better vertical and poorer horizontal resolution.
The most well known instrument which work on this principle in the near nadir
view are the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet andTotal Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(SBUV and TOMS: Heath, Krueger and Park, 1978), versions of which have been
flown several times to measure ozone distribution and total ozone respectively. Both
are grating spectrometers operating in the ultraviolet and visible. It is possible, as
with TOMS, to obtain good horizontal resolution and hence images of total ozone.
SBUV, which obtains the vertical distribution of ozone, does not scan across the
sub-satellite track.
Scattered solar radiation has also been used to measure wind from the doppler
shift of spectral lines. This has been done in the near nadir and limb views for
the stratosphere and mesosphere by HRDI (High Resolution Doppler Imager, Hays
et al., 1993), a Fabry-Perot instrument, and in the limb view for the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere by WINDII (Wind Imaging Interferometer, Shepherd, et al.,
1993), a field-widened Michelson interferometer.
The limb view has not otherwise been much used for scattered solar radiation,
even though it has the advantage of better vertical resolution and sensitivity. An
UV spectrometer flew on the Solar Mesosphere Explorer in 1981, which measured
ozone in this view, and a more complex instrument, SCIAMACHY (Bovensmann
et al., 1999), with a fully steerable view, is due for launch on the European Space
Agency ENVISAT in 2001.
The zenith view of scattered solar radiation has been widely used for measuring
ozone, since the umkehr method was invented by G6tz. It has the advantage that
measurements can be made from the surface, with relatively inexpensive instruments (relative to spacecraft!), but in order to obtain the geographical distribution
of ozone, a network with a large number of instruments is needed. Because the
measurement is of scattered radiation as a function of solar zenith angle, only one,
or possibly two, measurement can be made ~ach day as the sun rises or sets, and
variations of ozone through the day can cause problems of interpretation. As with
the nadir view from space, the physics of the measurement limits the vertical resolution to about 8 or 10 km, The Umkehr method has allowed us to have a reasonable
understanding of the ozone distribution stretching back to the International Geophysical Year in 1957, and beyond in a few places.
The primary instrument used has been the Dobson spectrophotometer, a grating
spectrometer, but other instruments, including filter radiometers have been used.

I
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1.2.3

Introduction

Absorption of solar radiation

The first remote measurement of the atmospheric composition was of total ozone
using absorption of solar radiation. The same principle can be used from the surface
for a wide variety of gases, particularly in the infrared and microwave where many
constituents have absorption lines and bands, but also in the ultraviolet and visible.
Spectrometers of various kinds are the most popular technique at present.
Surprisingly, information about profiles can be obtained if pressure-broadened
spectral lines are well resolved, leading to measurements of the vertical distribution
of constituents with a resolution of around 10 km, up to the altitude where Doppler
broadening becomes important. This is most effective in the microwave where good
spectral resolution is straightforwardly obtained, and Doppler broadening is small.
Vertical resolution can also be obtained with more difficulty in the infrared using
high resolution instruments such as Fouder transform spectrometers.
Another geometry where absorption of solar radiation is useful is in occultation,
Le. measurement through the limb from a spacecraft as the sun sets or rises. This
has the same advantage of high vertical resolution as other limb measurements, but
its horizontal resolution is poor - not only is the line-of-sight averaging over the
same large distance, but only two measurements can be made each orbit. It also
has the advantage of very high precision, as the direct solar signal is extremely
large. Filter radiometers and grating spectrometers have been used for this kind
of measurement, and one instrument, HALOE (Halogen Occultation Experiment,
Russell et al., 1993), has used gas correlation.
Stellar occultation provides more opportunities for making sounding than solar
occultation, because there are more targets. However the signal is much weaker, so
precision is not so good. A stellar occultation instrument, GOMOS (Popescu and
Ingmann, 1993), is included in the ENVISAT payload.

1.2.4

Active techniques

A few active techniques have been developed, in which the source of the quantity
sensed is artificial rather than natural.
Radio occultation. The GPS-MET instrument (Ware et al., 1996 is basically
a GPS receiver in low earth orbit, but as well as locating itself using the GPS
system it measures the phase delay of the signal from GPS transmitters as they are
occulted by the atmosphere. This provides a measure of the refraction of the radio
signal, which depends on the refractivity of the atmosphere, itself dependent on air
density, water vapour density, and ionospheric electron density. The retrieval can
provide the temperature distribution at good vertical resolution (around lOOm),
but the problem disentangling the effect of water vapour has not yet been fully
solved without the use of external information. There are enough opportunities to
observe occultations that this should provide a very useful source of meteorological
data at a relatively low cost.
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Lidar. 'Light detection and ranging' involves measuring the backscatter from a
pulsed laser pointed upwards from the surface. It has also been used from aircraft
and experimentally from space. The backscatter at time t after the pulse depends
on Rayleigh and aerosol scattering at a distance ct/2 above th~ instrument, and
if aerosol scattering is small and there is no absorption by constituents then it is
proportional to air density, from which temperature can be derived with the aid
of the hydrostatic equation. Alternatively, if there is absorption by constituents
the use of two (or more) wavelengths can provide a measurement of the constituent
distribution as well as the temperature. At altitudes from which there is an adequate
return signal, the vertical resolution depends mainly on the length of the lidar pulse.
Sound propagation. A method which was significant in the' 1960's and 70's was
the grenade sonde, for which a sequence of grenades were released from a sounding
rocket and exploded at different altitudes. The time of flight of the sound pulse to
an array of microphones on the surface was measured, which depends on the speed
of sound as a function of altitude.

1.3

Simple Solutions to the Inverse Problem

One of the earliest inverse problems to be attempted for actual atmospheric remote
sounding from satellites was that for the nadir sounding infrared spectrometer,
SIRS, measuring thermal emission from carbon dioxide in order to obtain the temperature profile. We will use an idealised version of this problem to show how easy
it is to find a solution which is completely useless, and to illustrate the nature of
inverse problems and the pitfalls that can appear.
If the question of clouds and other absorbers is ignored, the equation of radiative
transfer can easily be solved (for example see Goody and Yung, 1989). The result for
the radiance L(v) emerging vertically at the top of the atmosphere at wavenumber
v is
L(v) =

(CO B[v, T(z)] dT(v, z) dz,

la

dz

(1.1)

where B[v, T(z)] is the Planck radiance at temperature T at height z, and T(V, z) is
the atmospheric transmittance from height z to the measuring instrument above the
atmosphere. For simplicity we assume that the absorption of the whole atmosphere
is so great that the transmittance from the surface to the instrument is zero, and
emission from the surface can be ignored. In the case of carbon dioxide, the mixing
ratio is known, and constant, so that atmospheric temperature is the only unknown
on the right hand side, and a measurement of the spectrum of radiance should
contain information to determine the temperature profile. In practice there is also
an integral over the finite spectral bandwidth of the spectrometer, but that makes
no qualitative difference to the analysis of the simple kind of solution discussed here.
Consider making a set of measurements of radiance, L(Vi), i = 1 .. . m, at a set of
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m closely spaced wavenumbers Vi, so that the frequency dependence of the Planck
function can be ignored, but that of the transmittance varies considerably:
(1.2)
where iJ is some representative wavenumber and Ki(z) = dT(v,z)/ dz is a function
of only z and i. The equation is now linear in B(iJ, T(z)), which we may take to
be the unknown. If B(iJ, T(z)) can be found, then T(z) follows immediately, as
the Planck function can be inverted algebraically. The radiance is thus a weighted
mean of the Planck function profile, with Ki(z) as the weighting function. It is a
true mean, because the assumption of zero transmittance from the surface to space
ensures that loCO Ki(z) dz = 1. Because of this, any quantity that takes the part
of Ki(z) in any inverse problem tends to be called the weighting function in the
atmospheric literature, regardless of whether it is normalised.
Solving Eq. (1.2) is clearly going to cause some difficulties, not least because it
is underconstrained, or ill-posed, as there are only a finite number of measurements,
and the unknown is a continuous function. The obvious approach is to express the
unknown as a function of a finite number of parameters, such as a polynomial or
a sum of sines and cosines. The general linear form, of which these are but two
examples can be written

B(iJ, T(z))

= I: Wj Wj(z),

(1.3)

j=l

where Wj is a set of coefficients to be found, and Wj(z) is a set of functions, such
as zj-1 or sin(21fjz/Z) and cos(21fjz/Z) for a finite height range (0, Z), in terms of
which the profile is to be represented. Substituting (1.3) into (1.2) gives
(1.4)

thus defining the square matrix C whose elements Oij = loCO Wj(z)Ki(z) dz can
easily be calculated.* We now have a set of m equations for m unknowns, which
can in principle be solved exactly. This was the approach explored in the early
papers of Wark (1961) and Yamamoto (1961).
Unfortunately this type of solution is ill-conditioned in many practical situations,
as will be illustrated. This means that any experimental error in the measurements
can be greatly amplified, and the solution can be meaningless, even though it agrees
with the measurements. Eq. (1.2) is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind,
which has long been recognised in the mathematical and numerical literature as
likely to be ill-conditioned. Nevertheless, we will proceed with the formal solution,
*The notation used for matrices is described in Appendix A. Bold face upper case is be used for
matrices, bold face lower case for column vectors.
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Fig. 1.1 A set of synthetic weighting functions representing a typical nadir sounder measuring
thermal emission. The vertical spacing is approximately 5 km.

and carry out an elementary error analysis. Solve Eq. (lA) by inverting the matrix,
so that the vector of coefficients b is C-1I, where I is the vector of radiances, and
substitute the result back in Eq. (1.3):

B(v,T(z))

= :LWj(z)Cji1Li = :LGi(z)Li,

(1.5)

i,j

where Cjil is the jith component of the inverse matrix C- 1 . This equation also
defines the set of functions Gi(z). These have various names in various branches
of inverse theory. In atmospheric literature they are often called contribution functions, because Gi(z)L i is the contribution to the solution profile due to the measured
radiance L i . This solution gives back exactly the measured radiances when inserted
in the measurement Eq. (1.2), and can therefore be termed exact. If there is an
error Ei in the measurement of L i , then there will obviously be a corresponding
error Gi(Z)Ei in the profile. Thus the size of the functions Gi(z) gives an indication
of the ill-conditioning of the solution method.
A simple illustration of this can be provided by a simulation. To this end, we will
set up an example case which will be used to illustrate a range of solutions throughout this book. The set of synthetic weighting functions shown in Fig. 1.1 will be
used; these are typical of nadir sounders measuring thermal emission. The vertical
coordinate is ( = -In(p/po), where p is pressure and Po is the surface pressure. The
transmittance from level p to space in channel n is modelled by r(p) = exp( -p/Pn) ,
corresponding to a uniformly mixed absorber with an absorption coefficient which
does not vary with temperature and pressure. The resulting weighting function is
proportional to pexp( -p/Pn) which has a maximum at P = Pn. The spacing chosen
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Fig. 1.2 Simulated retrievals using the weighting functions of Fig. 1.1 and a polynomial representation. (a) The original profile; (b) An exact retrieval with no simulated experimental error;
(c) An exact retrieval with a 0.5 K simul~ted experimental error.

is 8lnpn = 0.75, corresponding to about 5km.
The results of a simulated retrieval with and without noise are shown in Fig. 1.2.
The solid line is the simulated 'true' profile, based on a V.S. standard atmosphere.
The nonlinearity of the Planck function is ignored, i.e. B(() = T((), so the 'radiances' are simply weighted means of the temperature profile using the weighting
function of Fig. 1.1, using Eq. (1.2). The calculated radiances have been used to
retrieve the temperature function profile according to Eq. (1.5), with a polynomial
representation W j (() = ( j - l for j = O... m. The dotted line is the result of this
noise-free retrieval. Noise has then been added to the simulated measurements,
with an r.m.s. value of 0.5 K, and the retrieval repeated. The result of the noisy
retrieval is shown as the dashed line, showing that even with this small amount of
noise, the retrieval is very different.
To carry out an error analysis, the contribution functions Gi(() have been calculated and are shown in Fig. 1.3. The sensitivity to noise is shown by the large
values of G j ((), even in the mid range. The profile has the same units as the measurement, Kelvin, so noise is multiplied by a factor of up to about 10 between about
( = 2 and ( = 5.5 for each radiance measured. Outside the middle range it has
been necessary to change the scale by a factor of 50 to show the large values of the
contribution function!
From Eq. (1.5) it can be seen that if the measurement error in L i has a variance (T2 then the solution variance will be given by (T~ = 2:i G i (()2(T2, so that
[2:i Gi(()2]~ may be regarded as an error amplification factor. This is plotted on
the right in Fig. 1.3, showing large values even in the altitude range covered by the
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Fig. 1.3 Left: Contribution functions for the retrieval of Fig. 1.2 (a) on the scale give in the
abscissa (b) multiplied by 0.02. Right: The error amplification factor for the simulated retrieval.

weighting functions, and a very large error amplification outside that range.
It is clear that difficulties can easily arise if we try to solve inverse problems
by simplified methods without much thought. The purpose of this book is to show
how we can solve inverse problems successfully, and understand what we are doing
at the same time.

Chapter 2

Information Aspects

As the simple illustration in Chapter 1 shows, there can be more to an inverse problem than meets the eye. The problem may be ill-conditioned, as that example is, or
even ill-posed. To make things more complicated, most practical inverse problems
are nonlinear too. To gain some understanding of the nature of the problem we
will first examine various aspects of the information contained in the measurement.
For this purpose we will use only the linear case. Nonlinear problems may be linearised, and the information content and behaviour of the resulting linear equations
examined. Further implications of nonlinearity will be dealt with in chapter 5.

2.1

Formal Statement of the Problem

The general inverse problem can be regarded as a question of setting up and solving
a set of simultaneous linear or non-linear equations, in the presence of experimental
error in some of the parameters (the 'measurements'), and quite possibly in the
presence of approximations in the formulation of the equations. To examine the information content of the indirect measurement, we will consider the measurements
assembled into a vector y, the measurement vector, and the unknowns into a state
vectorx, describing the state of the atmosphere. Some aspects of the state of the
atmosphere, for example the temperature distribution, are properly described by
continuous functions rather discrete values, but ways can always be found of approximating continuous functions by discrete values to any desired accuracy. The
process of measurement will be described by a forward model, which describes the
physics of the measurement process.

2.1.1

State and measurement vectors

The quantities to be retrieved can be represented by a state vector, x, with n
elements, Xl, X2, ... ,Xn . Often it will represent a profile of some quantity given at
a finite number of levels, enough to adequately represent the possible atmospheric
13
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variations. However, it may in principle comprise any set of relevant variables, such
as coefficients for some other kind of representation of the profile, such as a fourier
series, or it may include a range of different types of parameters, e. g. the air density
and ozone mixing ratio at a set of pressure levels together with the altitude of one
of those pressure levels.
The quantities actually measured in order to retrieve x can be represented by
the measurement vector y, with m elements, Yl, Y2, ... , Ym' This vector should
include all of the quantities measured that are functions of the state vector. It is
quite possible for the same physical quantity to appear in both the measurement
and state vector if a direct measurement is made of it. Measurements are made to
a finite accuracy; random error or measurement noise will be denoted by the vector
E.

In some parts of the literature of inverse problems the state vector is called
the model. This term will not be used here as it has many other connotations in
atmospheric applications. The measurement vector is also called the data vector,
another term which will not be used here.
2.1.2

The forward model

For each state vector there is a corresponding ideal measurement vector, YI, determined by the physics of the measurement. We can describe the physics formally as
the forward function f(x):
YI = f(x).

(2.1)

However, in practice not only is there always experimental error, but it is often necessary to approximate the detailed physics by some forward model F(x). Therefore
we will write the relationship between the measurement vector and the state vector
as
Y

= F(x) + E,

(2.2)

where the vector Y is the measurement with error E, and F(x) is a vector valued
function of the state, which encapsulates our understanding of the physics of the
measurement. To construct a forward model we must of course know how the
measuring device works, and understand how the quantity measured, such as the
thermal emission from CO 2 or the backscattered solar ultraviolet radiation, is related to the quantity that is really wanted, e.g., the temperature distribution or the
ozone distribution. The word understanding is used deliberately, and F is described
as a model, because there may be underlying physics which is not fully understood,
or the real physics may be so complicated that approximations are necessary. The
treatment of modelling errors will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The quantities to be retrieved in most inverse problems are continuous functions,
while the measurements are always of discrete quantities. Thus most inverse prob-
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lems are formally ill-posed or underconstrained in this trivial sense. This is simply
dealt with by replacing the truly continuous state function, corresponding to an
infinite number of variables, with a representation in terms of a finite number of
parameters. This can be done to whatever spatial resolution or degree of accuracy
is required for scientific use of the retrieval, e.g., the temperature profile could be
represented on a finite grid of points with a spacing appropriate to the application.
After discretisation the problem mayor may not be underconstrained, depending
on the grid spacing required and the information content of the measurement. Discretising the problem before attempting to solve it allows us to use the algebra of
vectors and matrices, rather than the mOre general algebra of Hilbert space, and in
any case numerical solutions must always be represented in some discrete form.
2.1.3

Weighting function matrix

For the purpose of examining the information content of a measurement it is most
convenient to consider a linear problem. A linearisation of the forward model about
some reference state Xo will be adequate for this purpose, provided that F(x) is
linear within the error bounds of the retrieval. Write
y - F(xo)

8F(x)

= ~(x -

xo)

+ E = K(x -

xo)

+ E,

(2.3)

which defines the m x n weighting junction matrix K, not necessarily square, in
which each element is the partial derivative of a forward model element with respect to a state vector element, i.e. Kij = 8Fi (x)/8xj. Derivatives of this type
are known as Frechet derivatives, see Appendix A.6. If m < n the equations are
described as underconstrained (or ill-posed or under-determined) because there are
fewer measurements than unknowns. Similarly if m > n the equations are often
described as overconstrained or over-determined. Unfortunately this description is
over-simplified, and can easily be wrong; it is possible for a set of equations to be
simultaneously over- and under-determined, as will be shown.
The term weighting junction is peculiar to the atmospheric remote sounding
literature, as mentioned in section 1.3 it arises because in the early application of
nadir sounding for temperature the forward model takes the form of a weighted mean
of the vertical profile of the Planck function. It may also be called the Jacobian (it
is a matrix of derivatives), the kernel (hence K), the sensitivity kernel, the tangent
linear model or the adjoint, amongst other terms.
2.1.4

Vector spaces

The concept of a linear vector space is very useful in considering linear equations.
We will give two such spaces special names: The state space (or model space) is
a vector space of dimension n, within which each conceivable state is represented
by a point, or equivalently by a vector from the origin to the point. (Consider the
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Illustrating a state space in two dimensions, and a measurement space in three dimen-

origin to be at Xo for the moment). The measurement space (or data space), is
a vector space of dimension m, in which each conceivable m,easurement is likewise
represented by a point or a vector (with the origin at F(xo)). The act of measurement is then equivalent to a mapping from the state space into the measurement
space, and the inverse problem is that of finding an appropriate inverse mapping
from the measurement space back into the state space. The weighting function
matrix K represents the forward mapping, equivalent to the measurement apart
from measurement error E. Each row of K, of dimension n, can be thought of as
a vector k i in state space, even though it is not a state. It corresponds to the i-th
measurement Yi in the sense that the value of the i-th coordinate of measurement
space for a given state vector x is the vector product ofx and k i , plus measurement
error. Thus each of the m rows of K corresponds to a coordinate in measurement
space, providing the mapping from state space to measurement space. The mapping
is fuzzy, to an extent determined by the measurement error statistics.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates a state space in two dimensions, in which the state is represented by the point x, with components Xl and Xz. Three measurements are made,
with weighting functions corresponding to the three vectors k 1, k z and k 3 , here
chosen to be unit vectors, and therefore of unit length. The measurements Yl, yz
and Y3 correspond to the orthogonal projections of x onto the k's, Le. the distances
from the origin to the intersections of the perpendiculars with the k-vectors. These
three numbers then define a point in 3-dimensional measurement space. This fig':
ure also illustrates that such a measurement is overconstrained. Given only the
weighting function vectors and the measurements, the state can be found from the
intersections of the perpendiculars from the weighting function vectors. However,
only two are needed to determine x, the third is superfluous, and could be inconsistent with the other two if measurement error prevents all three perpendiculars from
intersecting in one point. The measurement space is three dimensional, but the
state space maps onto a two-dimensional subspace of it because one measurement
is always a function of the other two. In the absence of measurement error, points
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in measurement space but not in this subspace of it do not correspond to possible
states.

2.2

Linear Problems without Measurement Error

Consider first a linear problem with arbitrary numbers of dimensions in the absence
of measurement error. In this case the problem reduces to the exact solution of linear
simultaneous equations,
y=Kx,

(2.4)

and involves determining whether there are no solutions, one solution, or an infinite
number. More generally, it is a matter of investigating what information can be
extracted from the measurements y about the state x particularly when there is no
solution or no unique solution.
2.2.1

Subspaces of state space

The m weighting function vectors k j will span some subspace of state space which
will be of dimension not greater then m, and may be less than m if the vectors are
not linearly independent. The dimension of this subspace is known as the rank of
the matrix K, denoted by p, and is equal to the number of linearly independent
rows (or columns). If m > n, more measurements than unknowns, then the rank
cannot be greater than n, and may even be less. This subspace, spanned by the
vectors forming the rows of K, is called the row space or range of K and mayor
may not comprise the whole of state space. K also has a column space of dimension
p which is a subspace of measurement space.
We can imagine an orthogonal coordinate system or basis for state space which
has p orthogonal base vectors (coordinates) in row space, and n - p base vectors
outside which are orthogonal to row space and therefore orthogonal to all of the
weighting function vectors. Only components of the state vector which lie in row
space will contribute to the measurement vector, all other components being orthogonal to it, will give a zero contribution to the measurement, i.e. are unmeasurable.
This undetermined part of state space is called the null space of K.
The problem will be under-determined if p < n, i.e. if a null space exists. In
this case the solution is non-unique because there are components of the state which
are not determined by the measurements, and which could therefore take any value.
Their sizes (whether they are taken to be zero or something else) must be determined
from other arguments, or they must be explicitly ignored:

If a retrieved state has components which lie in the null space,
their values cannot have been obtained from the measurements.
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Consider just the components of the state vector in the row space. They will be
over-determined if m > p and there are more measurements than the rank of K, or
well-determined if m = p. Thus it is possible for a problem to be simultaneously
over-determined (in row space) and under-determined (if there is a null space), a
condition called mixed-determined. It is even possible for there to be more measurements than unknowns, m > n, and for the problem to be under-determined, if
p < n. A problem is well-determined only if m = n = p.
=}

Exercise 2.1: Construct a simple example of a set of linear equations which
is simultaneously over- and under-determined.

If the problem is well determined then a unique solution can be found by solving
a set of p x p equations. If the problem is overdetermined in the row space and there
is no measurement error, then either the measurements must be linearly related in
the same way as the krvectors, or they are inconsistent, and there is no exact
solution. The latter is the normal situation when measurement error is present,
and will be dealt with in section 2.4.1.
In summary, the measurement represented by K provi,des not more than p independent quantities or pieces of information with which to describe the state.

2.2.2

Identifying the null space and the

TOW

space

The row space of a given K can be identified by finding a basis, or coordinate
system, for state space of the kind described above, i.e. an orthogonal set of vectors
that every k j can be expressed in terms of, which therefore must be an orthogonal
set of linear combinations of the k j . There are many ways of doing this, and
there are clearly an infinite number of bases, as any rotation of an orthogonal
basis within its own space is also an orthogonal basis for the space. The GramSchmidt orthogonalisation is probably the simplest method, but singular vector
decomposition* (Appendix A.4) has some properties which make it rather more
useful. We can express K in the form
K=UAV T ,

(2.5)

where U (m x p) and V (n x p) are matrices of its left and right singular vectors,
and A is a p x p diagonal matrix of non-zero singular values, where p is the rank of
K. The p columns of V form the desired orthogonal basis for the row space, and
the columns of U form a corresponding basis in measurement space for the column
space. Inserting Eq. (2.5) in the linearised forward model, y = Kx, and multiplying
*Eigenvector and singular vector decompositions are fundamental to understanding the information content of indirect measurements. If you are not familiar with these concepts, you should
read Appendix A or relevant textbooks before proceeding.
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Fig. 2.2 The singular vectors of the weighting functions of Figure 1.1. The corresponding singular
values are given above each panel.

by UT gives
(2.6)
so that, putting y'

= UT y

and x'

= yT X

we obtain

y'=Ax'

(2.7)

indicating that the p transformed measurements y' in column space, are each proportional to a component of a transformed state x' in p-dimensional row space. The
y matrix forms a natural basis for row space, closely related to the U matrix basis
for column space.
Fig. 2.2 shows the eight singular vectors of the weighting functions of Fig. 1.1.
The corresponding singular values are given above each frame. This representation
can be seen to be qualitatively similar to a Fourier representation, in that the
functions are orthogonally, oscillatory, and with an increasing number of oscillations.
Structures in the profile corresponding to the singular vectors can be thought of as
being measured independently, with a sensitivity given by the singular value. If
there were measurement error, then the finer scale structures with smaller singular
values would be measured to a lower precision, for example vector number five is
measured with a precision about 6.3 tUnes smaller (Le. 0.3260/0.0519) than vector
number one.
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2.3
2.3.1

Linear Problems with Measurement Error
Describing experimental error

All real measurements are subject to experimental error or 'noise', so that any practical retrieval must allow for this. The proper treatment of experimental error is the
dominant consideration in designing retrieval methods. Thus we need a formalism
in which to express uncertainty in measurements and the resulting uncertainty in
retrievals, and with which to ensure that the latter is as small as possible.
A description of experimental error in terms of probability density functions
(pdj's), using a Bayesian approach to probability, gives useful insight. The statement that a scalar measurement has a value y and an error a is a shorthand way of
saying that our knowledge of the true value of the measured parameter is described
by a pdj P(y) with a mean y and variance a 2 :

f
f

yP(y)dy
(y - y)2 P(y) dy

(2.8)

and that the probability that y lies in (y, y + dy) is P(y) dy., Probability interpreted
this way is a measure of knowledge about y, rather than a distribution function for
repeated trials of a measurement of y, though repeated trials are a useful way of
estimating probability when appropriate. The form of P(y) is almost always taken
to be Gaussian or 'normal':

P(y)

= N(y -

_

y, a)

1

= (21T)1/2 a exp

{(y
- y)2} .
2a 2

(2.9)

This is usually a good approximation for experimental error, and is very convenient
for algebraic manipulations. As we shall see in section 2.7, if the only information
available about a pdj is its mean and variance, then the Gaussian distribution is
the one which contains the least information about the measured quantity, in the
sense used in information theory, to be discussed in section 2.5.
When the measured quantity is a vector, a probability density can still be defined
over measurement space, P(y), with the interpretation that P(y) dy (where dy is
shorthand for dYl ... dYm) is the probability that the true value ofthe measurement
lies in a multidimensional interval (y, y + dy) in measurement space. Different
elements of a vector may be correlated, in the sense that
(2.10)

where Sij is called the covariance of Yi and Yj, and [; is the expected value operator.
These covariances can be assembled into a matrix, which we will denote by Sy
for the covariance matrix of y. Its diagonal elements are clearly the variances of
the individual elements of y. A covariance matrix is symmetric and non-negative
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definite, and is almost always positive definite. I use the notation Sy is used for
covariance in preference to :E y , which might be thought more logical by analogy to
2
0- for variance, because of the possible confusion with summation.
The Gaussian distribution for a vector is of the form:
(2.11)
where Sy must be nonsingular. If it is singular then there are components of y that
are known exactly, equivalent to 0- = 0 in the scalar case. Eq. (2.11) can be seen to
be related to the scalar Gaussian distribution by transforming to a basis in which
Sy is diagonal, using the eigenvector decomposition Sy = LALT:
P(y)

1
T
(21f)n/2ILALTI1/2 exp {-Hy - yfLA -lL (y - y)}
1

{

1 T

(21f)n/2IAI 1/ 2 exp -2z A

-1

}

z ,

(2.12)
(2.13)

where z = LT(y - y). (See Appendix A.2 for the algebra of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues.) Thus the pdj can be written as a product of the independent pdf's of
each element of z:
P(z) =

n:(
•

1
{Z2 }
21fAi)l/2 exp - 2~i '

(2.14)

where the eigenvalue Ai is the variance of Zi. The eigenvector transformation provides as baSis for measurement space in which the transformed measurements are
statistically independent. A singular covariance matrix would have one or more
zero eigenvalues, corresponding to elements of z that are known without error.
Such components presumably would not correspond to real physical measurements,
and can be eliminated or ignored as appropriate.
Notice that surfaces of constant probability of the pdj are of the form
(y - yfS-1(y - y) = LZtlAi = constant

(2.15)

and are ellipsoids in measurement space, with principal axes corresponding to the
eigenvectors of Sy, and the lengths of these principal axes proportional to
These ellipsoids can be thought of as the multivariate equivalent of error bars.

Ay2.

2.3.2

The Bayesian approach to inverse problems

We now turn to the question of relating the pdj of the measurement to the pdj
of the state. The act of measurement maps the state into the measurement space
according to the forward model, Eq. (2.2). The measurement error E is known only
statistically, so that even though F(x) is a deterministic mapping, in the presence
of measurement error a point in state space maps into a region in measurement
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space determined by the probability density function of E. Conversely, if y is a
given measurement, it could be the result of a mapping from anywhere in a region
of state space described by some pdf, rather than from a single point, even in the
absence of a null space. Furthermore, we may have some prior information about
the state, for example a climatology, which can also be conveniently described by
a pdf, and which can be used to constrain the solution. Such prior knowledge can
be thought of as a virtual measurement, as, like a real measurement, it provides us
with an estimate of some function (often the identity) of the state, together with a
measure of the accuracy of the estimate, albeit usually rather a poor one.
We saw in Chapter 1 that the simple-minded approach of solving equations can
lead to disaster, so we need to find a more subtle approach. The Bayesian approach
is a very helpful way of looking at the noisy inverse problem, in which we have some
prior understanding or expectation about some quantity, and want to update the.
understanding in the light of new information. Imperfect prior knowledge can be
quantified as a probability density function over the state space. A measurement,
also imperfect because of experimental error, can be quantified as a pdf over measurement space. We would like to know how the measurement pdf maps into state
space, and combines with prior knowledge. Bayes' theorem tells us how.

2.3.2.1

Bayes' theorem

Probability density is a scalar-valued function, in our case a function of the state
vector or the measurement vector. Let us define:
P(x) as the prior pdf the state x. This means that the quantity P(x) dx is the
probability before the measurement that x lies in the multidimensional
volume (x, x + dx), expressing quantitatively our knowledge of x before
the measurement is made. It is normalised so that J P(x) dx = 1.
P(y) as the prior pdf of the measurement, with a similar meaning. This is the pdf
of the measurement before it is made.
P(x, y) as the joint prior pdf of x and y, meaning that P(x, y) dx dy is the probability that x lies in (x, x + dx) and y lies in (y, y + dy).
P(ylx) as the conditional pdf of y given x, meaning that P(ylx) dy is the probability that y lies in (y, y + dy) when x has a given value.
P(xly) as the conditional pdf of x given y, meaning that P(xly) dx is the probability that x lies in (x, x + dx) when y has a given value. This is the
quantity that is of interest for solving the inverse problem.

It may seem slightly odd to use the same symbol P for all of these different functions,
but in each case the argument makes it clear which pdf is referred to, and the
convention eliminates a forest of subscripts.
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Illustrating Bayes' theorem for a two-dimensional case.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates these concepts when x and y are scalars. The contours are
of P(x, y), and P(x) is given by the integral over all values of y:

P(x) =

I:

(2.16)

P(x, y) dy,

and likewise P(y) is found by integrating over all values of x. The conditional pdj
P(ylx) is proportional to the values of P(y,x) as a function of y for a given value
of x, e.g., along the cut marked by a dotted line. The constant of proportionality
is such that J P(ylx) dy = 1, so P(y, x) should be divided by the integral along the
line:

P(ylx) =

P(x, y) .
JP(x,y)dy

(2.17)

Inserting Eq. (2.16) for the integral we obtain

P(ylx) = P(x,y)/P(x).

(2.18)

We can use equivalent arguments to show that P(xly) = P(x, y)/P(y), and by
eliminating P(x,y) between the two equatioI}.s we obtain Bayes' theorem as the
relationship between the two different conditional pdf's. When generalised for the
vector case it states that

P( x Iy )

= P(ylx)P(x)

P(y)'

(2.19)

The left. hand side of Eq. (2.19), P(xly), is the posterior pdj of the state when
the measurement is given. This is what we want to update the prior knowledge
P(x) of the state with the measurement. P(ylx) describes the knowledge of y that
would be obtained if the state were x. To write it down explicitly requires only
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the forward model and the statistical description of the measurement error. The
only remaining quantity required is the denominator, P(y). Formally this can be
obtained by integrating the expression for P(x,y), namely P(ylx)P(x), over all x,
but in practice it is only a normalising factor, and is often not needed.
We now have a conceptual approach to the inverse problem:
• Before we make a measurement we have prior knowledge expressed as a
prior pdj;
• The measurement process is expressed as a forward model which maps the
state space into measurement space;
• Bayes' theorem provides a formalism to invert this mapping and calculate
a posterior pdj by updating the prior pdj with a measurement pdf
Note that the Bayesian view is general. It is not just an inverse method which
produces a solution which may be compared with those produced by other methods,
rather it encompasses all inverse methods by providing a way of characterising the
class of possible solutions, considering all possible states, and assigning a probability
density to each.
The forward model is never explicitly inverted in this approach, but then an explicit state is not produced as an 'answer'. It provides us with some intuition about
how the measurement improves knowledge of the state, but to obtain an explicit
retrieval we must choose one state from the ensemble described by the posterior pdj,
perhaps the expected value or most probable value of the state, together with some
measure of the width of the pdj to give the accuracy of the retrieval. Thus further
work is needed, resulting in expressions mathematically equivalent to inverting the
forward model.

2.3.2.2

Example: The Linear problem with Gaussian statistics

As a simple illustration of the Bayesian approach consider a linear problem in which
all of the pdf's are Gaussian. The Gaussian distribution is commonly used to model
probability density functions because many processes are well described by it and
because it is algebraically convenient. We use it here for just those reasons.
The multivariate Gaussian distribution for a random vector x is obtained from
Eq. (2.11). The maximum probability value for x is clearly equal to the expected
value x, because the pdj is symmetric about x = X, but the reader may like to try:
~

Exercise 2.2: Solve 8Pj8x = 0 for the maximum probability value, and
integrate J xP(x) dx to confirm that both are equal to x

A linear problem is one for which the forward model is linear:
y = F(x)

+E =

Kx + E.

(2.20)

Gaussian statistics are usually a good approximation for the errors in real measure-
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ments, so express P(ylx) as
-2lnP(ylx) = (y - KxfS;l(y - Kx)

+ Cl,

(2.21)

where Cl is a constant and Sf is the measurement error covarial}-ce. Less realistic,
but convenient, is to describe prior knowledge of x by a Gaussian pdj:
(2.22)
where

Xa

is the a priori value of x, and Sa is the associated covariance matrix
(2.23)

Substituting Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) in Eq. (2.19) we obtain for the posterior pdj:
-2lnP(xly) = (y - KxfS;l(y - Kx)

+ (x -

Xa fS;;l(X - x a )

+ C3,

(2.24)

where C3 is a constant. This is a quadratic form in x, so it must be possible to write
it as
(2.25)

x

Le. the posterior pdj is also a Gaussian distribution with expected value and covariance S. We can relate Eq. (2.25) to Eq. (2.24) by equating like terms. Equating
terms that are quadratic in x:
(2.26)
gives
S-l = K T S;lK

+ S;;l.

(2.27)

Likewise equating the terms linear in x T gives:
(2.28)
I have used x T is used for convenience only, as equating terms linear in x simply
gives the transpose of this equation. Cancelling the xT,s, because this must be valid
for any value of x, and substituting for S-l from Eq. (2.27) gives
(2.29)
and hence

(K T S;lK + S;;l)-l(K T S;l y
Xa

+

(K T

+ S;;l xa )

S;lK + S;;l)-lK S;l(y - Kx a).
T

(2.30)

We could equate the constant terms, but they add no further information. From
Eq. (2.11) Cl, C2 and C4 must all be of the form -In[(21T)nISIJ in order to correctly
normalise the pdJ's. An alternate form for x can be obtained from Eq. (2.30):
(2.31)
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Fig. 2.4 Illustrating the relationship between the prior state estimate, the measurement mapped
into state space, and the posterior estimate, for a three-dimensional state space and a twodimensional measurement space. The large ellipsoid is a contour of the prior pdf, the cylinder
is a contour of the pdf of the state given only the measurement, and the small ellipsoid is a
contour of the posterior pdf.

A derivation of this will be given in section 4.1. I will describe Eq. (2.30) as the
'n-form', and Eq. (2.31) as the 'm-form' from the order ofthe matrix to be inverted.
Remember the Bayesian solution to the inverse problem is not X, but is the
Ga~ssian pdf P(xly), of which x is the expected value and 8 is the covariance. Note
x is a linear function of the prior expected value and the measurement, as might
be expected for a linear problem, and that the inverse covariance matrix 8- 1 is a
linear function of the inverse prior covariance matrix and the inverse measurement
error covariance. The terms in Eq. (2.27) are known as Fisher information matrices,
and will be discussed in more detail in section 2.5.1.
Fig. 2.4 provides a geometric illustration of the relationship between the prior
covariance, the measurement and the posterior covariance when state space has
three dimensions and measurement space has two. The large ellipsoid centred on
X a represents a contour of the prior covariance, outlining the region of state space
within which the state is likely to lie. The cylinder represents the region in which
states consistent with the measurement might lie, where the axis of the ellipsoid
is the set of states corresponding exactly to the measurement, and the cylinder
encloses experimental error. The direction of the axis represents the null space.
The weighting functions for the two measurement elements are orthogonal to the
axis. The small ellipsoid outlines the region which is consistent with both the prior
information and the measurement. Note that its centre, x, does not lie on the axis
of the cylinder, i.e. the expected value does not fit the measurement exactly.
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2.4

2.4.1

Degrees of Freedom

How many independent quantities can be mea~uTed?

When experimental error is not present there are p independent pieces of information
that can in principle be determined from the measurement, but with error, these p
values will now be uncertain to some extent. It is conceivable that the error in some
of the values is large enough that the component is worthless, so that the number of
useful independent pieces of information may be less than p. It is possible even in
the exact problem that numerical rounding error causes some components to become
useless, a phenomenon called 'ill-conditioning'. The number of useful independent
pieces of information can be regarded as the 'effective' rank of the problem, and the
subspace in which they lie as the 'effective row space'.
As a contrived example, consider a state vector with two elements, (Xl,X2), and
an instrument which can measure two rather similar quantities, Yl and Y2 with the
forward model:
(

(1.01

Yl)

0.99

Y2

0.99) ( Xl )
1.01
X2

+(

El )
E2

(2.32)

where the errors Ei are independent with variance (T2. This is equivalent to measuring the orthogonal combinations Zl and Z2:
Zl =
Z2

=

Yl

+ Y2

Yl -

Y2

+ X2) + El + E2
= 0.02(Xl - X2) + El -

= 2(Xl

E2

(2.33)

where the errors are still independent, with variances 2(T2. However Z2 is likely to
be a much smaller quantity than Zl for arbitrary values of Xl and X2, so that there
may be no useful information about the difference between Xl and X2.
To identify the effective row space,we compare the measurement error covariance with the natural variability of the measurement vector as expressed by its prior
covariance. Any component whose natural variability is smaller than the measurement error is in effect not measurable, and is not part of the effective row space.
Unfortunately, covariance matrices generally have non-zero off-diagonal elements
indicating correlations between variability of different elements of the vectors, so it
is not immediately obvious how to do this. To compare them properly we transform
the basis so that the off-diagonal elements disappear. The simplest way to do this
is to transform from K to :K by
(2.34)

so that the transformed forward model is
(2.35)
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1.

where K = SE 2 KS~. The covariances of
transformed system, for example

x and

€ are both unit matrices in this

(2.36)
A covariance matrix, or its inverse, has an infinite number of square roots, see
Appendix A.2. Two are particularly useful, namely the positive definite symmetric
square root constructed from its eigenvector decomposition,
(2.37)
and the upper triangular Cholesky decomposition, of the form S = TTT, see section 5.8.1.1 and exercise 5.3. Algebraic derivations are clearer when written in terms
of S t, but numerically the Cholesky decomposition is considerably 'more efficient,
and should be used in preference. With this square root we can write

X

= T-T(
a
X

-

x a ),

T
- = T-T
Y
E
Y an d K- = T-TKT
Ea'

(2.38)

where the superscript - T means the transpose of the inverse. This transformation
1
of y using S; 2" or T-T is called prewhitening as it transforms the noise into white
noise.
:::} Exercise 2.3: Why does it not matter which square root we use for prewhitening?

The measurement error covariance and the prior state covariance cannot be
compared directly, as they are in different spaces. Rather we should compare the
measurement error covariance with the prior covariance of y:
(2.39)
The component of this covariance due to the variability of the state is j(j(T, and
T
that due to measurement noise is 1111 , KK is not normally diagonal, and we still
cannot easily compare, so we carry out one more transformation of the forward
model, the singular value decomposition K = UAyT, as in section 2.2.2 but now
with prewhitening, giving
y' = UT Y = UTKx

+ UT € =

A yT X + E' = Ax'

+ E'.

(2.40)

The covariance matrices of E' = UT € and x' = yT X are both still unity, because
UTU and yTy are both unit matrices. The covariance of the variability of y' is
therefore A 2 + 1111 , a diagonal matrix, and the elements of y' which vary more than
the noise are those for which )..~ ~ 1 . Element corresponding to zero singular values
carry no information, only noise. Thus
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the number of independent measurements made to better than measure~
ment error, the effective rank of the problem, is the number of singular
_1.
1.
values of Sf 2 KS~ which are greater than about unity.

K

will depend on which square roots have been used for scaling, but its singular
values will not. The corresponding singular vectors in row space, the columns of V,
comprise the effective row space. These are vectors in the state space transformed
1

by S:-"2 j to return them to the original untransformed state space, transform back
1.

with S~.
To use the standard example from Chapter 1 to illustrate this point, we must first
define a state vector and choose some covariance matrices. The measurement vector
is clearly a set of eight radiances, and we can take Sf to be diagonal with a variance
= 0.25 K 2 , as in chapter 1. Let us choose the state vector to be the temperature
of
at levels spaced at intervals of 0.1 in z = Inp, and, to make a fairly noncommittal
assumption, take Sa to be diagonal with a variance of say O"~ = 100 K 2 . In this case
the singular vectors of K are the same as those of K, Fig. 2.2, and the singular
values are a factor of O"a/O"f = 20 larger. The measurements might appear to have a
signal-to-noise ratio of 20, but that would be an overestimate, because the variance
of radiance Yi is not O"~, but O"~ Lj
~ 2.5 K 2 , giving a signal-to-noise ratio of
3.16 for a single radiance.. Even that is an overestimate because of the correlations
between radiance variability expressed by KSaK T . The real signal-to-noise ratio
is expressed. by the singular values of K. The first five singular vectors would be
measured with a signal-to-noise ratios of 6.5, 4.8, 3.1, 1.8 and 1.0 respectively, and
the last three with signal to noise. of less than unity, so the effective rank of K is
about four.

0";

Kt

2.4.2

Degrees of freedom for signal

The above discussion gives a qualitative description of the number of independent
pieces of information in a measurement as the number of singular values of K which
- - T
are greater than about unity, which is the same as the number of eigenvalues of KK
-Tor of K K greater than about unity.
We can formalise this concept and make it more precise by relating it to the
concept of 'degrees of freedom', and enquiring how many of the degrees of freedom
of a measurement are related to signal, and how many are related to noise. In
the simplest case with one degree of freedom let us consider making a single direct
measurement of a scalar, with noise:

y=
where x has prior variance O"~ and

I:

has

X

+1:,

0";.

(2.41)

The prior variance of y will be O"~ =
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a~

+ a;.

The best estimate of x will be, from Eq. (2.30),
a~x + a;x a
a~

+a;

(2.42)

If a~ » a; then y will be providing information about x, but if a~ « a; then it will
be providing information about E. In the first case we can say that the measurement
provides a 'degree of freedom for signal', and in the second case a 'degree of freedom
for noise'.
Now consider the general case of measuring a vector y with m degrees of freedom.
The most probable state in the Gaussian linear case is the one which minimises

x2 =
where

E

(x - XafS;;l(X -

xa)

+ ETS;lE,

(2.43)

= Y - Kx. As we have seen, Eq. (2.30), the minimum is at

(2.44)
where the equivalent of the contribution function of Eq. (1.5) is now a matrix G,
given by
(2.45)
This matrix has various names in different fields, for example it may be described
as a generalised inverse of K, or as a gain matrix, the term I will normally use
in this book in preference to contribution function matrix. At the minimum the
expected value of X 2 is equal to the number of degrees of freedom, or the number
of measurements, m. This can be divided into two parts, corresponding to the two
terms in Eq. (2.43):

£{(x - XafS;;l(x £{€TS;l€}.

x a )}

(2.46)
(2.47)

The first term measures the part of X2 attributable to the state vector, and the second term that attributable to noise. They may therefore described as the number of
'degrees offreedom for signal' and 'degrees of freedom for noise', respectively. Thus
ds describes the number of useful independent quantities there are in a measurement, and hence is a measure of information. It is not necessarily an integer-for
example a component with signal-to-noise ratio of unity would provide 0.5 to each
of ds and dn .
We can find explicit expressions for ds and dn as follows. In the derivation we
use the relation for the trace of a product of two matrices tr(CD) = tr(DC) where
D and C T are the same shape. It is clear that

£{(x - xa)TS;;l(x - x a)}

(2.48)

£{tr[(x - xa)(x - xa)TS;;l]}

(2.49)

tr(SxS;;l)

(2.50)
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where, from Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45),
Sx

=

£{(x - xa)(x - xa)T}
G(KSaK T + S.)G T
SaKT(KSaKT

(2.51)
(2.52)

+ S.)-lKS a.

(2.53)

Therefore

tr(SaKT[KSaKT

+ S.]-l K)
tr(KSaKT[KSaKT + S.]-l)

(2.54)
(2.55)

and using Eq. (2.45) in the first of these two forms we also obtain
(2.56)
By following a similar derivation we can show that
(2.57)
::::} Exercise 2.4: Derive these expressions.

and hence ds + dn = tr(I m ) = m as expected. Note that one of the forms for ds is
tr(GK). The matrix A = GK is a very useful quantity, as will be seen in more
detail in Chapter 3. For the moment simply note that it relates the expected state
to the true state through

x-

X

a = Gy = G[K(x - x a ) + E] = A(x - x a ) + GE.

(2.58)

It is known as the averaging kernel matrix (Backus and Gilbert, 1970), the model

resolution matrix (Menke, 1989), the state resolution matrix, or the resolving kernel,
amongst other terms. It plays a significant role in various descriptions of the information content, as it describes the subspace of state space in which the retrieval
must lie.
Degrees of freedom will be unchanged through linear transformations. Hence we
can also consider ds in the X, y and x', y' transformations. In the former, we can
show
T
T
tr(k [kk + I m ]-lk)
T
T
tr(kk [kk + I m 1 )
T
T
tr([k k + I n ]-lk k)

t

(2.59)
(2.60)
(2.61)

and in the latter
ds

= tr(A2(A 2 + I

m
m

)-l) = L)..~ /(1
i=l

+ )..~).

(2.62)
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The corresponding number of degrees of freedom for noise is given by
m

dn = tr((A 2 + Im)-l) =

L 1/(1 + At)·

(2.63)

i=l

To evaluate dn it is necessary to regard A as an order m matrix, keeping any zero
singular values it might have.
~

2.5

Exercise 2.5: Relate the eigenvectors and values of A to the singular
vectors and values of:K. Remember A may be asymmetric.

Information Content of a Measurement

'Information' is a very general term that has been used in many different ways by
different authors. Degrees of freedom for signal, for example, may be considered to
be a measure of information. However in this section I want to discuss two widely
used measures that carry the name 'information', namely the Fisher information
matrix and the Shannon information content.
2.5.1

The Fisher information matrix

The Fisher information matrix arises in the theory of maximum likelihood estimation (e.g. see Stuart, Ord and Arnold (1999) chapters 17 and 18 for a detailed
development). Likelihood, as defined by Fisher (1921) is the conditional pdj P(ylx),
considered as a function of x for a given value of y. In the context of the Bayesian
approach used here, it is the same as the posterior pdj P(xly) when there is no prior
information, or equivalently when any prior information is considered as being of
the same nature as a measurement-a virtual measurement. A maximum likelihood
estimator finds the value of x which maximises L(x) = P(ylx). It can be shown
(the Cramer-Rao inequality) that the variance of the estimate of x satisfies, in the
scalar case,

(2.64)
with the equality holding under certain conditions, which include the linear Gaussian case. The denominator is known as the Fisher information, and generalises to
a matrix

in the multidimensional case. It can be shown that the information matrix of a
product of two independent likelihoods, Le. P(Yllx)P(Y2Ix), is the sum of the individual matrices, so that information of two independent measurements is additive.
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In the Gaussian linear case, the information matrix is equal to the inverse covariance
matrix, so we may interpret the terms in the equation

(2.66)
as information matrices, indicating that the posterior information matrix is the sum
of that of the prior and that of the measurement.

2.5.2

Shannon information content

The Shannon definition of information content arises from Information Theory,
which he developed in the 1940's (Shannon and Weaver, 1949). It original purpose
was to describe the information carrying capacity of communication channels, but
its applications are much wider. Information as he defined it depends on the entropy
of probability density functions, which is very closely related to thermodynamic
entropy. Information content is a scalar quantity, and as such is useful for optimising
observing systems, as well as characterising and comparing them. We will discuss
entropy and information first in terms of direct measurements, and then show how
the concepts carry over to indirect measurements and to retrieval theory.
The concept of signal-to-noise ratio gives a hint about about how a useful definition of information content might be constructed. Consider a simple direct measurement of a scalar x, with accuracy a. The signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement
is commonly taken to be x/a. This is appropriate for measurements of quantities
which have fixed values such as physical constants, but for quantities which vary,
like most interesting atmospheric parameters, and for which it is the variation rather
than the absolute value that is usually of interest, a more useful definition is a x / a,
where a x is the standard deviation of the variability of x. For example a measurement of a temperature of 300 K to an accuracy of 1 K might have an apparent
signal-to-noise ratio of 300, but if it is of a tropical sea surface temperature whose
variation through the year is known to be, say, 4 K then the useful signal-to-noise
ratio is only 4.
The information content of a measurement can defined qualitatively as the factor
by which knowledge of a quantity is improved by making the measurement. In
practice the logarithm of the factor is used, with the base of the logarithm depending
on the application and determining the dimensionless 'units'. In information theory
it is often convenient to use base two, when the units are 'bits'. In the above
example, knowledge is improved by a factor of four, so the measurement provides 2
bits of information about the sea surface temperature. For simplicity of algebraic
manipulations, however, natural iogarithms are more convenient.
2.5.2.1

Entropy of a probability density function

Entropy in the thermodynamic sense is the logarithm of the number of distinct
internal states of a thermodynamic system consistent with a measured macro-state
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(pressure, temperature, etc). Information is the change in the logarithm of the
number of distinct possible internal states of the system being measured, consistent
with the change in knowledge of the system resulting from a measurement.
To construct a formal definition of information, as distinct from the informal
signal-to-noise ratio, we use the pdj as a measure of knowledge of a system. The
Gibbs definition of thermodynamic entropy and the Shannon definition for discrete
information systems are the same, apart from a numerical factor:

S(P) = -k LPdnPi,

(2.67)

where Pi is the probability of the system being in state i. In thermodynamics, k
is the Boltzmann constant, and in information theory k = 1 and the logarithm
is usually taken to base two. For the detailed reason why this form is chosen, the
reader is referred to Shannon and Weaver (1949), but as a simple example consider a
discrete system with 2n states. If all states are equally likely, and nothing is known
about the state, then Pi = 2- n , so that the prior entropy S(P) = n using the
logarithm to base two. If the system is examined and found to be in some definite
state s, then Ps = 1 and Pi = 0 for i i- s. In this case the posterior entropy is zero,
and the information content is the difference n, in units of bits. This corresponds
to the number of digits of a binary number required to identify the state.
For a continuous pdj, Pi corresponds to P(x) dx so the lnpi factor needs some
attention. Entropy of a continuous pdj is defined as

S(P)

=...,-

J

P(x) 10gz[P(x)jM(x)] dx,

(2.68)

where the place of dx is taken by a measure function, M, chosen so that P j M is
dimensionless, and so that P = M corresponds to a state of no knowledge of x.
Choice of M is analogous to the third law of thermodynamics, in that P = M
determines the zero of entropy. It is often constant, when it may be safely omitted,
but it may also be interpreted as a prior pdj, in which case Eq. (2.68) is a relative
entropy.
If PI (x) describes knowledge before a measurement, and Pz(x) describes it afterwards, then the information content of the measurement is the reduction in entropy:
(2.69)
2.5.2.2

Entropy oj a Gaussian distribution

To illustrate that the definition of Eq. (2.68) has the desired properties for continuous pdf's, we will apply it to a scalar Gaussian case, and show that the information
content of the measurement is the logarithm of the signal-to-noise ratio. Using
the natural logarithm for algebraic convenience, the entropy of the Gaussian pdj
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Eq. (2.9) is:

s=

1,

(21f)20"

Jex {_(X-:)2}
p

(In[(21f) ! 0"]

20"

+

(X-:)2)
dx.
20"

(2.70)

=> Exercise 2.6: Integrate Eq. (2.70) to obtain S = InO"(21fe)l j 2.
The information content of a measurement where the prior knowledge is Gaussian
with variance O"f, and the posterior knowledge is Gaussian with variance O"~ is
therefore In(0"t!0"2), i.e. the logarithm of the signal-to-noise ratio, as anticipated.
In the case of a multivariate Gaussian distribution, we have already shown that
the pdj is equivalent to a product of independent distributions with variances equal
to the eigenvalues of Sy. We would expect the entropy of a product of independent
pdjs to be the sum of the entropies of individual pdjs.

=> Exercise 2.7: Prove that S[P(x)P(y)] = S[P(x)] + S[P(y)] if x and y are
independent
Hence the entropy of the multivariate Gaussian distribution for a vector with m
elements is, using Eq. (2.14)
m

S[P(y)]

L In( 21feAi)!
i=l

+ ~ In(fLAi)
mln(21fe)! + ~lnlSyl
mln(21fe)!

(2.71)

because the determinant is equal to the product of the eigenvalues. The square
root of the product is also proportional to the volume of an ellipsoid describing a
surface of constant probability, as each eigenvalue is proportional to the square of
the principal axis of the ellipsoid (Appendix A.3). Therefore the entropy of the
pdj is the logarithm of the volume inside a surface of constant probability, plus a
constant which depends on the surface chosen. It is a measure of the volume of
state space occupied by the pdj which describes knowledge of the state.
When we make a measurement, this 'volume of uncertainty' decreases; the information content of the measurement is a measure of the factor by which it decreases,
a generalisation of the scalar concept of signal-to-noise ratio.
Zero eigenvalues, corresponding to a singular covariance matrix, or to quantities known exactly, will lead to negative infinite contributions to the entropy, and
zero length principal axes. Such terms should cancel exactly when calculating information content, as knowledge afterwards of these quantities will be the same as
knowledge before. However to avoid mathematical difficulties it is best to eliminate
them first by not including those basis vectors in the measurement or state space.
If a component has finite variance before a measurement and zero variance afterwards, however, then the measurement has provided infinite information! Such a
measurement is probably non-physical.
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The information content of a measurement when the prior covariance is SI and
the posterior covariance is S2 can be written as
(2.72)

2.5.2.3

Information content in the linear Gaussian case

The information content of a measurement can be evaluated either in state space
(Hs ) or in measurement space (Hm ), and we would expect to obtain the same value
in either case. In state space it depends on the entropies of the pdj of the state
before and after the measurement:

S[P(x)] - S[P(xly)]
1

1

"2lnISal- "2 ln lS I
A

~ In IS- 1 Sal.

(2.73)

Putting Eq. (2.27) for S in the linear Gaussian case into the third expression in
Eq. (2.73) gives the following, using the properties of determinants given in Appendix A.5:
~ In I(KTS~IK

+ S;;:I)Sal

1

1

+ 1n l

~ In IS~KTS~IKS~
1

-T-

"2 ln lK K+lnl·

(2.74)

In measurement space, the information content is the difference between the entropy
of the prior estimate of y and the posterior estimate:

H m = S[P(y)] - S[P(ylx)].

(2.75)

The covariance for P (y) before the measurement is

E{(y - Ya)(y - Ya)T}
E{K(x - xa)(x - xafK T + €€T}
KSaK T + Sf

(2.76)

and the posterior covariance is Sf> so the information content is, in various forms:
~ In IS~I(KSaKT
1

+ Sf)1
1

~ In IS~2KSaKTS~2
1

- - T

"2 In IKK
-

-T

-T-

+ Iml·

+Iml
(2.77)

Note that KK and K K have the same non-zero eigenvalues, therefore both H m
and H s are equal to I:i ~ In(l + An where Ai is a singular value of K.
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Exercise 2.8: With the aid of Bayes' theorem, show that for general pdf's
the information content is the same whether computed in measurement
space or in state space.

The averaging kernel matrix for the linear Gaussian problem was introduced
briefly in section 2.4.2 in connexion with degrees of freedom for signal. It can also
be related to the information content as follows. From Eq. (2.45), we can write it
as
(2.78)
and hence
(2.79)
which we may relate to information content through Eq. (2.73). This, together
with Eq. (2.54) or (2.56) gives the following relations between information content,
degrees of freedom for signal, the singular values of :K and the averaging kernel
matrix:

H= ~ Li In(l + At)
ds =

2.6

=

Li At /(1 + At) =

-~lnIIn - AI

tr(A).

(2.80)

The Standard Example: Information Content and Degrees of
Freedom

In order to illustrate the concepts of information content and degrees of freedom
with the standard example, an a priori covariance matrix is needed. I will use two
cases, firstly and most simply a diagonal matrix with a variance at each level of
O"~ = 100 K 2 , and secondly a matrix with the same values on the diagonal but with
non-zero off-diagonal elements. The first case has reasonable values at each level,
corresponding to knowledge of the temperature to about ±10 K before we make the
measurement, but it implicitly assumes that the temperature difference between
adjacent levels (in this case about 700m apart) is known to only about ±14K. This
is unrealistically large.
A more reasonable a priori would have adjacent levels correlated. Therefore
for the second case I have therefore constructed a simple covariance matrix model
based on a first order auto-regressive model, or Markov process. This is a variant
of a random walk. Take the departure of the temperature from the mean, 8Ti +1 =
Ti+l - Ti+l at level i + 1 to be related to that at level i by:
(2.81)
where the regression coefficient (3 is a constant between zero and unity and ~i is
Gaussian random variable, uncorrelated with 8Ti , and with constant variance O"l-
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In the limit of large i, it is easy to see that the variance of oT tends to aU(l- fP),
so if we choose the variance of ~i to be al = a~(l - (P), we get a covariance matrix
with elements
(2.82)
which has a~ on the diagonal, and non-zero off-diagonal elements. We can also
write this as

Sij = a~ exp ( _ li _ jl 0;)

(2.83)

where Oz is the level spacing and h = -oz/2In{3 is the length scale at which the
interlevel correlation is lie. I have chosen a value for {3 which gives a length scale
h = 1 in units oflnp, about 7km, giving {3 ~ 0.95 and aE ~ 3 K. This provides some
modelling of the inter-level correlations that undoubtedly exist in the atmosphere,
and suppresses structures on an arbitrarily fine scale. The atmosphere is represented
on a grid of levels with a spacing of Oz = 0.1 in units of lnp.
Table 2.1 Singular values of K, together with contributions of each vector to the degrees of
freedom d s and information content H for both covariance matrices. Measurement noise variance
is O.25K 2 .

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
totals

Diagonal covariance
dSi
Hi (bits)
Ai
6.51929 0.97701
2.72149
4.79231 0.95827
2.29147
3.09445 0.90544
1.70134
1.84370 0.77269
1.06862
1.03787 0.51858
0.52731
0.55497 0.23547
0.19368
0.27941 0.07242
0.05423
0.13011 0.01665
0.01211
8.57024
4.45653

Full covariance
Hi (bits)
Ai
dsi
27.81364 0.99871
4.79865
18.07567 0.99695
4.17818
9.94379 0.98999
3.32105
5.00738 0.96165
2.35227
2.39204 0.85123
1.37443
1.09086 0.54337
0.56546
0.46770 0.17948
0.14270
0.17989 0.03135
0.02297
5.55272 16.75571

Table 2.1 give the singular values of K, and the contributions of each singular vector to the degrees of freedom d s and information content H for both prior
covariances, and for a measurement noise of 0.25 K 2 . The singular vectors for the
diagonal case are as shown in Fig. 2.2. The vectors for the non-diagonal case are
very similar and have not been plotted.
For the diagonal matrix, we ob.tain a total d s = 4.46 and H = 8.6 bits, indicating
that about four and a half quantities are measured, and about 28 .6 = 380 different
atmospheric states can be distinguished. This corresponds to the first four of five
singular values being greater than about unity, the first three giving close to one
degree of freedom, next two or three giving a fraction of a degree of freedom, and
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Fig. 2.5 Solid: eigenvalues of a non-diagonal model covariance matrix; dotted: variance of a
diagonal covariance matrix with the same total variance.

the last two giving little. This is echoed in the information content of each of the
singular vectors.
For the non-diagonal matrix, we would expect that as the a priori is more
tightly constrained, both the information content and the degrees of freedom would
be smaller. However this does not seem to be the case, the singular values and
contributions to dB and H all being larger. The entropy of the diagonal prior
covariance is 332.2 bits (i.e. 100log2 10), while that of the non-diagonal one is 210.2
bits. The nondiagonal covariance is restricted to a much smaller volume of state
space, by a factor of 2122 c:= 5 X 1037 .
The reason for this paradox is that the weighting functions see only large scale
structure. The non-diagonal covariance has a larger variance at these scales, and
smaller variance at small scales, in contrast to the diagonal covariance which has
variance at all scales equally. The eigenvalues of the non-diagonal matrix are plotted as the solid line in Fig. 2.5, and those of the diagonal matrix are plotted as
the dotted line. The first 14 values of the non-diagonal matrix are larger than 100.
The corresponding vectors are quasi-sinusoidal, with the largest wavelength corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, see Fig. 3.2. Thus at the scale of the width and
spacing of the weighting functions, the non-diagonal a priori is less constrained,
while it is more constrained at scales which cannot be measured.
It is clear that the a priori covariance is important, and that an incorrect one
can constrain the solution inappropriately. This will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 10.
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Probability Density Functions and the Maximum Entropy
Principle

It is necessary to be able to estimate probability density functions, and often on the
basis of very little information. They are not quantities that are measured directly,
and have to be related somehow to the various different kinds of information we
have about a system. It is common to assume that if we make a measurement of
some quantity, and make an error estimate, that the corresponding pdj is Gaussian,
but why? The central limit theorem is on reason often cited, but there is another,
more subtle, reason.
In the Bayesian view, probability density is a measure of knowledge. It is reasonable to take as a gUiding principle in quantifying a pdj the 'maximum entropy
principle' that the region of state space that we believe the state to lie in should be
as large as possible consistent with what is known about the variability of the state.
Entropy is an appropriate measure of the size of the region, so a set of parameters
describing the system can be interpreted in terms of a pdj by finding the function
for which the entropy is maximum, or equivalently, the information is minimum,
consistent with the available parameters.
I will illustrate the ideas using three examples of pdjs of a single random variable
x. Assume in the first example that we know nothing at all about its variability,
except that x lies in some known range (a, b). What is an appropriate prior pdj
with which to describe x? Intuition tells us that all values in (a, b) are equally
likely, so that P(x) = l/(b - a) within the range, and zero outside. The principle
of maximum entropy tells us that P(x) must maximise:
S(P) =

subject to the condition that
gives:

J:

-l

b

P(x) In P(x) dx

(2.84)

P(x) dx = 1. Maximising S(P) with respect to P

-lnP(x)-l+f.L=O

(2.85)

where f.L is the Lagrangian multiplier for the condition. P(x) is clearly a constant,
and its value is found from the unit area condition to be l/(b - a), as expected.
If we know nothing at all about x, Le. b - a -+ 00, and P(x) -+ 0 everywhere, a
reasonable conclusion.
Now consider the case where we also know that the expected value of x is X, but
we know nothing about its variability. Now we have the extra condition:

l

b

xP(x) dx

== x

(2.86)

and the maximisation gives:
-lnP(x) - 1 + J1. + vx

=0

(2.87)
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where v is the Lagrangian multiplier for the extra condition. For the case where a
and b are general, this leads to complicated but straightforward algebra which the
reader may explore at leisure. Consider only the case where it is known that x is
positive, Le. a = 0 and b = 00. On substituting P(x) = exp(-l + /-L+ vx) into the
constraints, it is straightforward to show that v = -l/x, and hence that:

P(x) = { (l/x) exp( -x/x)

o

for
for

x~0
x < o.

(2.88)

This is an example of a pdf where the most likely value, at x = 0, is not near the
mean, x, and is in fact at an extreme of the range of x. Without the positivity
constraint the pdf would be zero everywhere, as in the case of no information at all.
The third example is when an expected value and a variance are both known,
and there is no finite range limitation. Now we have three constraints on P(x):

J

J
J

P(x)dx

1

xP(x)dx

x

(x - x)2 P(x) dx

(Y2.

(2.89)

In this case it is possible to show that the maximum entropy pdf is the normal
distribution with mean x and variance (Y2.
::::} Exercise 2.9: Show this

This is the primary reason why the Gaussian distribution is an appropriate default
when only the mean and variance (or covariance, in general) are known. Of all
possible distributions with a given mean and variance, the Gaussian has maximum
entropy, or minimum information.
The measure function M(x), Eq. (2.68), has been ignored (or set to a constant) in
the above examples, and a few words of explanation are in order. The first example
above could be restated by describing the system in terms of a single variable
y = x 2, where all that is known is that y lies in the range (a 2, b2) where a and bare
both positive for the purpose of this discussion. We could then follow the arguments
above to determine that y must be uniformly distributed in (a 2 , b2 ), a different result
from x being uniformly distributed in (a, b). The measure function is a means of
making the maximum entropy pdf independent of the coordinate system, because
it will transform with the coordinate system. The choice of measure function is
equivalent to selecting a coordinate system in which a non-informative pdf would
be uniform.
Construction of a priori for practical retrievals will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 10.

Chapter 3

Error Analysis and Characterisation

When an inverse problem is ill-posed, so that it does not have a unique solution, we
may wish to select from the infinite number of possible solutions one which is the
'best' or the 'optimal' one in some sense. However there are many ways in which
'optimal' can be defined. Before optimal solutions can be developed, it is necessary
to determine what can sensibly be optimised, and how the solution is to be related
to the true state. As indicated in Chapter 2, the retrieved state could be the most
likely, consistent with all of the available information. Alternatively it could be the
solution method which minimises the error variance when applied to an ensemble
of cases (I will show later that these two approaches lead to the same solution in
some circumstances). A completely different kind of possible requirement is that
the retrieval have the best spatial resolution.
Therefore before we attempt to design specific optimal retrieval methods, we
should consider what the characteristics of retrievals in general might be, so that
we can decide which properties would be the most appropriate to optimise. In this
chapter we will carry out a general characterisation and error analysis that can be
applied to any inverse method and which will show how a retrieval is related to the
true state of the atmosphere, and how various sources of error propagate into the
final product. The analysis will help identify characteristics of retrievals that can be
optimised, and is in any case an essential part of the documentation of any retrieved
data set. It can be argued that a retrieval method without an error analysis and
characterisation is of little value.
The analysis used in this chapter follows the methods developed by Eyre (1987)
and Rodgers (1990).

3.1
3.1.1

Characterisation
The forward model

For any remote measurement, or any indirect measurement of any kind, the quantity
measured, y, is some vector valued function f of the unknown state vector x, and
43
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of some other set of parameters b that we have decided not to include in the state
vector. There is also an experimental error term E. Therefore we write, mOre
generally than Eq. (2.2):
y=f(x,b)+E

(3.1)

where the Forward Function f describes the complete physics of the measurement,
including for example the radiative transfer theory required to relate the state to
the measured signal, as well as a full description of the measuring instrument. The
vector of parameters b comprises those quantities which influence the measurement,
are known to some accuracy, but are not intended as quantities to be retrieved. They
will be termed the forward function parameters and will contribute to the total
measurement accuracy. A typical example might include such things as spectral
line strengths. The error term E includes errors from sources such as detector noise,
which are not related to the forward function parameters. We could in principle
include E as one of the forward function parameters, but it is clearer if left as an
explicit term. Generally it is a purely random term, which we call measurement
noise, reserving (total) measurement error for the sum of contributions from all
sources, including systematic errors.
3.1.2

The retrieval method

The retrieval x is the result of operating on the measurement with some Inverse or
Retrieval Method R

x = R(y, b, x a , c)

(3.2)

where the circumflex indicates an estimated quantity, rather than a true state, b is
the our best estimate of the forward function parameters, as distinct from the true
value b which is the value that the atmosphere and the instrument know about. The
vectors X a and c together comprise parameters that do not appear in the forward
function, but do affect the retrieval, and may. be subject to uncertainty; X a is any
a priori estimate of x that may be used, and c contains any other parameters
of this nature. Some inverse methods use an explicit a priori, some do not, and
some claim not to use it, but when examined closely are found to use it. It can be
thought of as any kind of estimate of the state, or part of the state, used in the
inverse method and which is unrelated to the actual measurement. It might for
example be an independent state estimate such as a climatology that is explicitly
combined with a measurement. The parameters comprising c will be called retrieval
method parameters as a catch-all for anything else that may be used in the retrieval
method, such as convergence criteria. We will find later that a priori is the only
example of an retrieval method parameter that should matter in most reasonable
circumstances.
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The transfer function

We are now in a position to relate the retrieval to the true state by substituting
Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (3.2):

x=

R(f(x, h) + €, h,xa,c)

(3.3)

This may be regarded as a Transfer Function describing the operation of the
whole observing system, including both the measuring instrument and the retrieval
method. Understanding the properties of the transfer function is fundamental to
both the error analysis and the characterisation of the observing system. By characterisation is meant the sensitivity of the retrieval to the tru~ state, most simply
expressed by the matrix of derivatives ox/ox, and by error analysis is meant the
sensitivity of the retrieval to all of the sources of error in the transfer function,
including noise in the measurement, error in the non-retrieved parameters and in
the retrieval method parameters, and the effect of modelling the true physics of the
measurement by some forward model, if needed.

3.1.4

Linearisation of the transfer function

The forward function itself is often a source of difficulty, for various reasons. It may
be that the real physics is far too complex to deal with explicitly, for example if
both scattering and molecular band absorption are both involved in the radiative
transfer. It may even be that the detailed physics is still uncertain, for example
in the treatment of cloud, but a model can be constructed to adequate accuracy.
Whatever the reason, a Forward Model, F, with associated errors, may be used:

F(x, h)

~

f(x, h, h')

(3.4)

where h has now been separated into h and h', where h' represents those forward
function parameters which are ignored in the construction of the forward model.
To obtain a basic understanding of the transfer function, linearise it with respect
to the various parameters involved, but first replace the forward function by the
forward model, and include an error term to allow for this:

x=
where

~f

R(F(x, h)

+ ~f(x, h, h') + €, h, x a , c)

(3.5)

is the error in the forward model relative to the real physics:
~f =

f(x, h, h') - F(x, h)

Now linearise the forward model about x = x a , h =

x = R(F(x a , h) + Kx(x -

xa)

+ Kb(h -

h)

(3.6)

h:

+ ~f(x, h, h') + €, h, x a , c)

(3.7)

where the matrix K x is the sensitivity of the forward model to the state, of/ox,
the weighting function or Jacobian matrix, and K b is the sensitivity of the forward
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model to the forward model parameters,
with respect to its first argument, y:

x

=

of/ob.

Next, linearise the inverse method

R[F(xa,b),b,xa,c]
+Gy[K", (x - x a ) + Kb(b - b) + 6f(x, b, b/) + E]

(3.8)

where Gy = oR/oy is the sensitivity of the retrieval to the measurement, which is
the same as its sensitivity to measurement error. Rearrange this to give:
X-X a

R[F(x a , b), b, X a, c] +A(x - x a )
+GyEy

X

a ... bias
... smoothing
... retrieval error

(3.9)

where

ox

(3.10)

A=GyK", = -

ox

is the sensitivity of the retrieval to the true state and
Ey

= Kb(b - b) + 6f(x, b, b/) +

E

(3.11)

is the total measurement error in the relative to the forward model.
3.1.5

Interpretation

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.9), the bias, is the error that would
result from a simulated retrieval using a simulated error-free measurement of the
a priori state computed with the forward model. To understand the first term, all
we need know about the meaning of a priori is that it represents knowledge of the
state before the measurement is made. If the measurement were not made, a priori
would be our only knowledge. Thus if the measurements are consistent with the
state being equal to the a priori then any well behaved inverse method should
return the a priori. Therefore the first term should be zero, and if it is nonzero for
some particular inverse method, then this is probably a good reason for modifying
the method!
The linearisation has been carried out about the a priori state mainly so that
the above argument can be made to eliminate the bias term. Consequently it is
not applicable to methods that do not use an explicit a priori in the above sense.
In these cases an arbitrary profile could be used for the linearisation point, but the
argument about the bias term would no longer apply. Alternatively if a state can
be found which is unchanged by a simulated noiseless measurement and retrieval,
then that can be taken as the linearisation point.
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.9) represents the way in which
the observing system smooths the profile. The difference between the retrieval and
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the linearisation point is obtained by operating on the difference between the true
state and the linearisation point with the matrix A:
(3.12)

aT

In the case where the state vector represents a profile, then rows
of A can be regarded as smoothing functions: the averaging kernels or model resolution functions.
In the ideal inverse method, A would be a unit matrix. In reality, rows of A are
generally peaked functions, peaking at the appropriate level, and with a half-width
which is a measure of the spatial resolution of the observing system, thus providing a simple characterisation of the relationship between the rej.rieval and the true
state. The averaging kernel also has an area, which is found to be approximately
unity at levels where the retrieval is accurate, and in general can be thought of as a
rough measure of the fraction of the retrieval that comes from the data, rather than
the a priori. The area of ai is the sum of its elements,
u, where u is a vector
with unit elements, so a vector of areas is Au, which can also be regarded as the
response of the retrieval to a unit perturbation in all elements of the state vector.
The columns of A give the response of the retrieval to a o-function perturbation
in the state vector, and may be described as the o-function response or point spread
function. This provides a convenient, if slow, method of computing the averaging
kernel matrix in cases where the algebra is complicated. The o-function response
can be calculated numerically by finding the change in the retrieval which results
when each element of the state vector in turn is perturbed by some suitably small
amount. The perturbation should be small enough that the response is linear in the
size of the perturbation, but large enough that rounding errors are unimportant.
The response is placed in the appropriate column of the A matrix, whose rows will
then provide the averaging kernels.
The third term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.9) is the error in the retrieval
due to the total measurement error, which we will call retrieval error, meaning the
error in the retrieval due to Ey , rather than error of the retrieval process. This will
be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.

aT

::::} Exercise 3.1: Using an eigenvector expansion of A, give an interpretation
of Eq. (3.12) in which the retrieval is expressed using scalar rather than
matrix weights.
3.1.6

Retrieval method parameters

The linearisation has ignored the retrieval method parameters X a and c. The argu- ment about a priori and good behaviour of the retrieval method led to the requirement that
(3.13)
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This must be true when X a , b or c are perturbed, and in particular, by taking
the derivative with respect to c, we must have oR/oc = 0 for any well behaved
inverse method. Thus a well behaved inverse method can have no retrieval method
parameters that matter apart from x a ! It is clear that if bias is zero at x = X a
then it cannot change, to first order, if c is changed. Thus if retrieval method
parameters are identified which actually affect the retrieval, then there is a good
reason to modify the method.
Similarly by taking the derivative of (3.13) with respect to b we obtain

oRoF
oy ob

+

oR
ob = GyK b + Gb = 0

(3.14)

which simply says that the effect of b in the inverse method should compensate
exactly for variations in values of b in the forward model.
From the linearised expression for the retrieved state Eq. (3.12) we can obtain
the following expression for its sensitivity to the a priori:

oR = ox =In-A

oX a

3.2

(3.15)

Error Analysis

An expression for the error in
Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11):

x-x =

x can be obtained by some further rearrangement of

(A-In)(x~xa)

+GyKb(b - b)
+Gy~f(x, b, b/)
+G y €
3.2.1

oX a

· .. smoothing error
· .. model parameter error
· .. forward model error
· .. retrieval noise

(3.16)

Smoothing error

For the purpose of carrying out an error analysis, the retrieval can either be regarded
as an estimate of a state smoothed by the averaging kernel rather than an estimate
of the true state, or as an estimate of the true state, but with an error contribution
due to smoothing. The error analysis will be different in the two cases, because in
the second case there is an extra term, the smoothing error.
Because the true state is not normally known, we cannot estimate the actual
smoothing error, (A - In)(x - x a ). What is really required is a description of the
statistics of the error, which must be calculated from the mean and covariance over
some appropriate ensemble of states,. which mayor may not be that described by
X a and Sa' The mean is (A - In)(x - x a ), which will be zero if an ensemble has
been chosen for which x = X a .

Error Analysis

The covariance of the smoothing error about
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x is:

E{(A - In)(x - x) . (x - x)T(A - In)T}

(A - In)E{(x - x)(x - x)T}(A - Inf
(A - In)Se (A - Inf

(3.17)

where Se is the covariance of the ensemble of states about the mean state. Thus

to estimate the smoothing error covariance, the covariance matrix of a
real ensemble of states must be known.
Many remote observing systems cannot see spatial fine structure, the loss of which
contributes to the smoothing error. To estimate it correctly, the actual statistics of
the fine structure must be known. It is not enough to simply use some ad hoc matrix
that has been constructed as a reasonable a priori constraint in the retrieval. If the
real covariance is not available, it may be better to abandon the estimation of the
smoothing error, and consider the retrieval as an estimate of a smoothed version of
the state, rather than an estimate of the complete state.
This component of the error budget was described incorrectly as 'null-space
error' in Rodgers (1990). The term null space error should properly be used to
describe the contribution to the error budget from those components of the state
that which lie in the null space of K, and are consequently not seen by the retrieval.
Smoothing error is only equal to null space error for some types of retrieval method.
A general method may succeed in estimating some null-space components because
of the correlations provided by the a priori covariance, so that the contribution
from that source is reduced, and there may be poorly determined components in
the 'near-null space' that appear in the retrieval at reduced amplitude, and therefore
contribute to the smoothing errOr.
3.2.2

Forward model parameter error

The error in the retrieval due to errors in the forward model parameters is GyKb(bb), and is straightforward to evaluate, in principle. If the forward model parameters
have been estimated properly and the model is linear as far as they are concerned,
then their individual errors will be unbiassed, and the expected error will be zero.
The evaluation of the sensitivities G y and K b is straightforward in principle, either by evaluating the derivatives algebraically or by perturbation from the inverse
method and forward model respectively. Note that if the sensitivity for some particular element of b is unacceptably large given its accuracy, then there are three
possibilities:
(1) make a better (e.g. laboratory) measurement ofthat element;
(2) consider whether it should be an element of the state vector, and be retrieved from the measurements;
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(3) redesign the observing system so it is not sensitive to that element.
Note that possibility (2) does not help an individual retrieval.if the error due to this
parameter has been correctly accounted for in the measurement error covariance
(see section 4.1.2), but an improved estimate may be obtainable from multiple
measurements. The error covariance for this contribution is:

(3.18)
where Sb = £{(h - b)(h - b)T} is the error covariance matrix of h. However
remember that h may contain both random and systematic components on various
time and/or space scales. It is sensible to evaluate them separately.
3.2.3

Forward model error

The modelling error is given by Gytlf = Gy[f(x, h, hi) - F(x, h)]. Note that this is
evaluated at the true state, and with the true value of h, rather than at x and b, but
the sensitivity to these quantities should not be not large provided the problem is
not grossly nonlinear. Modelling error can be hard to evaluate, because it requires
a model for f which includes the correct physics. If the correct physics is known
and can be modelled accurately, and F is simply a numerical approximation for
efficiency's sake, then evaluating modelling error is straightforward. But if f is not
known in detail, or so horrendously complex that no proper model is feasible, then
modelling error can be tricky to estimate. Modelling error is likely to be systematic.
3.2.4

Retrieval n.oise

Retrieval noise is given by G y € and is usually the easiest component to evaluate.
Measurement noise € is usually random, and is normally unbiassed and often uncorrelated between channels, and has a known covariance matrix. The covariance
of the retrieval noise is:

(3.19)

3.2.5

Random and systematic error

Errors are traditionally classified as systematic or random according to whether
they are constant between consecutive measurements, or vary randomly. Related
terms are widely used are 'precision' and 'accuracy', where precision measures the
variability between repeated measurements of the same state, and accuracy measures the total difference between the measurement and the truth, and includes
both random and systematic errors. In practice the distinction is somewhat vague,
because error sources may have time variability on a range of scales, and a source
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which is random on one scale may be systematic on another. The retrieval noise
is normally a truly random quantity, uncorrelated in time. Some model parameter
errors (for example spectral data) may be truly systematic errors, unchanged in
time, but others (for example calibration parameters) may vary from day to day,
but be constant over minutes or hours. In any case the effect of'a source of error
on a retrieval, even if the source is constant, may vary with the state because of
non-linearity. There is another category of systematic error which varies with state,
of which smoothing error is the prime example, which we can describe as a gain
error. The smoothing error is correlated with the state, and will have variations on
the same time scale as changes of the state.
3.2.6

Representing covariances

Presenting spatially correlated errors to users of retrieved data can be a problem.
Error bars on scalar quantities are straightforward, but for a vector quantity x,
where errors are expressed by a covariance matrix 8, the equivalent of an error
bar is a closed surface (usually a hyper-ellipsoids) in state space. If errors are
uncorrelated then the major axes of the ellipsoid are aligned with the coordinates
of the state space, but if they are correlated the ellipsoid may be oriented at some
angle to the coordinate system, and it becomes more difficult to visualise and to
understand the implications. The diagonal elements of 8 are the familiar error
variances of the elements of x, but if the off-diagonal elements show that the errors
are correlated, then we can have more information about x than is the case if the
off-diagonal elements are negligible, so it is important not to ignore them.
This is illustrated for two-element vectors in Fig. 3.1, where the error bounds
are presented as contours of a pdf. The point Xl has uncorrelated errors, so its error
bounds are described by circular contours. Point X2 has correlated errors, but with
the same error variances as Xl. Its error bounds are described by elliptical contours.
It is clear that the uncertainty of X2 encompasses a smaller area of state space than
that of Xl, and therefore X2 provides more information. One way of conceptualising
the error covariance matrix is to diagonalise it. In the case in the figure, this would
be done by transforming the basis to the principal axes.of the ellipse. In this basis,
it is even clearer that X2 is a better measurement than Xl' Another way is to
consider the determinant of the covariance matrix. This is clearly always smaller
for the case with off-diagonal elements, 181 = 8 11 8 22 - Sf2' compared with 8 11 8 22 ,
so that the Shannon information content must be greater.

=> Exercise 3.2: Show that the determinant of a covariance matrix of any
order with given diagonal elements is greatest if the off-diagonal elements
are all zero
In the general case we can find a basis in which the errors are independent by
diagonalising the covariance matrix, i.e. finding the eigenvalues /\ and eigenvectors
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Illustrating correlated and uncorrelated errors

li of the covariance matrix, Sli = Aik A covariance matrix is symmetric, so that
the matrix of eigenvectors L is orthogonal and can be· normalized: L -1 = LT.
Consequently, S can be decomposed as

(3.20)
1

where the orthogonal vectors ei are AlIi and can be thought of as 'error patterns',
in the sense that the error Ex in x can be expressed a sum of these error patterns,
each multiplied by a random factor ai having unit variance
n
Ex

= Laiei

(3.21)

i=l

To illustrate this concept the most significant ten error patterns of the a priori
covariance used in section 2.6 are shown in Fig. 3.2. They are all truncated sinusoids
with the largest amplitude associated with the longest wavelength.

3.3

Resolution

'Resolution', like 'information', is a word with a multiplicity of meanings, and tends
to be used differently in different contexts. To arrive at a satisfactory definition for
our purposes, we need to consider the aim of the measurement. In astronomy or
spectroscopy the resolution of a telescope or a spectrometer is a measure of its ability to distinguish two point sources in one or two dimensions. This is not directly
useful in the case of profile retrieval, because we are not normally dealing with
states subject to a-function perturbations. More useful would be some measure of
how well we can see the type of structures that might be present in the atmosphere.
Possibilities include characteristics of the averaging kernel or state resolution matrix, such as the width of the averaging kernel or the point spread function, where
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Fig. 3.2 The most significant ten error patterns of the a priori covariance matrix
u~ exp( -li - jloz/h), for U a ~ 3 K and h = 1

8ij

'width' has many possible interpretations, the response of the retrieval to sine wave
perturbations in the state, and the range of heights covered divided by number of
independent quantities measured.
Resolution should be clearly distinguished from the grid spacing used to represent a profile. The choice of a practical grid spacing depends on various features of
the problem, and the resolution of the measurement is one of them. This will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
A measure of resolution is not useful unless there is an associated error. The
ability to reproduce a sine wave perturbation is not useful if the response to a
reasonable atmospheric amplitude is so small that it is less than the noise. Possible
characterisations of resolution that include error are:
(i) For each element of X, the 'width' of the corresponding averaging kernel and
the corresponding error on the element. It is also helpful to know the prior
error I Le. the expected variation of that quantity before the measurement is
made. The error on the element mayor may not be reduced by combination
with the prior information, depending on the retrieval method.
(ii) The 'trade-off plot', Le. the error (and prior error) of an estimate of an
average of the profile over some given averaging function, together with the
width of that function. This information can be in the form of a plot of
noise against width, for example the error in mean temperature over a layer,
as a function of layer width.
(iii) A sine wave imposed on the input profile in a simulation will be retrieved
at some amplitude that mayor may not be greater than noise, depending
on its amplitude and wavelength. A trade-off curve would give the input

I
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amplitude of the smallest sine wave which is just detectable in the retrieval,
as a function of wavelength. This is likely to vary with altitude, and the
output perturbation is unlikely to be strictly sinusoidal.
(iv) The degrees of freedom for signal, ds is the trace of the averaging kernel
matrix. Consequently the diagonal of A may be thought of as a measure of
the number of degrees of freedom per level, and it reciprocal as the number
of levels per degree of freedom, and thus a measure of resolution. In a
simplistic way we can see that if an averaging kernel is mostly positive and
has an area of about unity, then the reciprocal of its peak is a measure of
its width. Purser and Huang (1993) have developed this idea as a concept
of 'data density'.
Even Lord Rayleigh's original definition is not really as simple as it sounds. He
was considering the case of viewing objects through optical systems, for which it
might appear that the resolution is related to the diffraction limit of the system.
But if it is known that the field really does consist of for example delta functions
(stars), the diffraction pattern is known, and the noise on the measurement is low,
then a higher resolution representation of the field can be retrieved, or the positions
of the stars could be retrieved using for example a least squares fit or an optimal
estimator, even if the image appears to the eye as a single star. The diffraction
pattern is in effect a weighting function for an indirect measurement, and retrieval
methods can be applied.

Width of an averaging kernel
How do we define the width of a peaked function? There are several possibilities,
but some definitions are more useful than others. The 'full width at half height'
is satisfactory for some purposes, but is not very helpful if algebraic manipulation
of the width is needed, and can be difficult to define for functions with significant
lobes, positive or negative. For mathematical convenience it should be possible
to use the definition algebraically for optimisation. It should also should produce
sensible results if the function has negative lobes.
The second moment about the mean of a function A(z, z') of height z' whose
nominal peak is at z is

_(I

w(z) -

1

A(z, z')(z' - Z)2 dZ ' )
I A(z, zl)dz'

2"

(3.22)

where the mean z(z) = I z'A(z,z')dz'j I A(z,z')dz'. This may be a reasonable
definition for positive A(z,z'), but can give problems with negative lobes. It is
also quite possible to obtain a negative or indeterminate second moment. Consider
for example A(z,z') = sinc(z' - z) = sin(z' - z)j(z' - z), the amplitude of the
diffraction pattern of a single slit. The integrand of (3.22) oscillates with ever
growing amplitude as Iz' - zl -+ oo! Even the intensity of the same diffraction
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pattern, A(z,z') = sinc 2 (z' - z), gives an indeterminate integral.
Backus and Gilbert (1970) defined a quantity they called the 'spread'

s(z) = 12 / (z - z/)2A 2(z, z/) dz' / (/ A(z, z/) dZ/)2.

(3.23)

The original definition was for functions with unit area, but Eq. (3.23) has been
slightly generalised to include the normalising area integral. The factor 12 is chosen
so that a simple slit function has a spread equal to its full width. A related concept
is the 'resolving length', which can be defined as the spread about the 'centre',
defined as the mean of A2(z, z/):

c(z) = / z/A 2(z, z/) dz' / / A 2(z, z/) dz'

(3.24)

These definitions were designed for optimisation, and not as a general purpose
definition of resolution. A retrieval method which minimises spread (section 4.5) is
very successful in suppressing sidelobes in the averaging kernel, but spread is not
give a satisfactory general-purpose definition of resolution for functions which decay
more slowly than about O{(z - Z/)-3/2}.

3.4

The Standard Example: Linear Gaussian Case

The concepts described above are more easily understood with a concrete example.
For this purpose we will use the linear problem first introduced in Chapter 1, with
the weighting functions shown in Fig. 1.1, together with the maximum a posteriori
solution for Gaussian pdf's which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, but
is no more than the peak of the Bayesian solution P(xly) as given by Eq. (2.30).
(3.25)
The covariance of P(xly) given by Eq. (2.27) will not be used here. Instead the
error analysis will be used to determine the accuracy of x.
For numerical illustration the measurement error covariance matrices is taken
to be proportional to a unit'matrix, of the form Sf = a;I= with a f = 0.5, and the
prior covariance by the matrix introduced in section 2.6:
(3.26)
with the same parameters.
Fig. 3.3 shows a simulated retrieval under these conditions. The a priori is the
V.S. Standard Atmosphere, shown dotted, and the simulated true profile (solid) has
been constructed by adding error patterns of the prior covariance to this, multiplied
by Gaussian random coefficients, as described by Eq. (3.21). There is perhaps too
much fine structure in comparison with real atmospheric profiles, but otherwise
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Fig. 3.3 Simulated retrieval. A priori: dotted; temperature profile: solid; retrieval without noise:
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this is fairly realistic. Radiances are simulated by multiplying the profile by the
weighting function matrix, Fig. 1.1, and Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of
0.5 K is added. The retrieval without added noise is shown dashed, and the retrieval
with noise is dash-dot. Some features to be expected are seen in the retrieval: the
fine structure is not retrieved because of the width of the weighting functions; the
discontinuities of gradient in the retrievals are present because they are present in
the a priori, not because that have been retrieved; the fit of the retrieval to the
profile is poorer at the top and bottom, where it approaches the a priori.
From Eq. (3.25) the retrieval gain matrix is seen to be:
(3.27)
The contribution functions, or columns of G y , for each channel are shown in Fig. 3.4.
It is easy to see that the bias for this retrieval is zero. If the prior measurement
computed from the forward model for the a priori state, Ya = Kx a , is substituted
for Y in Eq. (3.25), then the result is clearly x = X a •
3.4.1

Averaging kernels

The averaging kernel matrix is, from (3.10) and (3.27):

A = G Y K = (KTS-1K
€

+ S-1)-lKTS-1K
a
€

(3.28)

Fig. 3.5 shows the averaging kernels (rows of A) in this case for a subset of levels,
at intervals of unity in - In(p j Po). Also shown as the dotted line on the right is the
area of the averaging kernels, scaled by a factor of 0.1. The area is approximately
unity from -In(pjpo) ~ 1.5 to 8, indicating that the retrieval is sensitive to the
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true profile over this height range. The peaks of the averaging kernels are located
at approximately the right level from about -In(pjpo) ~ 1 to 8. The widths are
more or less uniform, and comparable with or narrower than those of the original
weighting functions from -In(pjpo) ~ 2 to 6. The general indication is that the
retrieval is reasonable from the point of view of the transfer function over this latter
range of heights.
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3.4.2

Error components

The covariance of smoothing error for an ensemble of states corresponding to the
a priori is, from Eq. (3.17), (A - In)Sa(A - In)T, and on substituting (3.28), we
obtain:
(3.29)
The covariance of retrieval noise is, from Eq. (3.19), GySfG;, which gives for this
case, on substituting (3.27):
(3.30)
and the two add to give the total error from these two sources of:

El =

(K T S;-lK

+ S;l )-1

(3.31 )

which is identical to the covariance of P(xly) as given by Eq. (2.27).
A covariance matrix as a description of the error of a measurement is not easy
to visualise. The simplest component of the error is the variance, i.e. the diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix, and this is often the only error description that
is presented with a retrieval. Such a set is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The prior standard
deviation is the square root of the diagonal elements of the prior covariance matrix
Sa, taken to be constant 10K in this example. The residual standard deviation
is the same function of the total retrieval error covariance El, and the curves for
smoothing error and retrieval noise are similarly obtained from Ss and Sm. Note
that the retrieval noise standard deviation is small outside the range of the weighting
functions, as the retrieval tends to the a priori in this region, and the measurements
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contribute little. For the same reason the smoothing error and the total retrieval
error tend towards the a priori standard deviation.
Decomposition of the covariance matrix into error patterns, as described in
section 3.2.6 does not clarify the nature of the errors as much as one might wish
when applied to the total error covariance Ss+Sm. +Sf, but can give a useful insight
into the error characteristics if applied to each component singly. Fig. 3.7 shows all
eight error patterns for the retrieval noise covariance Sm.' Errors in the retrieved
state due to measurement noise can be regarded as a linear combination of these
vectors, with random coefficients having unit variance. Note also that the retrieval
contains only these shapes plus the a priori profile. Patterns with broader scale
structure (8, 7 and 5) generally correspond to smaller errors, as there is information
in the measurements to determine these components well. Patterns with short
vertical scale of variation, like 6, can also give small error, as the inverse method
does not attempt to determine these, so that information at these scales comes from
the a priori state. Larger errors are associated with intermediate scale patterns,
with variation on a scale comparable with the weighting function or averaging kernel
width.
The ten largest error patterns of the smoothing error covariance are shown
in Fig. 3.8. Smoothing error may be of full rank, so there can be n smoothing
error patterns. They are proportional to eigenvectors of Ss, and show orthogonal
structure that the observing system cannot see, or sees at a reduced amplitude. The
vectors can have larger values at the top and bottom of the profile, where there is
little information about the true state in the measurements, or can have a fairly
small scale vertical structure, somewhat shorter than the width of the averaging
kernels. There is less contribution from the very small scales, because the prior
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covariance does not contain significant very small scale structure. The ones not
shown are smaller in both amplitude and scale.
3.4.3

Modelling error

With as simple a simulation as we are using here, it is difficult to illustrate modelling
error comprehensively. We will select a few typical kinds of modelling error for a
simple illustration:

Calibration error. This can be simulated by using a forward model for channel i
of the form Yi = gFi(x) + Yz, and assuming that there is a small error, Yz,
in the zero level of the measurement and a small error in the gain, g, the
errors being the same in all channels.
Transmittance modelling error. This can be simulated by assuming that the transmittance function for channel i is really of the form:
(3.32)
where a, which accounts for error in the absorption coefficient, and f3, which
accounts for its pressure dependence, are both approximately unity.
Fig. 3.9(a) shows the sensitivity of the retrieved state to each of these simulated
forward model parameters, when this source of error has not been allowed for. The
sensitivitie~ are given for quite small perturbations in the parameters, namely 1 %
in gain, 1 K in measurement offset, 1 % in absorption coefficient or absorber amount
and 1% in the exponent of pressure dependence of absorption coefficient. The
perturbation in the retrieval when they are ignored in the error covariance can be
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significant. If it is, the proper procedure is to either to include the parameters in
the state vector, or to treat them as extra sources of error, and replace the error
covariance by Sf + KfsbKb. These two approaches are equivalent, as will be seen
in section 4.1.2 and in this case reduces the sensitivity a little, Fig. 3.9(b).
3.4.4

Resolution

Fig. 3.10 shows the resolution of the retrieval according to four of the definitions
introduced in section 3.3, in order to illustrate their properties. They are all based
on the averaging kernels of Fig. 3.5.
The simplest definition, the full width at half height, is shown as dotted, plotted
against the nominal height rather than against the peak or the mean. This has
qualitatively reasonable behaviour, but the resolution at the highest and lowest
altitudes is misleading, because the corresponding averaging kernels do not have
their peaks at the right place, the width is about where the peak is, not where it
should be.
The second moment about the mean is shown as dash-dot, also plotted against
the nominal height rather than against the mean. It is unsatisfactory, as there
are regions where the integrand is negative, so the square root cannot be taken.
The alternative definition of the second moment about the nominal height is shown
dash-dot-dot-dot. This is close to the curve for the first definition except at the
extremes where it becomes large.
The reciprocal of Purser and Huang's data density, based on the diagonal of the
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Response of the retrieval to sinusoidal disturbances of various wavelengths.

averaging kernel matrix is shown solid. This has the features to be hoped for from
a definition of resolution. It is reasonably smooth, and is large only at the extremes
where there is little information.
The Backus and Gilbert spread is shown dashed. This is similar to the data
density curve, but is everywhere larger, mainly because it emphasises the negative
lobes of the averaging kernels.
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It is less straightforward to quantify a definition of resolution based on the
response to a wavelike disturbance, so the response itself is shown in Fig. 3.11. For
each wavelength the original sinusoid is shown dashed, and the response is shown
solid. The scale is arbitrary. It can be seen that the response is not necessarily
sinusoidal, and the local amplitude of the response, and its shape; vary with height.
At the extremes it is not even locally a sinusoid of the same wavelength. This makes
it difficult to give a simple quantitative definition of resolution based on sine-wave
response.

:

I

Chapter 4

Optimal Linear Inverse Methods

The Bayesian approach provides us with a framework within which we can understand the inverse problem. Given a measurement together with a description of its
error statistics, a forward model describing the relation between the measurement
and the unknown state, and any a priori information that might be available, it
allows us to identify the class of possible states that are consistent with the available
information, and to assign a probability density function to them.
However for most purposes we wish to select just one of the possible states as
'the solution' to the inverse problem, and to assign it some error estimate, rather
than to provide the more general but less directly useful complete description of the
ensemble of possible solutions given by the conditional probability density function
P(xly). Thus we need an objective way of selecting just one state, and a logical
approach is to select one that optimises something. The approach to error analysis
and characterisation described in Chapter 3 enables us to consider a range of possible
quantities that might be optimised in order to produce an appropriate solution to
the problem.
Some possible approaches to optimal inverse methods are
(i) Using the posterior pdj of the state vector, we can represent the solution as
either the expected value of the state or the most likely state, together with
the second moment matrix as a measure of the width of the distribution,
or the uncertainty of the solution.
(ii) From the error analysis we have identified the smoothing error, the measurement error and the modelling error as quantities that might be minimised
in a solution.
(iii) Some measure such as the width of the averaging kernel might be minimised
to optimise the spatial resolution of a retrieval.
In this chapter we will discuss these possibilities, and show how they are related. We
will deal only with linear problems here, in order to concentrate on the estimation
theory involved. Non-linearity, which will be dealt with in Chapter 5, brings another
set of questions, but the estimation theory aspects are not very different from those
65
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of the linear problem.
The forward model for the elementary linear problem is y = Kx + E, with
a constant m x n weighting function matrix K. The slightly more general form
y - Yo = K(x - xo) + E, where (xo, Yo) is some linearisation point, can be reduced
to the elementary form by redefining x and y as e.g. x - Xo and y - Yo. For the
purposes of this chapter no distinction will be made between the noise E and the
total measurement error E y of Chapter 3. Anticipating that the linear problem has
a linear solution, we expect that the elementary linear solution is of the general
form

x=x o +Gy

(4.1)

where G is a constant n x m retrieval gain matrix and Xo is some constant offset.
Our task here is in effect to identify appropriate forms for G and Xo for various
types of optimality.

4.1

The Maximum a Posteriori Solution

The most straightforward way of selecting a state from an ensemble described by
a probability density function is to choose either the most likely state, i.e. the one
for which P(xJy) is maximum, or the expected value solution, i.e. the mean state
averaged over the pdj:

x=

J

xP(xly) dx.

(4.2)

In either case some measure of the width of the pdj provides the error estimate. For
the linear problem with Gaussian density functions these two solutions are identical
because of the symmetry of the pdj. A derivation of this solution has been given in
Chapter 2 as an illustration of the Bayesian approach.
The state that maximises the posterior pdj P(xJy) is known as the maximum
a posteriori solution (MAP). In the atmospheric remote sounding literature it is
widely and incorrectly referred to as the maximum likelihood (ML) solution, by me
as well as almost everyone else. As mentioned in section 2.5, the term likelihood was
originally defined by Fisher [1921] to mean the conditional pdj P(ylx), considered
as a function of x for a given value of y, so strictly the ML solution would only be
the same as the MAP solution in the absence of prior information.
For non-Gaussian statistics the MAP and expected value solutions will give
different results in the general case when the pdj is skew or asymmetric. In these
circumstances the covariance matrix is not an adequate description, and higher
order moments of the pdj are needed. In the extreme case of a multiply-peaked pdj
it is quite possible for the expected value solution to be very unlikely.
The maximum a posteriori solution given in Eq. (2.30) can be written in several
different forms, for example:

r
i
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(K T S;l K

+ S;;-l )-1 (K T S;l y + S;;-l Xa )
(SaKTS;l K + I n r 1 (SaKTS;ly + X a)
T
T
X a + (K S;lK + S;;-l)-lK S;l(y - Kx a )
X a + SaKT(KSaKT + SE)-l(y - Kx a).

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

Its covariance as given in Eq. (2.27) can be written as, for example:

(K T S;lK + S;;-l)-l
Sa - SaKT(KSaKT

(4.7)

+ SE)-lKS a

(4.8)

and its averaging kernel matrix as:

A

T S- 1 K
+ S-1)-lK
a
SaKT(KSaKT + SE)-lK.
1K
(K T SE

E

(4.9)
(4.10)

There are two basically different forms here, distinguished by the matrix to be
inverted. In the m-form it is m x m and in the n-form it is n x n, so that the choice
of formulation is determined in part by the relative sizes of the state vector and the
measurement vector. The equivalence of (4.5) and (4.6) can be shown as follows.
Consider
(4.11)
which can be seen to be valid by multiplying out. Premultiplying both sides by
(S;;-l + K T S;l K)-l and postmultiplying by (SE + KS aK T )-l gives
(4.12)
which shows that the two forms are indeed equivalent.
For the well-posed or not-overconstrained problem, i.e. when an exact solution
exists, we can interpret the form of the solution given in Eq. (4.3) in terms of
concepts that should be familiar. In that case an exact solution is possible, so that
there exists a matrix G such that KG = I m , the unit matrix, for example we could
choose G = K T (KK T )-l. Insert KG before y in Eq. (4.3):
(4.13)
We can see that this represents a weighted mean of Gy and X a with matrix weights
K T S;l K and S;;-l respectively. This is exactly like the familiar combination of
scalar measurements Xl and X2 of an unknown X, with variances O"i and O"~ respectively, Le.,
(4.14)
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The matrix version can be interpreted as the weighted mean of the a priori and any
exact retrieval X e = Gy, exact in the sense that if inserted in the forward model,
the measured quantity y is recovered exactly.
=?

4.1.1

Exercise 4.1: Let x be represented as a linear combination of singular vectors ofK (section 2.4.1). Show that in this representation the MAP method
combines the coefficients of an exact solution and the a priori independently
as scalars.
Several independent measurements

We can generalise the above discussion to the case when we have several independent
measurements Yi of a particular state, for i = 1 .. . l:
(4.15)

each with an independent error covariance SE;' The Yi may be different channels
of one instrument, different instruments, or perhaps the a priori considered as a
'virtual measurement' with K = In and SE = Sa. Bayes theorem gives

-

P( X IY1, Yz, ... ,Yl ) -

P(Y1, Yz, ... ,ydx)P(x)
P(
).
Y1,YZ,··· ,Yl

(4.16)

If the measurements are independent we can expand this as

-

P( X IY1,YZ,'" ,Yl ) -

P(Y1Ix)P(Yzlx)
P(Ydx)P(x)
P(yt}P(yz)
P(YI)
.

(4.17)

This can clearly be also written as
(4.18)

To find the maximum probability solution (i.e. MAP if there is a priori, or ML if
there is not) we maximise with respect to x, so the terms P(Yi) can be omitted as
they are independent of x. Also, if we know nothing about x other than the values
of Y, e.g. if we have taken a priori to be a virtual measurement, one of the Yi, then
P(x) is an infinitesimal constant. In the linear Gaussian case, this corresponds to
maximising minus the logarithm:

aL

T S -1 (y·-K·x ) =0
-8x. (y·-K·x)
1.
t
Ei
t
t

(4.19)

t

giving

x = (LKfS~lKi) -1 (LKfS~lYi)'
i

.

(4.20)
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The inverse covariance of the solution, the Fisher information matrix,
(4.21)
is the sum of the information matrices for the independent source~ Yi. The solution
only exists (the problem is not underconstrained) if the information matrix is nonsingular. We can always ensure that this is the case by including a prior estimate
X a with a positive-definite covariance matrix Sa'
4.1.2

Independent components of the state vector

Another generalisation arises when the state vector is composed of several independent components. We may include as components of a jull state vector all
of the uncertain quantities that contribute to the measurement, including the desired atmospheric quantities, the measurement noise, and instrumental and physics
parameters. We will consider the common case when the priors for the various
components are not correlated and will investigate retrieving some or all of these
components.
Let the full state vector x be composed of k independent components, Xl,"" Xk,
with Xi having prior pdj P(Xi)' Then we can write

P( x Iy )

= P(ylx)P(x) = P(yIXI, X2,

IT

... , Xk)
P( .)
P(y).
X,.

P(y)

,

(4.22)

If we include all the random variables as part of x, then the forward model is of the
form

(4.23)
no longer including an explicit random noise term because the measurement noise
is now an element of the state vector, with a unit weighting function. Consequently
P(ylx) is only non-zero when this equation is exactly satisfied, and maximising
P(xly) with respect to x, or any part of x, becomes a matter of maximising P(x)
with Eq. (4.23) as a constraint. We need only consider those parts Xj of the state
vector that we are interested in, for example if the full state vector includes the temperature and ozone profiles plus the measurement noise, we might only be interested
in ozone. For a Gaussian pdj we solve
(4.24)
where Sai is the prior covariance of
Taking the derivative we obtain

Xi

and

.x is a

vector of Lagrangian multipliers.

(4.25)
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Le.

(4.26)

I

On substituting into the constraint Eq. (4.23), we find

>. = 2(L:K j S aj KJ) -1 Y

(4.27)

j

so the solution is
(4.28)
with covariance
(4.29)
This is clearly a generalisation of the m-form Eq. (4.6). Note that the quantity in
brackets is the prior covariance of the measurement:
(4.30)
When retrieving a particular part Xj of the state vector we may interpret this as
being the sum of KjSajKJ and the covariance of the effective total error in the
measurement,
Sf =

L: KiSaiKT·

(4.31)

#j

For example if we are interested in ozone only, then we can interpret the measurement error covariance as being the sum of the noise covariance plus a contribution
due to temperature uncertainty.
If we write this generalisation in terms of our previous notation of the original
state vector x, the forward model parameters, b and the noise E, we find
(4.32)
and we see that we can interpret this as either a retrieval of x with an effective
noise covariance KbSbK[ + Sf' or as part of an extended retrieval of x and b with
noise covariance Sf:

(bx)

=

0) (KT) [

(Sa
0 Sb

K[

(K

0) (KT) + ]-1

K b) (Sa
0
Sb

K[

Sf

y.

(4.33)

The full solution for the full state vector will give the same result for each of the
partial state vectors as their individual solutions, so it does not help for example in a
linear ozone retrieval to retrieve temperature at the same time as ozone. However to
calculate the correct contribution to the error covariance it is necessary to calculate
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the temperature weighting functions, and if the Jacobian calculation is the main
computational cost then the temperature retrieval is available as a by-product.
Similarly, if forward model parameters are allowed for in the error covariance, then
they too can be retrieved with little extra cost. In the nonlinear case, however, it
may be necessary to retrieve everything in order to obtain the 'correct weighting
functions.
It might appear, then, that there is little point in attempting to reduce systematic errors by retrieving the forward model errors responsible, as illustrated in
section 3.4.3. However this is only the case for a single retrieval, if systematic errors
are unchanging, as for example spectroscopic parameters, and several independent
measurements are made, then their retrieval error can be improved.

4.2

Minimum Variance Solutions

As an alternative to MAP, we could look for a solution which minimises retrieval
error in some sense. There is obviously no way of minimising x - x for a particular
case because x is unknown, but we can look for the solution method as described
by X o and G in Eq. (4.1) which minimises the expected value of the retrieval error
variance. Irr other words, we carry out a least squares fit or multiple regression of x
on y for some ensemble of cases, and obtain X o and G as regression coefficients. Let
us choose an ensemble represented by a mean X a with covariance Sa, and express
the retrieval as

x =

Xo

+ Gy.

(4.34)

In this case we can minimise the error in each element Xi of x separately, by finding
the values of Xoi and the row g'f of the matrix G which minimise £{(Xi - Xi)2}:
(4.35)
Setting the derivative with respect to

£{ Xoi

-

Xoi

zero gives

Xi

+ g'[ y} = 0

(4.36)

so that
Xoi

= £ {Xi - g'[ y} = Xai - g'[ Ya

(4.37)

where Ya = KX a is the ensemble mean of y. Setting the derivative of Eq. (4.35)
with respect to gi zero gives
(4.38)
so that
(4.39)
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Assembling the gis into the matrix G and substituting £{(y - Ya)(Y - Ya)T} =
KSaK T + S. and £{(x - xa)(y - Ya)T} = SaKT, we obtain

I

(4.40)
so that
(4.41)
This is exactly the same as the MAP solution for Gaussian statistics, Eq. (4.6), but
here the form of the pdj has not been used, only knowledge of X a and Sa is required.
The covariance of the retrieval error is 8 = £{(x - x)(x - x)T}. It is straightforward to obtain
x - x = x-

Xa -

GK(x - x a )

-

GE

(4.42)

from which, assuming that the measurement error is uncorrelated with the state,
we obtain
(4.43)
Substituting for G from (4.40) this reduces to
(4.44)
which is also the same as for the Gaussian MAP solution.

=> Exercise 4.2: The minimum variance solution has been found by minimising only the diagonal elements of 8. Examine whether it also minimises the
off-diagonal elements.
An alternative approach to the minimum variance solution uses the Bayesian
solution pdj. Given P(xly), find the state x such that the variance about x is
minimised:
:x

J

(x - xf(x - x)P(xIY) dx = 0

(4.45)

which gives

x=

J

xP(xly) dx,

(4.46)

Le. the minimum variance solution is the conditional expected value. This is the
case for an arbitrary pdj. Thus the minimum variance and the maximum likelihood
solutions are equivalent when the expected value and maximum likelihood are the
same, if (but not only if) the pdj is symmetric about the expected value.
The minimum variance concept can also be applied by direct multiple regression
between measurements Y and independently measured states x, avoiding the need
to know the forward model. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Best Estimate of a Function of the State Vector

Often we do not wish to make a measurement of any part of a full state vector,
but rather some function of it, such as the total column amount of a constituent
or the atmospheric thickness between two pressure levels. The desired quantity is
not directly useful in the forward model. The question then arises as to whether
the best estimate of the desired quantity is to be found by retrieving the state and
calculating the appropriate function, or whether some other approach gives a more
accurate result.
In general we will be interested in some linear function hex) = ho + hT(x - xo)
of the underlying state vector, the prime example being the total column of a
constituent. Is the best estimate h = ho + hT(x - xo) where x is the optimal
retrieved state? The following simple argument, based on the Bayesian approach
to retrieval, shows that it is for the case of 'best' meaning the expected value. The
expected value of the function hex) is
(4.47)

Provided h does not depend on x, this can be rewritten as
ho + h T

h

ho + h
=

T

/

P(xly)(x - xo) dx

( / P(xly)xdx

ho + hT(x - xo).

- x o)
(4.48)

It is easy to show that the error covariance of h is hTSh, its averaging kernel
aT = hT~, and its measurement error is hTSmh.

A common approach to retrieving a column amount is to choose a fixed the
profile shape with a known column amount, and to find the scaling factor which
gives a best match to the measured signal. This does not give the best estimate of
the column, nor does it give the correct retrieval error.

4.4

Separately Minimising Error Components

The error analysis provides us with separate estimates of smoothing error, the
measurement error and the modelling error, so we might consider finding solutions
which minimise each of these separately or in combination. However as we have
seen above, modelling error and measurement error are conceptually very similar
quantities, and there is little point in treating them separately. In fact we could
quite reasonably treat measurement error as an additive model parameter with zero
mean, and include it as an element of b. Thus we will follow Chapter 3 and combine
all these errors as a total measurement error €y.
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First consider minimising retrieval noise. The error in the retrieval due to total
measurement noise E is GE. The retrieval method which minimises the variance of
this error is found by choosing G to minimise the covariance GSfG T . Unfortunately
this is easily solved, giving G = O! The solution which is least sensitive to measurement error with no other constraint is, not surprisingly, one which completely
ignores the measurements, and is therefore quite useless.
Next consider smoothing error, which is (In - A)(x - x a ) for an individual
retrieval, and has covariance (In - A)Sa(l n - A)T for an ensemble with prior covariance Sa. Put A = GK and minimise with respect to G to find the retrieval
method that minimises smoothing error:
(4.49)
Using the same approach as the solution to exercise 4.2 we find that this is minimised
at (In - GK)SaKT = O. In the case of the overconstrained problem, this can
be satisfied by any G for which I = GK, such as (KTK)-lK T , leading to zero
smoothing error, and in the underconstrained case we find
(4.50)
This is the same as the MAP solution Eq. (4.6) with Sf omitted or replaced by 0,
i.e. with no measurement error.
Minimising either component of error separately is not satisfactory, but we can
minimise a weighted sum of the two terms, to trade off noise sensitivity against
smoothing error:
(4.51)
This is identical to the MAP formulation if 1= 1, and the solution is
(4.52)
The trade-off between error and resolution may be useful, but it is at the expense
of departure from optimality in the MAP or minimum variance sense. Another
approach to this trade-off is described in section 4.5

4.5

Optimising Resolution

Backus and Gilbert (1970) studied the inverse problem as applied to sounding the
solid earth using for example seismic waves to retrieve density as a function of depth
all the way to the core. This is a case where there is very little available in the way
of prior information, so concepts like information content and degrees of freedom for
signal are not useful. Therefore rather than attempt to make the best estimate of
the actual density profile, they posed a somewhat different question: 'What useful
functions of the density profile can be derived from the measurements?' The ideal
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function would be the identity, but with weighting functions of a finite width, and
significant experimental error, this is clearly impossible. So they accepted that
they could only retrieve a smoothed version of the profile, and examined ways of
optimising the smoothing function, rather than the departure of the retrieved profile
from the true profile. In this case it is clear that the profile retiieved will not be
an unbiassed estimate of the true profile. Conrath (1972) applied the method to
the atmospheric problem of nadir sounding, and the approach used here follows his
development.
The spread as defined in Eq. (3.23) was invented for this purpose. As spread is
most conveniently defined for continuous functions, we will carry out the derivations
with continuous function rather than vectors. The measurements Yi, i = 1 ... m,
are linear functions of the state x(z), with weighting functions Ki(z):

Yi =

J

Ki(z')x(z') dz' + fi·

(4.53)

The retrieved profile x(z) is a linear combination of the measurements Yi expressed
in terms of contribution functions Gi(z):

x(z)

~ Gi(Z)Yi = ~ Gi(z) [J Ki(z')x(z') dz' +

J

A(z, z')x(z') dz' +

f

f i]

Gi(Z)fi

(4.54)
(4.55)

i=l

where the averaging kernel function A(z, z') corresponding to the retrieved value at
z is 2:~1 Gi(z)Ki(z'). The requirements for the Backus-Gilbert solution are that
the averaging kernels should have unit area,

J

A(z, z') dz' = 1

(4.56)

and that their spread should be minimised about z, so the resolution of the retrieval is as high as possible. Substituting the expression for the averaging kernel
in Eq. (3.23) gives the spread in terms of the contribution functions:
(4.57)
This can be rearranged in the form

s(z) =

L Gi(Z)Qij(Z)Gj(z)

(4.58)

ij

where the matrix of functions Qij depends only on the weighting functions:
(4.59)
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0.0

0.2

0.4

0.8

0.6

1.0

Averaging kernel
Fig. 4.1 Backus-Gilbert averaging kernels with minimum spread for the standard case, for z =
0.0,1.0, ... ,10.0, and labelled with z.

From the unit area constraint on A we obtain:
1=

!

l
A(z,zl)dz =

! "2;

l
Gi(z)Ki(ZI) dz = LkiGi(Z)

t

(4.60)

t

where k i = J Ki(ZI) dz l . We now have all we need to minimise the spread with
respect to the contribution functions subject to the unit area constraint, using a
Lagrangian multiplier A(Z):

aG~(z) [~Gi(Z)Qij(Z)Gj(z) + A(Z) L
~

Gi(z)ki ] =

o.

(4.61)

t

We can solve this more simply using matrix notation from this point:
(4.62)
where the vector-valued function g(z) has elements Gj(z) and the matrix-valued
function Q(z) has elements Qij(Z). The solution is
Q- 1 (z)k
g(z) = k T Q-l(Z)k.

(4.63)

:::::} Exercise 4.3: Derive this expression
The spread, from Eq. (3.23),)s s(z)
in this gives:

= gT(z)Q(z)g(z).

Substituting the solution

(4.64)
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Averaging kernel centres (solid line) and mean heights (dashed) plotted against nominal

The standard example
Averaging kernels computed this way for a range of heights using the weighting
functions for standard example are shown in Fig. 4.1. It can be seen that they are
considerably narrower than the original weighting functions (Fig. 1.1), but cover
the same range of altitudes. The kernels for z = 0, and for z = 7 ... 10 are not
located at their nominal levels, and the spread clearly varies with z.
Minimisation of the spread alone does not place any constraint on the location of
the peak or of the center of gravity of the averaging kernel, which may in principle
be located anywhere. The kernel with the smallest spread about a given level may
not be centred on that level, and the resolving length, i.e. the spread about the
centre:

r(z) = 12 / [z - c(z)FA 2(z, z') dz' / (/ A(z, z') dz')2,

(4.65)

where the centre, c(z) is give by Eq. (3.24), may be smaller than the spread itself.
The variation of both the centre and the centre of gravity of the averaging kernel
are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 for the standard case, as a function of the altitude for
which the averaging kernel is computed. The two quantities are very similar, and
are located at the nominal position over the range of altitudes covered by the peaks
of the weighting functions, but outside that range the spread is minimised by a
function which has its centre or mean height in the wrong place.
The noise of the Backus-Gilbert solution due to measurement error is

(4.66)
As one might expect, because resolution has been minimised without any constraint
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Trade-off between measurement error and resolution. (b) Averaging kernels for a
range of trade-off parameters, corresponding to the symbols in panel (a). The narrowest is for
J.L = 0, and the broadest for J.L = 00. The solid line is the weighting function which peaks at z = 5.

on the noise in the solution, the noise is likely to be large, especially if the weighting functions have significant overlap. Fortunately it is quite easy to minimise a
weighted sum of spread and noise variance, thus enabling us to trade off resolution
for noise performance. We minimise
(4.67)
where f.l is a 'trade-off' parameter. The algebra is the same as in Eq. (4.61), except
that Q is replaced by Q + f.lS., so the solution is obviously

(Q + f.lSE)-lk
g= kT(Q+f.lSE)-lk·

(4.68)

The spread is given by s(z) = gT(z)Q(z)g(z), as before, but this does not simplify
in the same way as Eq. (4.64). A trade-off plot for the standard case for the level
z = 5.0, showing noise plotted against spread, is given in Fig. 4.3(a). It can be
seen that high noise corresponds to large spread, and vice-versa. Averaging kernels
corresponding to the locations of the symbols on the trade-off curve are shown
in Fig. 4.3(b). The original weighting function is also shown as the solid line for
comparison. The narrow kernels corresponds to high noise levels, and the broad
ones to low noise levels.
The spread and noise as a function of altitude for the case f.l = 0 are shown
in Fig. 4.4(a). The spread is around unity for the range covered by the weighting
functions, and increases outside that. Within this range, the noise is in the range
2-5 K. Above that range the noise decreases as the best possible spread is not very
different from that of the highest weighting function alone. We can try to choose a
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Fig. 4.4

(a) Spread (solid) and noise (dotted) as a function of altitude for the best spread case,
(b) Spread (solid) and noise (dotted) where J1o(z) has been chosen to give a noise level of
1 K at all levels (except where it is already smaller).
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trade-off parameter at each level to give a fixed measurement error, independent of
height, but with the penalty of a poorer spread. This has been done in Fig. 4.4(b),
which shows the spread and noise as a function of height when the measurement
error has been fixed at 1 K. Note that there are a few altitudes where the worst
noise was already less than 1 K.

Chapter 5

Optimal Methods for Non-linear, Inverse
Problems

A non-linear problem may be thought of simply as a problem in which the forward
problem is non-linear, but in practice that is not all that matters. As we have seen,
an inverse problem is usually solved by maximising a cost function for which the
forward model provides only one term. There may be prior information of various
kinds which must also be considered. In general a linear problem is one in which
the cost function is quadratic in the state vector, so that the equations to be solved
are then linear. A non-quadratic term due to a prior constraint would lead to a
non-linear problem even if the forward model were linear. Any non-Gaussian pdj
as prior information will lead to a non-linear problem.
We can make a qualitative classification of the linearity of inverse problems as
follows:

Linear: when the forward model can be put in the form y = Kx, and any a priori
is Gaussian; very few practical problems are truly linear.
Nearly linear: problems which are non-linear, but for which a linearisation about
some prior state is adequate to find a solution. Problems which are linear
to the accuracy of the measurements, or to the required accuracy of the
solution, within the normal range of variation of the state.
Moderately non-linear: problems where linearisation is adequate for the error analysis, but not for finding a solution. Many problems are of this kind.
Grossly non-linear: problems which are non-linear even within the range of the
errors. Problems with inequality constraints are of this kind if the solution
is on a boundary.
Much of what has been described so far for linear problems applies directly to
moderately non-linear problems when they are appropriately linearised. The main
difference is that there is no general explicit expression for locating optimal solutions
in the moderately non-linear case, as there is for linear and nearly linear problems, so
that they must be found numerically and iteratively. Therefore the main topic of this
chapter will be numerical methods for finding solutions to moderately non-linear
problems. Nonlinear optimisation is a major industry in the numerical methods
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business, and I will not attempt an exhaustive the subject. I will describe the
basics of the most straightforward and commonly used methods so that the reader
will have some idea about which methods in computer subroutine libraries are most
appropriate, and what their advantages and limitations might be. For a review of
subroutine libraries on optimisation see More and Wright (1993)
Once a solution has been found, the errOr analysis and information content can
be described in terms of a linearisation of the problem about the solution. The
forward model is now a non-linear mapping from state space into measurement
space. The measurement maps the state into measurement space, with an uncertainty described by the measurement error, which is often Gaussian. The mapping
may be non-unique, as there may still be a null space. However the null space is not
described by the same basis throughout measurement space, as it is in the linear
case, because the weighting function matrix K now depends on the state, so its null
space also depends on the state. Nevertheless once the retrieval has been found the
null space can be identified in the same way as for the linear case. It is still spanned
by the singular vectors of K that have zero singular value.
The inverse mapping from measurement space into state space will map the pdj
of the measurement error into a pdj in state space. If the problem is no worse than
moderately nonlinear, and the measurement error is Gaussian, then the retrieval
error will be Gaussian, and the linear error analysis will apply.
Qualitatively, the well determined components of the row space of K, defined
1
by the eigenvectors of S~2K with larger eigenvalues, will map state space into
relatively large regions of measurement space, and are likely to be more linear. The
components corresponding to small eigenvalues, the near-null space, will map large
ranges of state space into small ranges of measurement space, and so are likely to
be more affected by nonlinearity.

5.1

Determination of the Degree of Nonlinearity

The degree of non-linearity for any particular problem can be examined by comparing the forward model with the linearised forward model within either the a priori
variability or the solution error covariance. If we want to use a linear retrieval then
the error in a retrieval due to nonlinearity will be about

Ox = G[F(x) - F(x a )

-

K(x - x a )]

(5.1)

because we have assumed that y - Ya = K(x - x a ) whereas it is actually F(x) F(x a ). This quantity can be estimated easily once a solution is found, or the degree
of nonlinearity can be explored by evaluating oY = [F(x) - F(x a ) - K(x - x a )]
for values of x at the equivalent of one standard deviation away from x a . This
can be done systematically by using x = X a ± ei where ei is· an error pattern
of Sa, Eq. (3.21). The size of
can be evaluated by comparison with SE using

oy
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c2 = 8y T S;18y, a quantity like a X2 , or determining whether the corresponding 8x
is acceptable.
If we are using a non-linear retrieval but want to check whether the problem
is moderately linear, so that a linear error analysis can be used, then a similar
criterion can be used. The error in the retrieval due to nonlinearity is about

8x = G[F(x) - F(x) - K(x - x)]

(5.2)

where x is the unknown true state. This cannot be estimated given only X, but the
degree of nonlinearity can be explored by evaluating 8y = [F(x) - F(x) - K(x - x)]
for values of x at the equivalent of one standard deviation away from x using error
patterns of S. Again, the size of 8y can be evaluated by comparison with SE using
8yT S;18y, or by determining whether the corresponding 8x is acceptable.
The standard examplehas so far used temperature in place of the Planck function in order to make it linear in temperature units. It can be formulated as a
nonlinear problem by returning to Eq. (1.2) and using the Planck function, a nonlinear function of temperature. To examine the nonlinearity of the original problem
in a typical situation, I have used the Planck function at 667 cm-I, the centre of
the main CO 2 band commonly used for temperature sounding. I have evaluated
c2 = 8yT S;18y for the ten largest error patterns of the non-diagonal a priori covariance matrix, as shown in Fig. 3.2, The state vector is temperature and the
measurement vector is radiance. Measurement noise is 0.5 mW m- 2 ster- 1 /cm- 1 ,
corresponding to approximately the same number in Kelvin, as used for the linear
examples. The values of the nonlinearity parameter are all less than unity, as shown
in table 5.1, indicating that within the range of the a priori the effect of nonlinearity is less than that of measurement error, so the problem is nearly linear. It
could Of course be made even more linear by using brightness temperature for the
measurement vector, or Planck function for the state vector.
Table 5.1

The nonlinearity parameter for the ten largest error patterns in the standard example.

Pattern
1
2
3
4
5

5.2

Nonlinearity
0.4435
0.1555
0.0838
0.0519
0.0308

Pattern
6
7
8
9
10

Nonlinearity
0.0186
0.0115
0.0073
0.0048
0.0033

Formulation of the Inverse Problem

The primary task of a linear retrieval method is to select a state satisfying some
criterion of optimality from an ensemble of states which agree with the measurement
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within experimental error. Locating the ensemble in state space is straightforward
in the linear case, but in the non-linear case it may no longer be possible to write
down an explicit solution. The expected value could be found in principle by the
straightforward but very expensive procedure of integrating Eq. (4.46) over all of
state space, but this is not usually practicable.
The optimality criterion may also need reconsideration in the nonlinear case. If
the Bayesian solution P(xly) is described by a Gaussian pdj (or at least a symmetric pdf) then the maximum probability and expected value criteria still lead
to the same solution. If it is not symmetric then they will lead to different solutions in general, but the interpretation is unchanged, the expected value is still the
minimum variance solution, because Eq. (4.46) applies to any problem, however
nonlinear. The Backus-Gilbert maximum resolution approach relies on the linear
concept of averaging kernels, for which the transfer function should be linear about
some predetermined reference state. Thus it is only applicable to nearly linear
problems.
For nonlinear problems we will consider primarily the maximum a posteriori approach. The Bayesian solution for the linear problem, Eq. (2.24), can be modified
straightforwardly for an inverse problem in which the forward model is a general
function of the state, the measurement error is Gaussian, and there is a prior estimate with a Gaussian error:

The task in the nonlinear case is, as for the linear case, is to find a best estimate x
and an error characteristic that describes this pdj well enough for practical purposes.
We should comment in passing on the more difficult class of non-linear problems
not described by Eq. (5.3), namely problems in which the prior pdj is not well
described by a Gaussian. An extreme example might be any problem involving
clouds, such as the important question of sounding the troposphere in the nadir
view with infrared instruments. Both prior and posterior pdf's for cloud amount
are likely to be non-Gaussian functions for cloud amounts between zero and one,
with o-function-like components at zero and one. In this case it is completely
unclear whether a maximum probability or expected value solution would be more
appropriate. Discussion of such problems will be postponed!
To find the maximum probability state we equate the derivative of Eq. (5.3)
to zero:

x

\7 x { -21n(P(xly))} = - [\7 x F(x)]T S;l[y - F(x)]

+ S;;-l[x -

x a ] = O.

(5.4)

Note that the gradient \7 x of a vector-valued function is a matrix-valued function.
Putting K(x) = \7 x F(x) this gives the following implicit equation for

x:

(5.5)
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This equation must be solved numerically, and the difficulty involved depends on
the non-linearity of the forward model.

5.3

Newton and Gauss-Newton Methods

If the problem is not too non-linear, Newtonian iteration is a straightforward numerical method for finding the zero of the gradient of the cost function J, Le. the
first two terms on the r.h.s. of (5.3). For the general vector equation g(x) = 0, the
iteration is analogous to Newton's method for the scalar case and can be written:
(5.6)
where the inverse is a matrix inverse. Using the l.h.s. of Eq. (5.5) for g, the matrix
is:
(5.7)
The function g is the derivative of the cost function (5.3) and Vxg is the second
derivative, known as the Hessian. Consequently this is also known as the inverse
Hessian method. The Hessian involves both the Jacobean K, the first derivative of
the forward model, and VxKT, the second derivative of the forward model. The
latter is a complicated object, because it is a vector whose elements are matrices,
which are to be post-multiplied by the vector S~l[y - F(x)] before the resulting
vector of vectors is assembled into a matrix. It is also expensive to evaluate in many
cases. Fortunately the resulting product is small in the moderately linear case, as
we shall see, and the term involving it becomes smaller as the solution proceeds
and y - F(x) becomes similar to the noise. Note, therefore, that both nonlinearity
and noise contribute to the size of this term. Problems for which this term can
be ignored are called small residual in the numerical methods Iterature. Ignoring
the term gives the Gauss-Newton method, obtained by substituting Eqs. (5.5) and
(5.7) into the Newtonian iteration (5.6) and omitting this term,

where K i = K(Xi)' By expressing Xi+! as a departure from X a rather than Xi,
we can rearrange (5.8) in both the n-form and the m-form, giving two other useful
iterative solutions:

+ (S~l + K[S;lK i )-lK[S;l[y - F(Xi) + Ki(Xi - x a )]
= X a + SaK[ (KiSaK[ + S.)-l [y - F(Xi) + Ki(Xi - x a)].
Xa

It is convenient, but not essential, to start the iteration with Xo =

Xa.

(5.9)
(5.10)
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An Alternative Linearisation

The definition of moderately linear implies that the pdj of the solution is Gaussian,
because the forward model is linear within the region where the solution pdj is not
negligible. Thus an alternative approach to deriving a solution is to replace the
forward model in Eq. (5.5) by a linearisation:
(5.11 )
thus defining Yl and K l , where Xl is an arbitrary linearisation point. On substituting
in Eq. (5.5) and solving for X we get
(5.12)
=?

Exercise 5.1: Derive this expression

This equation looks as if it might form the basis for an iterative solution. If we
change the interpretation of the subscript l from 'linearisation' to 'iteration counter',
we obtain the same iteration as Eq. (5.9). Therefore omitting the 'VxK T term in
Eq. (5.7) is equivalent to a Gaussian posterior pdj, or to the assumption of linearity
within the error bars of the retrieval, which is implicit in the assumption that the
problem is not grossly non-linear.
The covariance of the solution can be found in exactly the same way as for the
linear problem, Eq. (4.7), giving the same alternative forms:
(5.13)
(5.14)
Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) can be rewritten in a variety of forms, the most appropriate
depending on the circumstances. Note that at the solution the Hessian is the same
as the inverse covariance of the solution or the Fisher information matrix.

5.5

Error Analysis and Characterisation

The error analysis and characterisation of Chapter 3 are derived under the assumption that the forward model and retrieval method are linear over the range between
the a priori the true state and the retrieved state, i.e. the problem is not worse
than nearly linear. It might seem that the concept of the averaging kernel would
therefore not apply to the moderately linear case. Fortunately this is not the case
for the optimal estimator, and the concept is of a wider validity. The reason is that
the prior state appears only linearly in the retrieval method, and we would obtain
the same solution from a linear problem corresponding to the linearisation at the
retrieval.
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We can show this by considering the limit of Eq. (5.9) as i -+
Express Eq. (5.9) as

(X)

and Xi -+ X.

(5.15)

where G i
i -+ 00:

(S-l
a

+ KTS-1 K .)-1 K T S- 1
1..

x =

€

1.

Xa

1.

+ G[y -

€

F(x)

+ K(x -

(5.16)

X a )].

Substituting y = F(x) + E and using Eq. (5.11) to expand F(x) about X, valid
within E the moderately non-linear case, gives
(5.17)

so we can write

x-x a
x-X

A(x - x,,)

+ GE

(A - In)(x - x a )

(5.18)

+ GE

(5.19)

where A = GK, corresponding to Eq. (3.9) and (3.16), but now derived for the
moderately non-linear case. A full treatment which includes forward modelling
errors will give the same result as Eq. (3.16) for the error analysis.

5.6
5.6.1

Convergence
Expected convergence rate

The convergence of the Newton method is second order, which can be seen qualitatively as follows. Ignoring for the moment the variation of G i and K i with i, an
equation for the convergence of the difference between Xi and the final solution can
be found by subtracting (5.16) from (5.15),
Xi+1 - X = -G{[F(Xi) - F(x)]

and expanding F(x) about

+ K[Xi -

x]},

(5.20)

x to obtain:
Xi+1 - x = G{O(Xi - x)2}.

(5.21 )

An iteration ofthe form of Eq. (5.15) converges quadratically, regardless ofthe value
of G! However it only converges to the optimal solution if G has the appropriate
value. If the convergence analysis is treated in detail, allowing for the variation of G
and K with i, it is found that Newton's method is second order, and Gauss-Newton
is first order theoretically. However if the problem is less than grossly nonlinear,
Le. the term involving the second derivative of the forward model, \l xKT, is small,
Gauss-Newton will converge quickly, and as the minimum is approached the ignored
term becomes smaller and convergence approaches second order.
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A popular mistake

A very popular mistake in carrying out this kind of iteration is to confuse the prior
state X a with the current iteration. It may be thought that in carrying out an iteration cycle, the current estimate can with advantage be used as the a priori for the
next iteration. This is clearly inappropriate in the context of an optimal estimator,
where the prior represents our knowledge of the state before the measurements are
made, so should not be replaced by something that is the result of using the measurements. To do that would be equivalent to using the measurements more than
once in the analysis.
The following three concepts are often confused. It is worth making the distinctions clear:

Climatology is the mean and covariance of an ensemble of states.
A Priori is the best estimate of the state before the measurement is
. made. Climatology often provides a convenient a priori, but is
not the only source.
First Guess is the starting point of an iteration. The a priori is often
used as a first guess, but is not the only source.

It may also be thought that using the current iteration for the a priori state
will speed up the convergence. In fact, as can easily be shown, the effect is to
converge more slowly, towards a non-optimal 'exact' solution. If we replace X a by
Xi in Eq. (5.15), the iteration becomes

+ Gi[y Xi + Gi[Y Xi

F(Xi)

+ Ki(Xi -

Xi)]
(5.22)

F(Xi)]'

This is a linear relaxation of the kind that will be discussed in section 6.7, except
that Gi may vary with iteration number. If it converges the solution will satisfy

x = x + G[y - F(x)],
clearly one for which y = F(x) if G is of rank m
G n -+ G, the convergence will follow

Xi+l - X

=

(5.23)

< n. Close to the solution, as

Xi - X + G[F(x) - F(Xi)]
Xi - X + GK(x - Xi)
(In - GK)(Xi - x),

(5.24)

which will be first order, unless GK = In. For the maximum a posteriori method
G is given by Eq. (3.27), and GK :f In, so convergence is first order in this case.
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Testing for convergence

The convergence analysis is required so that we can determine the correct criterion
for stopping the iteration. It is clearly unnecessary to continue until there is no
change in the solution at machine precision, but we do want the solution to differ
from the true maximum probability state by a quantity which is ignorably small,
say an order of magnitude smaller than the error in the solution.
A commonly used but inadequate test is to compare the difference between the
fit and the measurement with the expected experimental error, e.g:
(5.25)
Something like this should be more or less true on the average for an ensemble of
retrievals, but for any particular case this X2 may be greater or smaller than m. It
might be expected to follow a X2 distribution with m degrees of freedom-if it were
not the case that SE is the wrong covariance to use here. The expected value of
this X2 at the solution is of course the degrees of freedom for noise. The right one
would be the covariance of the difference between the fit and the measurement, i.e.
the expected value of [y ~ F(x)][y - F(x)]T:
Sc\jj

=
=?

£{[y - F(x)][y - F(x)f}
£{[F(x) + to - F(x)][F(x) + to

-

F(x)]T}.

(5.26)

Exercise 5.2: Show that the covariance of oy = y - F(x) is
A

Sc\jj

AT

= SE(KSaK

+ SE) -1 SE

(5.27)

for an optimal estimator and, by considering an eigenvector or singular
vector expansion, show how it differs from SE'
The correct convergence test must be based on the convergence analysis. There
are three different kinds of test that can be used. At each iteration we can check for
the smallness of (a) the reduction of the cost function (b) the gradient of the cost
function or (c) the size of the step, in state space or in measurement space. The
absolute size of the cost function or of oy does not say anything about whether the
iteration has converged. However it is useful in determining whether the solution
obtained is sensible.
Probably the most straightforward test is on the cost function being minimised.
Around its minimum it must be close to quadratic in x - X, and if convergence is
second order, both Xi - X and the cost function error J i - j are roughly squared
on each iteration. Its expected value at the minimum is m (section 2.4.2), so a
change between iterations of « m, or even « 1 would be appropriate. In the nform iteration Eq. (5.8) J i can be computed from available quantities in only n+m
operations.
To test the size of the step in x or y, we note that as the solution error is squared
at each stage, then close to the solution the difference between the estimates at
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stages nand n + 1 is a reasonable measure of the error at stage n, generally much
greater than the error at stage n + 1. A conservative criterion is to stop when the
difference is an order of magnitude smaller than the estimated error. To do this so
we must scale the change in the solution by its estimated error. This test can also
be carried out in terms of either the retrieved state or the computed measurement,
depending on the form of the equations being used, and which is the more efficiently
computed. In the case where n m, we would expect to be using the n-form. In
terms of the state

:s

(5.28)
so that an appropriate test would be
(5.29)
As the iteration converges, we note that

(S-l
a

+ KTS-1 K .)-1 -+ §
'l..

€

1.

(5.30)

and putting this in Eq. (5.8) we obtain

§-l(Xi+l - Xi) ~ K[s;l[y - F(Xi)] - S;;-l(Xi - x a ).

(5.31)

This vector of dimension n is evaluated in any case as part of the iteration, and
calculating
only requires it to be multiplied by (Xi+1 - Xi), taking n operations.
In the case where m n, the m-form is likely to be used, and this trick is not
available. Noting that

d;

:s

(5.32)
an appropriate test would be

(5.33)
is of a smaller order then § and can be easily evaluated from items computed
as part of the iteration. s;st can be computed with m 2 operations if Sf is diagonal,
see Eq. (5.26), and the evaluation of
takes m 2 more.
SOjj

d;

5.6.4

Testing for correct convergence

Once the iteration has converged, we must test whether it has converged to the
correct answer. With a nonlinear problem it is quite possible to find a spurious
minimum of the cost function being minimised. There may be multiple minima,
only one of which is the required solution.
This is the right place to use the comparison of the retrieval with the measurement, Eq. (5.32), and to carry out a standard X2 test to determine whether the
difference is statistically significant at some appropriate level. A very significant
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result may indicate a spurious convergence. It should be remembered that if retrievals are being carried out for large ensembles, for example for global satellite
data, then N% of the good retrievals should be significant at the N% level, so N
should not be set too high. A 0.1% significance test would discard one retrieval in
103 even if nothing were amiss, and these might well be cases of particular interest.
It is helpful to examine the distribution of X 2 actually found.
It is also possible to carry out a X2 test against any a priori data that is being
used in the retrieval. Considering the a priori as a 'virtual measurement', the test
could be carried out against the real and virtual measurements jointly, but as these
two sources of information are uncorrelated, treating them separately allows one to
distinguish possible sources of trouble. This will be discussed further in Chapter 11
where validation methods are dealt with in more detail.

5.6.5

Recognising and dealing with slow convergence

The cost function for a moderately linear problem may be seriously non-quadratic
away from the solution, and a simple Gauss-Newton method may not be suitable.
It is quite possible for the cost function to increase as a result of a Gauss-Newton
(or Newton) step. In this case some other numerical method, such as that described
in the section 5.7, is required.
It may also happen that the process converges, but not as quickly as you might
like. The convergence can be followed by examining the size of steps taken and the
rate of decrease (or otherwise!) of the cost function or some other X2 • The quantity
df defined by Eq. (5.29) is a measure of a step taken, conveniently scaled by the
expected solution error covariance. For second order convergence, the step size (or
the change in the cost function) should roughly be squared each iteration, or its
(negative) logarithm should roughly double. If the decrease is much slower than
this, then there is a problem that needs treatment-the iteration has started a long
way from the solution, or the problem is seriously nonlinear, and other numerical
methods may needed. Sometimes relatively simple ad hoc treatments can help a
great deal. For example:

Transform the problem to a more linear form. E.g. for nadir thermal emission
sounding of the temperature profile, let the state vector be the Planck
function rather than the temperature, or the measurement be the brightness
temperature rather than radiance.
Start with a better first guess. E.g. use an ad hoc non-optimal retrieval method to
find a close first guess, or, if retrieving a sequence of geographically close
profiles, as along a satellite measurement track, use one retrieval as the
starting point for the next.
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Levenberg-Marquardt Method

Both Newton's method and Gauss-Newton will find the minimum in one step for
a cost function which is exactly quadratic in x, and will get close if the function is
nearly quadratic. However if the true solution is sufficiently far from the current
iteration point it is quite possible that a quadratic represents the surface so poorly
that the step taken is completely meaningless, and may even increase rather than
decrease the residual. For the nonlinear least squares problem, Levenberg (1944)
proposed the iteration
(5.34)
where 'Yi is chosen at each step to minimise the cost function. It can be seen that for
'Yi -t 0 the step tends to Gauss-Newton, and for 'Yi -t 00 the step direction tends
to steepest descent, but the step size tends to zero. The cost function will clearly
initially decrease as 'Yi is decreased from infinity, therefore there will be an optimum
value (possibly zero) which maximally reduces the cost function. Unfortunately the
computation needed for choosing 'Yi is significant, as F(x) must be evaluated for
each 'Yi tried. Marquardt (1963) simplified the choice of 'Yi, by not searching for the
best 'Yi for each iteration, but by starting a new iteration step as soon as a value
is found for which the cost function is reduced. An initial arbitrary value of 'Y is
updated at each iteration. A simplified version of Marquardt's strategy is given by
Press et al. (1995):
• If X2 increases as a result of a step, increase 'Y, don't update Xi and try
again.
• If X2 decreases as a result of a step, update Xi and decrease 'Y for the next
step.

The factor by which 'Y is increased or decreased is a matter for experiment in
particular cases. Marquardt suggested ten. He also pointed out that as the elements
of the state vector may have different magnitudes and dimensions, they should be
scaled. A convenient way to do this is to replace 'Y1 by 'YD where D is a diagonal
scaling matrix.
Fletcher (1971) found that Marquardt's strategy had inadequacies, and proposed
a strategy of updating 'Y based on the ratio R of the change in the cost function
computed properly to that computed with the linear approximation to the forward
model. This ratio will be unity if the linear approximation is satisfactory, and
negative if X2 has increased rather than decreased. The aim is to find a value of 'Y
which restricts the new value of x to lie within linear range of the previous estimate,
in the so called trust region. The strategy is basically:
• If the ratio is greater than 0.75, reduce 'Y.
• If the ratio is less than 0.25 increase 'Y.
• Otherwise make no change.
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• If I' is less than some critical value, use zero.
The numbers 0.75 and 0.25 were found by experiment, and are not crucial. He
suggested a factor oftwo for reducing 1', and a factor between 2 and 10 for increasing
it.
Applying this modification to the Gauss-Newton method in the n-form, the
iteration equation (5.8) becomes

Xi

+ (S;;:1 + Kfs;1K i + I'D n )-1
{Kfs;1[y - F(Xi)] - S;;:1[Xi -

X a ]}

(5.35)

The m-form cannot be easily used in the Levenberg-Marquardt method because
it does not explicitly use the inverse of the Hessian. We are at liberty to choose
the scaling matrix D, which does not have to be diagonal, although that can make
the numerical work more efficient, but must be positive definite. In our case the
simplest choice of a matrix whose elements have the right dimensions to scale the
problem is D = S;;1, when Eq. (5.35) becomes a little simpler:

+ [(1 + I')S;;:1 + KfS;1K i]-1

Xi

{KfS;1[y - F(Xi)] - S;;:1[Xi - x a ]}

(5.36)

The computation required in a single step of this iteration is little different from
the Gauss-Newton method, but more steps are likely to be needed, if only because
this method is used for more difficult problems.
Many more sophisticated developments of the Levenberg-Marquardt approach
are available, the most popular being those based on using the radius of the trust
region rather than I' as the parameter which is adjusted at each iteration. These are
beyond the scope of this book, and the reader is referred to the numerical methods
literature, e.g More (1978), Scales (1985), and Fletcher (1987). Standard routines
are available in computer subroutine libraries.

5.8

Numerical Efficiency

A significant part of the skill of designing retrieval methods is in making them computationally efficient, particularly when large quantities of data are involved. This
involves several aspects, including the selection of the state vector, the efficiency
of the forward model computation and the evaluation its Jacobian, which will be
discussed in chapter 9, and the strategy for carrying out the inverse calculations,
and the numerical methods used.
5.8.1

Which formulation for the linear algebra?

There are two basically different formulations of the linear algebra for the GaussNewton method, one of which involves the solution of an n x n matrix equation,
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and the other an m x m matrix. The decision on which to use will depend in part
on the relative sizes of n and m, although in some cases the cost of computing the
linear algebra will be far outweighed by the cost of evaluating the forward model
and the nm elements of its derivative matrix.
5.8.1.1

The n-form

The n-form is fundamentally a non-linear weighted least squares calculation, about
which there is a vast quantity of literature. I will not attempt to reproduce all
the details here. Least squares routines of many kinds are available in computer
subroutine libraries, (More and Wright, 1993) so you should not need to write your
own other than as an exercise, but you should have enough understanding of the
fundamentals to make an informed choice. Useful texts on linear and nonlinear least
squares fitting include Scales (1985), Fletcher (1987) and Gill, Murray and Wright
(1981, 1990).
Each iteration of the Gauss-Newton method requires the following operations:
Xi+! =

Xa

+ (KTS;lK i + S;;-l)-lKTS;l[y -

F(Xi)

+ Ki(Xi -

x a )]

(5.37)

and after the final iteration:
(5.38)
The Levenberg-Marquardt method is virtually identical as far as the numerical
solution of a single iteration is concerned. The operation count in this case depends
on some details of the problem. We will consider first the 'normal' circumstances
in which Sf is diagonal, S is required and S;l has been be precomputed. The
beginner's method is usually something like:
W1
W2
W1
W2

W3

X

S;lK
S;l +K T W 1
K(Xi - x a )
wf[y - F(Xi) 1
W2
Xa

+ W 3 W2

W1]

mn
n 2m
nm
nm
n3
n2

(5.39)

The numbers on the right are the number of numerical operations required at each
stage, each operation comprising a floating point multiply and add. The numerical cost of evaluating the forward model and its Jacobian are ignored here, to be
considered in Chapter 9. If we take both m and n to be much greater than unity,
only two steps are significant, the matrix product K T W 1 and the inverse W 21 ,
totalling n 2 m + n 3 operations. If Sf is not diagonal then the first step will also be
significant, taking a further m 2 n operations if S;l is precomputed, and will be the
largest component when m > n. There are two fundamental problems with this
approach, firstly that it can be done more quickly, and secondly that it can suffer
from numerical problems of rounding error.
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The main numerical techniques you should be aware of are Gaussian triangulation and back substitution, Cholesky decomposition, QR decomposition and singular value decomposition. These are all methods which can be used for solving linear
equations ofthe form Bx = y, and replace the last two stages in the above list. Matrix inversion should never be used for this purpose as it is norma,lly performed by
solving simultaneous equations with a unit matrix on the right hand side, and will
therefore take longer than other methods. There are many texts which discuss the
details of these techniques, for example Wilkinson (1965), Noble (1969), Atkinson
(1989) and Golub and Van Loan (1996) are some of the more well known.
Gaussian triangulation involves operating on both sides of the equation in such
a way that B is transformed to an upper triangular form T i giving an equation
of the form Tx = z. The last row of the transformed equation only involves X n ,
and is trivially solved. It is then substituted into row n - 1, giving X n - l , and
so on back through the matrix. The triangulation takes n 3 /3 operations, and
the back substitution takes n 2 /2 operations per column on the right hand side.
Thus the speed of the beginner's method can be improved significantly by replacing
the last two stages by a Gaussian elimination and back substitution. If SE is not
diagonal then the first stage can be treated similarly, taking m 2 n/2 operations
if the triangulation of SE ( m 3 /3 operations) is precomputed. Also notice that as
W 2 is symmetric, only half of the elements need to be computed, taking n 2 m/2
operations.
Each step of the Gaussian triangulation involved a process of the following type:

00) (BU
B

o
1 0 0

o

1 0

o

0

1

21

B 31
B 41

B14)
C24
C34
C44

(5.40)
That is, multiples of the first row are subtracted from the others to eliminate all
except the first element of the first column. The right hand side of Bx = y is
operated upon in the same way. The elimination is then carried out on the smaller
submatrix C, and so on. Care needs to be exercised so that the number to be
divided by (the pivot, B u in this case) is not small. The elimination does not have
to be carried out in the original row order, so the pivot can be chosen to be the
largest number in the column at each stage (called pivotting).
Cholesky decomposition is even faster. It applies to symmetric matrices, the
kind we have, and decomposes the matrix into the product of a lower and an upper
triangular matrix, B = TTT in n 3 /6 operations. The solution of TTTx = y is
then carried out by two successive back substitutions. Back substitution has the
same effect as multiplying by T-l, and is faster than matrix multiplication by T- 1
would be, even if were precomputed.
::::} Exercise 5.3: By considering how the elements of B are related to those of
T one at a time in a suitable order, construct a straightforward algorithm
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for Cholesky decomposition. Ignore pivotting.
Cholesky decomposition is the fastest way of solving symmetric equations, but
it does not deal with the possible loss of precision involved in evaluating KrS;1 K i ,
which squares the condition number of the problem, essentially because the eigenvalues of KTK are the squares of the singular values of K. Adding S;;1 does help
the conditioning, but we also need to be able to deal with unconstrained least
squares when Sa is not used. Fortunately QR decomposition allows us to solve the
equations without even evaluating W 2 , saving even more time. Consider first the
simplest form of the normal equations for least squares, (KTK)x = KT y, where
m > n. The QR decomposition allows K to be put into the form K = QT where Q
is an m x n orthogonal matrix, QTQ = In' and T is an upper triangular matrix·.
Thus the normal equations become
(5.41)
We can see that T is the Cholesky decomposition of KTK, but computed without
explicitly evaluating KTK. If K is of full rank n, T will be nonsingular so we
can write this as Tx = QT Y and solve it by back substitution. Like the Gaussian
triangulation, the matrix Q is implemented as a sequence of n transformations
(Householder transformations) which are applied to both K and y, and does not
have to be stored explicitly as a matrix. The QR decomposition of K takes mn 2 n 3 /3 operations, and the solution of the normal equations takes 2mn 2 - 2n 3 /3,
while Cholesky takes mn 2 + n 3 /3, including the mn 2 /2 required to evaluate KTK.
QR is faster for m < n, but the speeds are comparable, and QR is more robust for
the least squares problem.
Our problem needs a little transformation to put it into the normal form, because
of the a priori and the covariance matrices. We can write Eq. (5.37) in the form
(5.42)
where 0Yi = Y - F(Xi)

+ Ki(Xi -

x a ), or as the (m + n) x n problem
(5.43)

to be solved by least squares. Note that for a nondiagonal S it is more efficient to
use the Cholesky decomposition for the square roots, S-~ = T-T (using an obvious
notation for the inverse of a transpose) rather than the eigenvector expression. The
least squares problem is then solved by QR with pivotting.
After the iteration has converged we will have available a Cholesky decomposition of 8- 1 which can be used to produce 8 in n 3 operations.
-The notation T is used, rather than the traditional R, for consistency and because R is used
here for right eigenvectors.
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It may be that the problem is still poorly conditioned, in which case the last
resort of singular vector decomposition may be required, which significantly more
expensive than any of the above approaches. However this is a sign of a fundamentally ill-posed problem for which there is no satisfactory solution, and it is
preferable to consider whether the problem is better regularised' with the help of
a priori constraints.

5.8.1.2

The m-form

In the m-form each iteration requires the evaluation of:
(5.44)
and the final stage also requires the computation of the covariance:
A

T

S = Sa - SaKi (Sf

+ KiSaK Ti )-1 KiS a

(5.45)

It is clear that the fastest method will involve a Cholesky solution of the equation

(5.46)
taking m 3 /6 operations. The calculation of KiSaKf, which must be done first, is
more expensive, taking n 2 m+nm2 /2. After the decomposition, Xi+1 = Xa +SaKI' z
will take only a further nm operations, because SaKI' will already be available.
After convergence of the iteration, the evaluation of § is straightforward if the
decomposition of (Sf + KiSaKf) from the last stage has been preserved.

5.8.1.3

Sequential updating

If the measurement error covariance is diagonal, as it often is, then there is a
further economy available in the case of the m-form. The state estimate can be
updated sequentially, one measurement at a time, thus replacing the matrix inverse
in Eq. (5.44) by a scalar reciprocal. The process is as follows, where the column
vector k i is the weighting function for the i-th channel, i.e. the i-th row of K.
Xo := X a

So := Sa
for i := 1 to m do :
Xi := Xa + Si-1 k i(Yi - Fi(Xi) - kf(Xi - xa))/(kI'Si-1ki
{ Si := Si-1 - Si-1 k i k I'si-I!(kI'Si-1 k i + aD

+ aD

(5.47)

X:=X m

§ :=Sm
This has two potential advantages over updating with a vector of measurements.
Some measurements are likely to be more linearly related to the state vector than
others; if they are assimilated first, then the intermediate state will be closer to the
final solution when the more non-linear measurements are used, so the linearisation
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will be more accurate, and fewer iterations may be needed. The linear algebra computations may be faster, depending on the number of iterations required, because
we no longer need to solve linear equations (or invert a matrix). As described, the
derivatives of the forward model are computed channel by channel, which may be
less efficient than computing them all together outside the m loop, as time can often
be saved when computing several derivatives in parallel. If this is significant they
can be computed in parallel outside the m loop, less accurately, but no worse than
the parallel methods described in the previous two sections.
:::} Exercise 5.4: Find the number of operations required, and determine when
a sequential update is faster than updating with a vector of measurements
Straightforward sequential updating does not help in the n-form of the equations, mainly because it does not eliminate the explicit solution of linear equations.
However for the m-form, the sequential updating operation count does not contain
any m 2 or m 3 terms, so is in any case comparable with the non-sequential n-form
method for the case m > n.

5.8.2

Computation of derivatives

In most cases the computation of the forward model and its derivatives will take
far longer than the linear algebra, so it is important to pay careful attention to
this aspect. Strategies for computing Jacobians or derivatives will be discussed in
Chapter 9, where it will be shown that in most circumstances it is preferable to
evaluate the algebraic derivative of the forward model code rather than to perturb
the forward model for each element of the state vector and recompute the forward
model m times.
If the derivative computation is particularly expensive, it may be possible to
approximate it or to minimise the number of times it is evaluated. For example:
• Start at Xo = x a , and use Ko for K i .
• Compute Go once, according to the m- or n-form as appropriate, and use
it for every iteration.
• F(Xi) will converge to approximately y, but Xi will not converge to the
correct optimal solution. For further discussion of the penalty for this approximation, see section 6.5.3.
• Convergence will be first order.
However, this non-optimal solution may be close enough for practical purposes, or
it may be close enough that one more iteration, evaluating the derivative this time,
will give the optimal solution.
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Optimising representations

For numerical efficiency the state should be represented in terms of as small a number of parameters as possible, consistent with the rank of the weighting function
matrix, and the number of degrees of freedom for signal. However the representation should be chosen so that the result does not have non-physical or misleading
features, particularly in the case of profiles. The kind of representations which are
usually unsuitable are polynomials, which are poorly constrained at the extremes,
or low order linear splines (linear interpolation between a small number of levels)
which have discontinuous changes of gradient at arbitrary altitudes.
One way of constructing a meaningful efficient representat,ion is to start with
a high resolution representation for which an a priori state and covariance can be
obtained, and to 'represent the representation'. For example, consider a profile
represented initially by a vector XN of values at a large number N of levels together
with an even larger N x N prior covariance matrix S N, where N is chosen so
that any departure of the true profile from an interpolation between the values
of the representation is physically insignificant. Consider transforming XN to a
representation z in terms of the prior state and eigenvectors of S N:
(5.48)
where SNL = LA. In this representation the prior covariance of z is
(5.49)
a diagonal matrix. It is often the case that many of the eigenvalues Ai are small,
which may be interpreted to mean that the components of XN due to the corresponding eigenvectors have little variability in the a priori, and are already well
defined, so that they need not be retrieved. These will often refer to fine scale
structure in the profile. A representation in terms of the elements of z which corresponding to the larger eigenvalues may be adequate. This is known as an empirical
orthogonal junction (EOF) representation, with the eigenvectors as the orthogonal
functions, empirical because the covariance is normally based on prior measurements of the state, and not on its theoretical behaviour. The total variance of the
a priori is tr(SN) = tr(A) = L:~ Ai, and the variance explained by the first n orthogonal functions is L:~ Ai, which may be as close as desired to the total variance
by appropriate choice of n.
The empirical orthogonal function representation provides the most accurate
representation of the true profile with a given number of parameters, provided the
prior statistics are known. However it is possible to go further because significant
components of the true profile may reside in the null space of the measurement, so
they need not be included in the representation, as they cannot be measured. An
even more efficient representation is in terms of the eigenvectors of the covariance
of the ensemble of retrievals that corresponds to the a priori ensemble, using the
characterisation of the solution given in Eq. (5.18). In the nearly-linear case, they
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can be evaluated from the weighting functions and the prior and noise covariances,
but in the moderately non-linear case the ensemble covariance must be evaluated
numerically because the averaging kernel depends on the state.
~

Exercise 5.5: Show that the covariance of an ensemble of retrievals corresponding to the a priori is, in the nearly-linear case:
(5.50)
and relate it to the singular vectors of K.

There are often good practical reasons for preferring a more direct representation
of a profile in terms of values at some set of levels with a specified interpolation rule.
The question then arises as to the minimum number of levels that is reasonable,
consistent with being able to represent all of the information that is present in
the original measurement. This is best done by trying out various options and
comparing their error analyses and characterisations, but guidance can be found
by examining the averaging kernel matrix. The degrees of freedom for signal is the
trace of the averaging kernel matrix, and if calculated for a representation with
a large number of levels, will give an indication of the number of layers which it
is reasonable to use. The diagonal elements are a measure of resolution of the
observing system, and can be used to indicate an approximate level spacing. This
will be discussed further in Chapter 10.

Chapter 6

Approximations, Short Cuts and Ad-hoc
Methods

In most circumstances the maximum amount of information will be extracted from
a set of measurements when we use a full nonlinear retrieval which minimises a cost
function based on all of the data and appropriate a priori, but these methods can
be time consuming when done properly. There are occasions when an approximate
and numerically fast method can be useful, for example:
(i) when the measurement contains more information than is needed to retrieve
the state to the required accuracy and resolution;
(ii) for quick-look retrievals as a check in the field that an instrument is working
correctly, when detailed retrievals will be carried out later;
(iii) to generate a good first guess for a detailed retrieval in cases where the cost
function has a complicated topology, and a full retrieval would take a long
time, and/or be likely to find a false minimum;
(iv) when the problem is so large that the computer time required is prohibitive.
A wide variety of suboptimal methods are to be found in the literature, some
of which are useful, and some are not. Some are good approximations to optimal
methods, and may have advantages of numerical efficiency. This chapter discusses
several possibilities, to describe the nature of the solutions produced, and to point
out the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods.

6.1

The Constrained Exact Solution

The exact solution was introduced in chapter 1 as a warning that simple solutions
may cause problems, but there I did not discuss why, or in what circumstances. I
describe this kind of solution as 'constrained' because the state is constrained to be
represented by a p parameter linear representation, i.e. it is constrained to lie in an
p-dimensional sub-space of state space, where p is the rank of K when expressed in
a high resolution representation.
Writing the notation of chapter 1 in terms of vectors and matrices, we start
101
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with a high resolution representation x, and constrain it with the aid of an n x m
representation W. Eq. (1.3) becomes:

x=Ww

(6.1)

so that the forward model, Eq. (1.4), becomes

y = Kx + E = KWw + E = Cw + E

(6.2)

The solution in terms of w is
Vi = C-1y =w+

C~lE

(6.3)

and in terms of x, the equivalent of Eq. (1.5) is:

x=

W(KW)-ly = W(KW)-lKx + W(KW)-lE

(6.4)

The problem lies in the solution of the matrix C = KW. If this matrix is illconditioned, then the term C- 1 E may be large.
:::} Exercise 6.1: Explain why the averaging kernel A = W(KW)-l K is
likely to be well behaved in principle, apart from possible problems due to
numerical rounding errOrs.
To examine the circumstances in which ill conditioning happens, express C in terms
of its eigenvector decomposition, C = RALT, (a similar analysis can be carried out
in terms of a singular vector decomposition):

x = W(KW)-lKx+ WRA-1LTE

(6.5)

If C has small eigenvalues, there will be potentially large contributions to the solution from the corresponding components of A -lL T E. Strictly, because A has
dimensions, 'small' and 'large' need qualifying. The important quantity for describing the stability of a matrix to inversion is the condition number which is the ratio
of the absolute values of the largest and smallest eigenvalues. For the case discussed
in chapter 1, an exact retrieval in terms of polynomials for the standard example,
the smallest eigenvalue of C is 1.21 X 10-7 and its condition number is 1.29 x 107 ,
so it is not surprising that the solution was unstable.
Exact solutions are only viable in cases where the matrix to be inverted is full
rank and well conditioned. This will depend in detail on the weighting functions
and the representation, and can only be determined by evaluating the condition
number, but as a general guide there is likely to be a problem if there is significant
overlap of the weighting functions so that there are linear combinations of weighting
functions which are approximately zero.
The above analysis applies to the case of an arbitrary n x m representation. It
is pertinent to consider the extent to which the representation is important, and
whether there is a representation which minimises the instability of the solution.
The polynomial representation of chapter 1 is clearly unsatisfactory because zn
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tends to infinity as z -+ ±oo, and as a result the extremes of the retrieved profile can
flop around wildly. We can choose a more satisfactory representation by minimising
some measure of retrieval noise with respect to the representation function.
In practice, minimising with respect to W is tricky, because any non-singular
linear combination L of the representation functions would give the same result, Le.
G = W(KW)-l = WL(KWL)-l, so there is no unique solution. To avoid this
mathematical difficulty, find instead the gain matrix G that minimises retrieval
noise variance, subject to the condition that an exact solution is produced, Le.
KG = I m . The retrieval noise variance at level i is (Tf = [GSfGT]ii, which simplifies
to (Tf = (T2 L:k Gtk on the assumption, for the purpose of illustration, that Sf =
(T2I m . The quantity minimised must be a scalar, so we use the total variance, and
solve:
(6.6)
This clearly minimises each (Tf separately, as each corresponds to a different row
of G. It has been written in components to clarify that a matrix of Lagrangian
multipliers is needed, one for each element of the constraint. Carrying out the
derivative we get
2Gij

+

L 'YljKli = 0,

(6.7)

I

or in matrix notation
(6.8)

Substituting into the constraint KG = I m , we obtain
~KKTr = I m

(6.9)

so that the retrieval that minimises the solution error variance is
(6.10)
Note that this is the solution that would be obtained if the weighting functions, or
any non-singular combination of them, were used as a representation, e.g. W = KT.
Surprisingly we obtain the same result in the case of a general measurement noise
covariance matrix.

=> Exercise 6.2: Show this. Hint: transform the forward model so that the
noise covariance is a unit matrix.
This form of solution might have been expected on the grounds that K defines the
non-null space, and anything outside this does not contribute to the measurement.
Fig. 6.1(a) shows a set of contribution functions using this approach for our
standard case, for comparison with the result for polynomials shown in Fig. 1.3(a).
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Fig. 6.1 Diagnostics for an exact retrieval in the standard case when the profile is represented as a
linear combination of the weighting functions. (a) Contribution functions. (b) Error amplification
factor.

Notice that the large values at the top and bottom are no longer present, but the
values in the mid-range are of a similar size, and perhaps a little larger. Fig.6.1(b)
shows the corresponding error amplification factor, L:k G;k' This is smaller than
that in Fig. 1.3(b) at the extremes, at the expense of being somewhat larger in the
mid-range. The integrated error amplification, however, is smaller. The matrix to
be inverted, KK T , is better conditioned than in the polynomial case, the condition
number being only(!) 2500. Fig. 6.2 shows the result of a retrieval simulation to
compare with Fig. 1.2, for both the noise-free case and when a simulated noise of
0.5 K was added to the simulated measurements. It is clear that the noise sensitivity is considerably improved, at the top and bottom, and not in the middle, but
the representation is not as successful as a polynomial at approximating the D.S.
Standard Atmosphere even though it reproduces the measured signals exactly!
This noise sensitivity is a common feature of exact solutions to retrieval problems, especially when there is significant overlap between the weighting functions.
In the extreme case of complete overlap, where two channels have identical weighting functions, noise will cause them to give slightly different signals, and no solution
can possibly satisfy both pieces of data. When there is as much overlap of weighting functions as shown in Fig. 1.1, we would expect that the weighting function for
signal i would be very similar to the average of the weighting functions for signals
i - I and i + 1, so that the signals themselves ought to be similar. In this case a less
extreme phenomenon will occur, the symptom usually being large noise sensitivity,
rather than the non-existence of a solution.
There is clearly no sensible reason to try to find an exact solution. All that can
be reasonably expected is that the solution will agree with the measurements within
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Fig. 6.2 Simulated retrievals using the weighting functions of Fig. 1.1 and representation as a
linear combination of weighting functions. (a) The original profile; (b) An exact retrieval with no
simulated experimental error; (c) An exact retrieval with a 0.5K simulated experimental error.

experimental error. This gives more freedom in choosing a solution, for now there
will be an infinite number of possibilities, so we should find some way of deciding
which solution is best.
6.2
6.2.1

Least Squares Solutions
The overconstrained case

A common approach to an ill-conditioned problem is to reduce the number of variables that we are trying to fit, and to use a least squares approach. Thus the profile
representation becomes, for our standard example:
n

B[D,B(z)] = I>jWj(z)

n

<m

(6.11)

j=l

and the problem to be solved is now overconstrained, with more equations (m) than
unknowns (n):
i= ... m,

(6.12)

thus defining the relation between the weighting function matrix K and the original
weighting functions K i (z).
In the fundamentally underconstrained case, such as our standard example, the
result is an improvement over the exact solution for a given representation because
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its noise sensitivity is better, at the expense of a reduced capacity to represent
a profile. However, there are no obvious criteria for determining such things as
how many terms to use, and what form of representation is suitable. The least
squares method is really only appropriate for problems which are fundamentally
overconstrained, where the measurement vector has considerably more elements
than the state vector, and perhaps where the algebraic form of the solution is
known from sound physical reasoning.
In the case where there are more measurements than unknowns, m > n, an exact
solution is not possible in general. Therefore we look for a solution that minimises
the sum of the squares of the differences between the actual measurements and
those calculated from the forward model using the solution. That is, we minimise:
[y - F(x)f[y - F(x)] or (y - Kx)T(y - Kx).

(6.13)

In the linear case a derivative with respect to x leads immediately to the familiar
normal equations:
(6.14)
::::} Exercise 6.3: Derive this solution.

In the nonlinear case there are various ways of proceeding numerically. A simple
one is to linearise about some estimate of the solution Xi, and use the resulting
normal equations to improve the solution, iterating as far as required:
(6.15)
Note the similarity to the optimal solutions. The normal equations can be obtained
by putting S~l = 0 and S. = I m . If a weighted least squares is used, then the
quantity to be minimised is
[y - F(x)fS;-l[y - F(x)] or (y - KxfS;-l(y - Kx)

(6.16)

and the similarity is even closer. It is the same as the optimal solution in the case
when there is no a priori information, Le. it is the maximum likelihood solution.
6.2.2

The underconstrained case

In the underconstrained case we can develop a different kind of least squares solution. If the rank of the weighting functions is smaller than the number of unknowns,
p < n, there are an infinite number of exact solutions. In this case we can look for
the exact solution whose length is shortest according to a least squares criterion.
We can think of this as being the smoothest solution in the sense that
(6.17)

-

r
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is minimum, subject to the constraint that
y = Kx or y = F(x).

(6.18)

Therefore we evaluate in the linear case:
(6.19)
where 'Y is a vector of undetermined multipliers, giving

(6.20)
Substituting back in the constraint gives
(6.21)
and in the nonlinear case we can iterate

(6.22)
Again note the similarity to the optimal solutions. This form can be obtained by
putting Sa = In and Sf = 0 in the optimal solution. Not also that this solution
is identical to the exact solution with minimum solution error variance, Eq. (6.10).
We have found a solution which lies entirely in the K-space, its length is minimum
because there is no contribution to the length from components in the null space.
We can generalise the concept of smoothness with a weighted least squares,
minimising for example, (x - XaVS;l(X - x a ), in which case the similarity is even
closer.
However there is still no good reason to try to fit noise exactly, even if we do
it with the smoothest possible solution. We should be looking for the smoothest
solution within measurement error of the measurement, which of course leads us
back to the optimal solution of previous chapters.

6.3

Truncated Singular Vector Decomposition

The error analysis in section 6.1 leads to the suggestion of using the eigenvector
expansion, approximating C- 1 by a truncated eigenvector expansion:

(6.23)
where the subscript t indicates that only the t largest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors have been retained, and the rest dropped. Thus R t and Lt
are not square. Eigenvalues to be dropped would be those which contribute more
to the error term than to the profile.
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It is more convenient to use the alternative formulation with singular vectors,

mainly because singular vectors are orthogonal. Put
IT
c- 1 ~- Vit A t
-2V
t,

(6.24)

where V~ and V~ are matrices of left and right singular vectors truncated to t
vectors, and At is the truncated matrix of eigenvalues of C. This gives
(6.25)
(6.26)
If € has covariance 0";1 the error term will have covariance 0";WV~At2V~WT,
each singular vector contributing an independent error pattern equal to a column
of WV~ multiplied by a random normal variable with standard deviation (0"./ Ai)'
Rather than retaining a general representation function let us simplify matters
by only considering W = KT. In this case C = KK T is symmetric and its singular
vectors and eigenvectors are identical. Thus VI and VI are equal, and equal to the
left singular vectors of K, K = V A V T . Diagonal elements of A 2 are the squares of
the singular values of K. In this case

K T V t A t 2V[y

(6.27)

VtAt1V[y

(6.28)

t

LAiviuTy

(6.29)

i=l

because KT vI' = VtA t . Note that Eq. (6.28) is equivalent to using a truncation
of the pseudo inverse K* = VA -lVT based on K = VAV T . The relation of the
retrieval to the state vector is therefore
VtAt1V[Kx + VtAt1V[ €

X

== vtvT x + VtAt1uT €

(6.30)
(6:31)

showing that the averaging kernel matrix is A = V t VI'.
6.4

Twomey-Tikhonov

The first methods applied to the retrieval problem in which due consideration was
given to error sensitivity and constraints were published at about the same time by
Twomey (1963) and by Tikhonov (1963). Both methods were essentially the same,
involving the minimisation of a cost function involving departures of the solution
from the measurements and of the solution from some a priori:
(6.32)
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where the first term represents some weighted departure from an a priori X a , and
the second term constrains the solution to approximately fit the measurements. The
factor 'Y is chosen to give appropriate relative weighting to the two constraints.
In Twomey's method, the matrix H can be chosen to minimise for example
the mean squared difference between x and X a (H = In) or the mean squared
second difference for a smooth solution. It could clearly also be chosen to minimise
the logarithm of an a priori probability density function, making it similar to a
statistically optimal method. It would only need 'Y to be replaced by an inverse error
covariance matrix. For example the H-matrix for the squared second difference is,
for order 10, of the form
1

-2

1

0

-2

5

-4

1

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0
0
0

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0
0

1

-4

6

-4

1

0
0

1

-4

5

-2

0

1

-2

1

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(6.33)

This matrix is singular (its columns sum to zero), so it cannot be thought of as the
inverse of some covariance matrix, but it can be taken to be an information matrix.
If the state vector is expressed in a polynomial representation, this constraint will
be found not to constrain the constant and linear coefficient. The solution is
(6.34)

which bears a stronger resemblance to the maximum likelihood method than either
of the least squares methods, the only difference being the interpretation of the
constraint matrices.
Some insight into how this method works can be obtained by using a singular
vector decomposition (Mateer, 1965). Consider just the case H = In, and substitute
the singular value decomposition K = U A yT, noting that K need not be square:
(6.35)
Now transform state space to the basis defined by the columns of y, and measurement space to the basis defined by the columns of U, i.e. x' = yT X and y' = UT y.
In these bases, the forward model "becomes y' = Ax' + E', where E' = uT E, and the
solution is
(6.36)
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This falls apart into separate equations, one for each element:
(6.37)
and we can see that elements of y for which )..1 « 1'-1 contribute at reduced weight,
elements for which )..1 » 1'-1 contribute at full weight.
This bears some resemblance to the truncated singular vector decomposition
method, except that in the SVD method the weights are either one or zero, with
the choice determined by a criterion not unlike a comparison of )..1 with 1'-1. The
Twomey-Tikhonov method is simpler, in that it requires only matrix solution and
not singular vector calculations, and also provides a rationale for the choice of cutoff, especially when a statistical interpretation of the matrices is used.

6.5

Approximations for Optimal Methods

Although some form of optimal method is usually the method of choice in solving
an inverse problem, there are circumstances in which approximations can be made
with little loss in the quality of the result, and a considerable gain in the simplicity
of the method or in the computer resources needed.
All practical implementations of optimal methods contain approximations that
are hard to avoid, such as finite dimensional representations, Gaussian probability
density functions, forward model numerical methods, etc. These will not be discussed here, but we will consider the effect of approximating the a priori state, its
covariance, the measurement error covariance and the weighting functions.
In general we will find that it is only possible to assess the effects of these
approximations by simulation.
6.5.1

Approximate a priori and its covaNance

Any retrieval problem for which there is a null space will need some kind of a priori
information in order to estimate the null-space components of the retrieval. If
an optimal estimator is being used, then the prior data is notionally of the form
of a probability density function for the state, typically an expected value and a
covariance for a Gaussian distribution. Very often such data is hard to obtain,
and must be constructed from a variety of unsatisfactory sources, including the
experimenters prejudice about the prior state. The construction and use of a priori
data and its covariance will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11. Here, we will
briefly touch on the effect of incorrect or inappropriate values a priori.
The primary reason for including a priori information in a retrieval is to provide
an estimate of null-space components, and constrain near-null-space components of
the retrieval in a reasonable way. If the a priori is inappropriate, these components
and their errors will be incorrect. The sensitivity of the retrieval to an incorrect
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prior state is easy to compute. From Eq. (3.12) we obtain

8x
-8 =In-A.
Xa

(6.38)

The sensitivity to an incorrect prior covariance is a much more complicated matter.
If a component of the covariance implies too tight a constraint, the corresponding
component of the retrieval will be biassed towards that of the a priori state, and if
too loose, the retrieval errOr for the component and its estimate may be too large if
the measurement does not provide the information. The effect is best explored by
simulation in any particular case. For a further discussion, see Strand (1974).

6.5.2

Approximate measurement error covariance

It should always be possible in principle to estimate the error covariance of the
measured signal, as this follows from the design of the instrument. It is a basic
principle of experimental physics that a measurement without a good error estimate
has little value. However, error covariance is sometimes difficult to estimate well
in practice, and it can be numerically more efficient to use a diagonal covariance
matrix rather than the full matrix including its off-diagonal elements (Exercise 3.2).
Simply ignoring the off-diagonal elements is equivalent to abandoning some of the
information content of the measurement because the entropy of the diagonal matrix
will always be larger than that of the full matrix.
A common approximation is simply to ignore components of measurement error
due to errors in forward model parameters, i.e. KbSbK[ of Eq. (4.32) when b is
not retrieved. My only advice here is that you should avoid doing this, but if you
must, evaluate the effects on the retrieval and its estimated error numerically.
~

Exercise 6.4: Derive expressions for the error resulting from making this
approximation.

Both Sa and Sf are commonly used as 'tuning parameters' and adjusted by
arbitrary factors to obtain an aesthetically pleasing retrieval. It goes without saying
that any such use should be justifiable, and please remember that e.g. doubling both
Sa and Sf will not change the retrieval, but only the error estimates.

6.5.3

Approximate weighting functions

If the weighting functions used in a linear retrieval are incorrect, then the retrieval
will be incorrect, approximately by an amount GoKx for small errors oK. For a
better estimate, simply simulate the error.
The situation for a nonlinear iterated retrieval is more subtle, because a forward
model is also involved, which we take to be correct. The usual reason for using
an approximate weighting function is to save processing time, as suggested in sec-
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tion 5.8.2; the weighting function is computed for the first guess, and is not updated
each time around the iteration cycle. The Gauss-Newton method Eq. (5.9) is of
the form
(6.39)
If K i and G i are kept constant at Ko and Go, the iteration becomes

(6.40)
and the solution converges to x oo , satisfying the equation
(6.41)
Take the difference between these two equations, and expand F(Xi) about Xoo to
get the convergence equation
(6.42)
Therefore convergence is of first order, but at a rate which depends on Ko - K oo .
It will converge to a slightly wrong answer. To estimate how wrong, substitute y =
F(x) + € and Go = (S;;:-1 + KifS;-1K o)-1KifS;-1 in Eq. (6.41), expand the forward
model about x oo , and rearrange to obtain the characterisation of the retrieval:
(6.43)
showing that for the iteration as a whole the gain and averaging kernel matrices are

(6.44)
This only requires that the forward model be linear between x and x oo , so is valid for
moderately nonlinear problems. G and A for the full iteration, when K is updated
at each step, are of the same form but with Ko replaced by K oo . The error due
to keeping K constant depends on how close these versions of A and G are to the
correct values:
X oo -

x=

(A oo

-

A)(x - x a )

+ (G oo -

G)€.

(6.45)

Evaluating the size of this error for any particular case requires an evaluation of
the weighting function at x oo , which could then be used to carry out a final step
of the iteration to improve the solution. Whether this would be faster than the full
Gauss-Newton method depends on the balance between the cost of evaluation of
K at each step and the cost of the increased number of iterations required by this
first order method, and can only be determined by experiment.

------------------
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Direct Multiple Regression

If the problem is nearly linear, and a sufficiently large sample of cases is available
where remote measurements have been made in coincidence with direct measurements, for example from radiosondes, then a set of multiple regression coefficients
can be computed to relate the state to the measurements.
Given an ensemble of pairs of measurements y and corresponding states x, we
wish to find the matrix G such that the state estimate x = x + G(y - y) minimises
the mean square error in the estimate

£{(x ~ xf(x - x)} = £{(x - x - G[y - y]f(x - X - G[y T YD}.

(6.46)

Setting the derivative with respect to G equal to zero leads immediately to another
version of the normal equations, compare section 4.2:
(6.47)
These expected values are covariance matrices, and may be estimated by taking
means over the ensembles of data.
This process has been used for temperature sounding (Smith et al., 1970), by
searching for coincidences between radiosonde measurements and satellite measurements, and computing regression coefficients. These were updated periodically,
so that changes in instrument calibration were automatically allowed for, and the
weighting functions did not need be evaluated. In this case it is necessary to deal
with clouds specially, as they enter the equations in a very nonlinear way.
If we use only an ensemble of states, and compute the measurements from a
linear forward model, y - y = K(x - x) + E, then it is easy to show that

where Se = £{(x - x)(x - x)T} is the covariance of the ensemble of states. Thus
(6.49)
which is identical to the maximum a posteriori solution. Thus linear MAP solution
can be regarded as a simulation of a multiple regression method where coefficients
are found which best relate the state to the measurement.
If the forward model is truly linear, and good quality in situ measurements are
available, then the regression method has the major advantage that it provides a
convenient way of implementing the MAP solution without having to characterise
the instrument with great care, and without having to implement an accurate forward model. However, few remote measurements are truly linear, and the result
will be only as accurate as the independent measurements.

L
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Linear Relaxation

A linear relaxation method is of the form
(6.50)

where the matrix G is chosen so that if y =f F(Xi) then something is added to Xi
in the right sense to reduce the difference. In the simplest form where the state
is a profile and the weighting functions are peaked at different altitudes, as in our
standard example, the state vector might be chosen to be the value of the profile at
the peaks, with some specified interpolation method. Then G might be a diagonal
matrix, so that if the measurement in one channel is incorrect, the profile is modified
at the altitude corresponding to the peak of that channel. The values of the elements
G ii must be chosen so that the correction is of an appropriate amplitude. A more
sophisticated choice would be to use a matrix that is an approximate inverse of K,
for example G = (KifKo + ,In)-l Kif, based on the Twomey-Tikhonov method.
It should be noted that the solution will be of the form Xo + Ga where a =
I:i y - F(xd, Le. the difference from the first guess will be a linear combination of
the columns of G. This can be used to provide a constraint on the retrieved profile.
The convergence analysis of the linear relaxation is straightforward. If G has
been chosen appropriately Xi will converge to a solution as the iteration proceeds.
Writing the solution as x = x oo , it must satisfy
x = x

+ G[y -

F(x)].

(6.51)

Note that this implies that y = F(x), an exact solution, provided that G fully spans
me;;l.surement space. Subtract Eq. (6.51) from Eq. (6.50) to obtain the difference of
Xi+l from the final solution as
(XHl - x) = (Xi - x) - G[F(Xi) - F(x)].

(6.52)

Expanding F(x) about x , e.g. Eq. (5.11), and substituting for F(Xi) gives
(Xi - x) - GK(Xi - x)
(In - GK)(Xi - x)

+ O(Xi -

+ O(Xi - x)2.

X)2

(6.53)
(6.54)

If G is exactly orthogonal to K (any exact linear solution) then In - GK = 0 and
convergence is second order, Le. the linear component of the error is fitted exactly
on each iteration, and the remaining error is proportional to the square of that
from the previous stage. If this is not the case, convergence is first order and we
can examine its progress by decomposing In - GK into eigenvectors:

(6.55)

giving
(6.56)

r
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or
(6.57)
By changing the variable to Zi = LT (Xi
coefficients Zi converge independently:

-

x) or

Xi -

X=

RZ i

we find that the

(6.58)
Thus (Xi - x) can be expressed in terms of components such that each iteration
reduces the coefficient of the jth component by a factor Aj.
As an example consider a linear relaxation solution of the standard example.
Let the state vector consist of values of the profile at the peaks of the weighting
functions, interpolated linearly between these levels, and extrapolated linearly at
the top and bottom at the same gradient as the layers below and above respectively.
The eigenvalues for this case are given in table 6.1, together with the number of
iterations required to reduce the initial error in the coefficient by a factor of ten. The
corresponding eigenvectors are shown in Fig. 6.3(a). It can be seen that the large
scale structures correspond to small eigenvalues, which should therefore converge
relatively quickly, while the eigenvalues close to unity corresponding to small scale
structure which will converge slowly. This allows the iteration to be stopped before
unrealistic fine structure grows and dominates.
Table 6.1 Eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors in Fig. 6.3(a), and number of iterations
required to reduce error by a factor of 10. The negative eigenvalue corresponds to an error
component that alternates in sign as the iteration proceeds.

i:
~

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Eigenvalue
0.0371
0.3426
-0.6033
0.6413
0.8444
0.9454
0.9847
0.9965

Iterations
0.7
2.2
4.6
5.2
13.6
41
149
666

A simulation of the convergence is shown in Fig. 6.3(b). In this case the true
profile is the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, and the first guess is a constant 250K.
No noise has been added. Iteration numbers 0 to 4 and 100 are shown. Even at
iteration 100 we would not expect vectors 7 and 8 to have converged, and at iteration
4, only vectors 1 to 3 should have converged. Notice the alternating nature of the
convergence at the top, due to the negative eigenvalue of vector 3. The retrieval
would not be expected to converge to the true profile eventually, because the true
state does not have its nodes at the same altitudes as the retrieval, so it cannot be
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Eigenvector analysis for the convergence of the linear relaxation retrieval. The annotation corresponds to the eigenvalue number in table 6.1. (b) Convergence of a linear relaxation
retrieval for the standard case. The true profile is the solid line, and the iterations are labelled
with iteration number.

represented exactly. The oscillatory nature of iteration 100 is a consequence of this
together with the ill-conditioning of the problem.
6.8

Nonlinear Relaxation

A nonlinear relaxation method follows the same general idea as the linear relaxation,
except that the iteration equation is nonlinear. The simplest form, popularised by
Chahine (1968, 1970), uses the representation described above for the simple linear
relation, where the profile is represented by a linear interpolation between values
located at the peaks of a set of weighting functions. At iteration i the value at each
level j is modified by multiplying by the ratio of the corresponding measured to
computed signal:
i+l

xj

i
Yj
= Xj Fj(x i )'

(6.59)

For well peaked weighting functions, one would expect this to converge to a profile
which produces the right computed signals.
Convergence can be analysed by taking logarithms:
(6.60)
We can see that this is the same as the linear relaxation, with a transformed state
vector whose elements are logarithms of the original, a similarly transformed measurement vector and a relaxation matrix G which is the unit matrix.
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The weighting function corresponding to the transformed problem has elements
(6.61)
As in the case of linear relaxation, the convergence will depend on the eigenvalues
of I - K', and the process will converge to an exact solution (G = I does span
the whole of state space in this case) unless stopped at a suitable point. As poorly
determined fine structure generally converges more slowly than the well determined
broad structure, stopping the convergence early has the effect of producing a rea~
sonable stable solution, as in the case of linear relaxation.
A nonlinear relaxation in which the state vector is not constrained by the peaks
of the weighting functions has been developed by Twomey et al. (1977). Any rea~
sonable vertical grid can be used. The iteration is
i+l _

xj

-

i
Yk
Xj Fk(X i ) Kkj

+ Xji [ 1- K kj ]

(6.62)

where j is the height index, k is the channel index, i is the iteration number and Kkj
is the weighting function normalised so that the peak value is unity. The iteration
is applied sequentially over all channels, and then repeated until convergence. One
cycle of the inner loop can be rearranged as
(6.63)
The effect is to modify the profile at all levels in response to a difference between
the measurement and the forward model, using the weighting function as a weight.
This would be rather similar to using G = aK T in the linear relaxation, where a
is a scaling constant to obtain the appropriate sensitivity.
We can analyse the convergence by taking logarithms:
(6.64)
Close to the solution we can expand the terms inside the summation:
I nX i+m
j

-

I nXji

+ ""'[
L...i Yk -

F k (X i)) Fk(X
K kj

i) ,

(6.65)

k

which is a linear relaxation with
G

_
jk -

K kj
Fk(X i )

(6.66)

showing that this is equivalent to using a diagonal matrix for a with l/Fk (x i ) on
the diagonal. Convergence will be determined as for the linear relaxation by the
eigenvalues and vectors of I - GK.
'j'
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Maximum Entropy

In Chapter 2 we discussed the use of maximum entropy as a tool for estimating
probability density functions given limited information about them. That in itself
is an inverse problem, and the maximum entropy principle has been used for a wide
variety of inverse problems, not necessarily only those involving pdfs. Strictly, it is
only an appropriate constraint when the quantity being retrieved is a probability
density, or could reasonably be interpreted as a probability density, which is hardly
ever the case with atmospheric inverse problems. Nevertheless if the state is known
to be a positive quantity then maximum entropy provides an ad hoc positivity
constraint, but so does the rather simpler process of retrieving the logarithm of the
state with an optimal estimator. One area in which MaxEnt or MEM (as it has
come to be known) has performed particularly well is in improving noisy images.
The exact retrieval can be formulated with a maximum entropy constraint as
follows. We use a state vector x which is normalised so that the elements sum
to unity, and minimise its 'configurational entropy'S = Li Xi In Xi subject to the
constraints y = F(x) and Li Xi = 1:

aa (Lxilnxi+ LAj[Fj(X)-Yj]+ttLxi) =0
Xk..
.
•

J

(6.67)

•

where Aj and tt are Lagrangian multipliers. This gives

Inx k+ 1 + LAjKjk+tt=O

(6.68)

j

where Kjk is aFj/axk. The maximum entropy exact solution is therefore

Xk = exp [ - 1 - tt - L

AjKjk ]

(6.69)

j

where tt and Aj are chosen to satisfy the constraints. The unit area constraint can
be satisfied immediately by putting

Xk = exp [- LAjKjk]/Lexp [- LAjKjk]
j

(6.70)

j

k

but the requirement that the retrieval satisfy the measurements exactly gives

Yl = Fl ( exp [ - L Aj K jk] / L exp [ - L_Aj Kjk] )
j

k

(6.71)

j

which has to be solved iteratively for,Aj, for example by Newton's method.
This solution has some resemblance to others, in that it involves a linear combination of the weighting functions. Lj AjKjk is in the row space of K, but as
the exponential is a nonlinear function, the maximum entropy solution will have
components in the null space.
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To allow for measurement error in y, we should not really attempt to find an
exact solution. Instead we might try to minimise a cost function that includes
entropy and measurement error:
(6.72)

where A is not now a Lagrangian multiplier, but a trade-off parameter, allocating
a fraction of the cost to the X2 term. This X2 cannot be used as a Lagrangian
constraint, because it does not have an exact value, only an expected value of p,
the rank of the problem. The maximisation give the following implicit equation for
x:

(6.73)

where f-t can be eliminated by the same method as for the exact solution, and the
equation must now be solved iteratively for x, for a range of values of A, the value
being chosen that gives X2 ~ p.
6.10

Onion Peeling

It is sometimes possible to make use of a particular feature of a problem to simplify

the retrieval method. A possibility of this kind arises in the case of limb sounding, where a method known as 'onion peeling' has become popular (Russell and
Drayson, 1972). This is simply a matter of sequentially retrieving from the top of
the atmosphere, assuming at each stage that the retrieval for the levels above is
correct and does not need updating. To do this the state vector must have a level
corresponding directly to each measurement level, so that the weighting function
matrix is square. At each level the geometry of the measurement must ensure that
the signal depends only on the state vector at that level and above, so that the
weighting function matrix is upper triangular (for a state vector whose last element
corresponds to the top). Thus at each stage only a scalar parameter is retrieved.
In the linear case this is equivalent to equations with a triangular matrix, solved by
back substitution.
A little care is needed to ensure that the conditions for an 'onion peelable'
problem are satisfied, For example a state vector comprising temperature on an
absolute height grid, with a reference pressure at the bottom would not be suitable
because the hydrostatic equation would cause the signal at tangent height z to
depend on the temperature below as well as above z.
The method has the advantage of speed and simplicity, particularly in the
nonlinear case where only the diagonal of the weighting function matrix need be
computed. The process is simply to solve the single parameter inverse problem
Yi = Fi(Xi, Xi+l,··· x n ) for Xi, sequentially for i = n .. . 1, taking n to be the top
level. Traditionally the equation is solved exactly at each level, although problems
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usually arise in the top few levels where the signal is small and relative errors are
large. Some ad hoc treatment may be applied for the instability in the top few levels, but it is quite possible to use an optimal estimator at each level if some a priori
estimate of x is available (Connor and Rodgers, 1988).
Conceptually we can compare this with a sequential estimator in which the
measurements are incorporated from the top down. If the incorporation of signal
Yi by a sequential optimal estimator improves the error on Xi, but makes little
difference to the errors on Xi+! , ... Xn , then we would do just as well with onion
peeling. This is likely to happen if most of the information at each level comes from
that level, and less from higher levels.
The 'exact onion peel' approach give the exact solution to the problem for both
the linear and nonlinear cases, but the 'optimal onion peel' does not give the same
result as the full optimal estimate, as the signal at level i cannot influence the
retrieval at levels above.
The error analysis, unfortunately, does not retain the efficiency advantage of
the onion peeling method if done properly. In the linear exact case the retrieval
is x = K -1 y, so the correct retrieval error covariance is S = K -1 Sf (K -1) T . It
is tempting to onion peel the errOrs as follows. The forward model and the exact
retrieval for level i are
n

Yi

KiiXi

L

+

Kijxj

+ Ei

(6.74)

j=i+1
n

(Yi -

L

Kijxj)/Kii

(6.75)

j=i+1

so the error variance might be expected to be given by
n

0";; = (0";;

+

L

K;jd;J/K;i

(6.76)

j=i+1

but unfortunately the off-diagonal elements are not computed, and this ignores their
effect. Furthermore, in the nonlinear case the advantage of only needing to compute
the diagonal of K is lost.

-.

Chapter 7

The Kalman Filter

Often measurements are made sequentially, in such a way that the state being
measured varies smoothly between successive measurements, or is at least correlated
in some way between measurements. Typical examples are when measurements are
made from a satellite at fixed (or even varying) intervals along a nadir or limb
measurement track, or from the surface at frequent time intervals, and there is
little difference between the atmospheric states between successive measurements.
Another example, on a larger scale, is when global measurements are made daily,
and the underlying atmosphere is evolving steadily according to the equations of
motion.
In such cases the previous measurement can provide prior information about
the state at the current time, provided the evolution of the state in time (and/or
position) can be modelled. This provides the basis for the Kalman filter (Kalman,
1960), which is used to estimate discrete time series or states which are continuously
evolving, and are governed by linear differential operators. Only the discrete version
will be discussed here. The Kalman filter has found applications in a very wide
variety of areas, ranging from the prediction of satellite orbits to the control of oil
refineries.
The general formulation of the problem for discrete times t = 1,2, ... comprises
an evolution or prediction equation and a measurement equation:
Xt

Mt(Xt-l)

Yt

Ft(Xt)

+ et

+ Et

(7.1)
(7.2)

where Xt is the state at time t, M t is a known model of the evolution operator, the
dynamic model or system model, that transforms Xt-l into Xt, et is a random vector,
the process noise, which may express stochastic terms or unmodelled variations in
the state. This stochastic prediction equation may be as simple as persistence, M =
1, or as complex as an atmospheric general circulation model. The second equation
is the measurement model, relating the measurement Yt with its experimental error
Et to the state, by way of a known forward model F, in the usual way. The statistics
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of and E are assumed known. The problem to be solved is: given a sequence of
values of Yt, make a sequence of best estimates of Xt·

7.1

The Basic Linear Filter

The basic Kalman filter operates on the linear version of the problem:
Xt

M t Xt-l

Yt

KtXt

+ et

+ Et

(7.3)

(7.4)

where M and K are known matrices, which may be time varying.
The filter operates sequentially in t (which we may think of as time, though it
could be space). At time t - 1 an estimate of Xt-l has been made, namely Xt-l,
with error covariance St-l. The stochastic prediction equation, Eq. (7.3) is used to
construct a prior estimate Xat and its covariance Sat at time t:

(7.5)

Xat

(7.6)
where SEt is the covariance of the prediction error. This is then combined with the
measurement at time t using the optimal estimation equations, e.g. Eq. (4.6) and
(4.7), to produce an updated estimate of the state:
SatKi(KtSatKi
Xat

+ Gt(Yt -

Sat -

+ S,)-1

KtXat)

GtKtS at

(7.7)

(7.8)
(7.9)

where G t is the Kalman gain matrix, functionally identical to that of the maximum
a posteriori estimator. Some prior estimate is required at t = 0, but this can often use a covariance matrix with elements sufficiently large as to be noncommittal.
The quality and the spacing of the data does not have to be uniform. This formalism provides the best estimate that can be made of the state at time t given the
measurements up to and including time t.

Example: a scalar random walk
A simple example of a times series which may be Kalman filtered is the random
walk with one parameter. The prediction model is
Xt

= Xt-l

+ ~t

(7.10)

where the variance of ~t is a~, and the measurement model corresponds to direct
observation of Xt:
Yt

= Xt

+ Et

(7.11)

---------------------------~
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Fig. 7.1 A simulation of Kalman filtering a random walk. Solid: the actual walk; squares with
error bars: the measurement; dotted and left hand error bars: prior estimate; dashed and right
hand error bars: filtered estimate.

a;.

where the measurement noise variance is
Assume that measurements are made
at times t = 0,1, ... and that there are no missing or bad data. For the update
cycle at time t, the prior estimate xf and its variance a~t are, following Eqs. (7.5)
and (7.6):
(7.12)
From Eq. (7.7) the Kalman gain is
(7.13)
The updated state estimate is, from Eq. (7.8),
Xt =

xf + Gt(Yt -

xf) = (1 - Gt)xf

+ GtYt

(7.14)

with variance from Eq. (7.9):
A2

2

at = aat -

Gtaat2 =

(

)(A2

1 - Gt at-l

a;(a-Ll 2+ aD2'
+ at;2) = aA2
t - 1 + at; +a.

(7.15)

A simulated example is shown in Fig. 7.1, where the 'true' time series, is indicated by the solid line, is a random walk with a~ = 1. The measurements are
indicated by the empty squares with error bars. The measurement variance,
varies from point to point and has been simulated as the modulus of a Gaussian
random variable with mean zero and standard deviation 2, so that there are some
good and some poor measurements. The Kalman filtered estimate, X, is given by

a;,
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the dashed line, with error bars which are slightly offset to the right for clarity.
The prior estimate, X a , is given by the dotted line; its value is the same as x from
the previous time step, and its variance (plotted as error bars offset to the left) is
obtained by adding unity to &2 from the previous time step. The filtered estimate is
a weighted combination of the measurement and the prior estimate. In some cases
the measurement is more accurate and has greater weight, and in others the prior
estimate is more accurate. It is clear that the filtered estimate is significantly closer
to the true state than the raw measurements.

=> Exercise 7.1: In the case where (J"~ and
behaviour of &; at large times.

7.2

(J"; are both constant, examine the

The Kalman Smoother

The Kalman filter is particularly appropriate for real time processing, where a
best estimate of some current quantity, such as a spacecraft ephemeris, is needed
immediately, given all of the measurements made to date. Another application
is in retrospective processing, where the best estimate of some quantity is needed
given data from times both before and after the reference time. In this case an
extension known as the Kalman smoother can be used. Given the whole time series
of measurements, filters can be run both forwards and backwards in time. The
backward filter may require a modified evolution operator, and will provide the
best estimate based on future measurements. The two estimates can be combined
with appropriate weights to give an estimate based on all the data, with the proviso
that any measurements made at the reference time are only used once, i.e. the
forward estimate is combined with the backward prior estimate, or vice-versa.
In detail the process is as follows. Run the filter described in section 7.1, storing
X~t and S~t at each time where a filtered state is required, where the prime now
indicates the forward filter. The required times need not be the same as the times
where measurements are made, but Eqns. (7.5) and (7.6) should be evaluated for
them. Run the filter backwards, starting with some noncommittal prior estimate
at time T, the end of the time series, and carrying out the following steps:

x"a,t

M"j{"
t
t+1

S"a,t

M"8"
t t+1 M"T
t + S"€t

G~

S"at KT(K
t
t S"at KT
t

+ G"(
t Yt

j{~

X 11
at

8"t

S~t - G~KtS~t

-

+S

f

)-1

K"
tXat )
(7.16)

where the double prime indicates the backward estimate. At times when a filtered
estimate is required, combine the saved X~t optimally with the backward filtered X~'
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Fig. 7.2 A simulation of Kalman smoothing a random walk. Solid: the actual walk; dashed and
right error bars: forward estimate; dotted and left error bars: backward estimate; dash-dot and
central error bars: combined estimate.

according to

(8'at -1 + 8,,-1)-1
t
") ·
8 t (8'at -1,
X
+ 8,,-1
t
X
A

at

t

(7.17)

A simulation of a scalar Kalman smoother is shown in Fig. 7.2. The case used is
identical to that of Fig. 7.1, but the curves shown are the forward estimate (dashed,
error bars to the right), the backward estimate (dotted, error bars to the left) and
the combined, or smoothed, estimate (dash-dot, central error bars). The combined
error bars are smaller than either the forward or the backward, and the combined
estimate lies between the other two.
=}

r

.:

t:-.

7.3

Exercise 7.2: Find an expression for the backward model M", in terms of
the forward model M, assuming that it is independent of t.

The Extended Filter.

The extended Kalman filter is required when the prediction equation and/or the forward model is non-linear. It uses the full nonlinear prediction Eq. (7.1) to calculate
the prior state estimate:
(7.18)
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but linearises it about Xt-1 to obtain the prior state estimate covariance Sat:

8Mt (Xt-1)
8x
h

T

M t S t - 1M t

(7.19)

+ S€t.

(7.20)

The forward model is linearised at the measurement time about the prior estimate
to obtain Kt for calculating the gain matrix:
8F(x at)

8x
SatKf(KtSatKi

(7.21)

+ S,)-l

(7.22)

but the full nonlinear forward model is used to update Xat:
Xat

+ Gt[Yt -

F(xat)]

Sat - GtKtS at .

(7.23)

(7.24)

It may be necessary to carry out some iteration of the last four equations if the
linearisation of the forward model at Xat is not good enough to be used at Xt. If
this is a possibility, then F(xd should be evaluated for comparison with Yt.

7.4

Characterisation and Error Analysis

The analysis described for the general retrieval in Chapter 3 can be applied to the
Kalman filter. Using the equations for the basic linear filter, substitute (7.4) and
(7.5) in (7.8) to express Xt in terms of Xt and Xt-1:

+ Gt€t + (I - GtKt)Mtxt-1
Atxt + B t Xt-1 + Gt€t

GtKtXt

(7.25)

where At = GtK t and B t = (I - At)Mt . At is an averaging kernel for the state
at time t, and should be similar to a unit matrix, so that B t should be 'small' in
some sense, depending on the details of the problem. Substituting Eq. (7.25) into
itself recursively shows that Xt is a smoothed version of the time series of Xt'S plus
a time smoothing of the measurement errors:
Xt

Atxt

+ Gt€t

+ G t - 1€t-d
+ B t B t- 1(At- 2Xt-2 + G t- 2€t-2)
+ ...

+Bt (At- 1Xt-1

(7.26)

The time scale of the smoothing depends on the magnitude of the B t terms. The set
of matrix weights At, B t A t - 1 , BtBt-1At-2, .. .form a two dimensional averaging
kernel, showing how the estimated state Xt is related to the true state at t and all
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preceding times. In the case of Kalman smoothing this two dimensional averaging
kernel extends into both future and past times. Eq. (7.26) can be rearranged to
show the smoothing and retrieval noise components of the error separately:

+ BtAt-1Xt-l + BtBt-lAt-2Xt-2 + ...
+GtEt + BtGt - 1Et-l + BtB t - 1Gt-2Et-2 + ...
(At - I)Xt

(7.27)

but this does not lead to usefully simple expressions for the smoothing error and
retrieval noise covariances.

7.5

Validation

For a Kalman filter to operate correctly, the matrices M t , Set, Kt and Sft must all
be 'correct'. To determine whether the filter is producing reasonable results, the
statistical behaviour of any or all of the following quantities can be examined:
Yt - Yat

Yt - KtXat

Xt - Xat

Gt(Yt - Yat)

Yt - Yat

Kt(Xt - xad

Yt - Yt

Yt - KtXt.

(7.28)

Differences involving Xt itself cannot be used unless independent direct measurements are available. These quantities are all linearly related to one another, so only
one need be used. If the measurement equation or forward model is correct then
(7.29)
and its covariance should be given by:
(7.30)
Thus Say can be evaluated from a real data set, and compared with this theoretical
expression. Another useful diagnostic is
(7.31)
which should produce a X2 distribution with m degrees of freedom. These diagnostics will not identify the source of a problem directly, but can be used to indicate
when all is well.
If an ensemble of states is available, another test can be constructed from the
evolution equation. From Eq. (7.5) the following expression for the ensemble covariance can be derived:
(7.32)
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provided M is independent of t. This can be used to determine whether Se, M,
and S~ are internally consistent, Or at least to estimate S~ from the other two. If a
directly measured time series is available, then M and S~ may be estimated using
multiple regression.

Chapter 8

Global Data Assimilation

8.1

Assimilation as a Inverse Problem

Remote measurements of the atmosphere from satellites are primarily used to study
the global atmosphere, with two important applications being research and operational weather forecasting. For many purposes we need to analyse the data to
produce global two, three of four dimensional fields of the measured quantities.
Particularly for weather forecasting, the accuracy of the final product depends critically on the accuracy with which the global field represent the true state of the
atmosphere.
The global analysis problem is of the same kind as the profile retrieval problem,
but enormously larger. The state vector is the state of the whole atmosphere, rather
than a single profile, and the measurements are known functions of the state. It is
required to find the best state estimate consistent with the measurements and with
any a priori information that may be available. The extra complication is that the
state is evolving with time, but the evolution equations are known, in principle.
The Kalman filter is designed for exactly such circumstances, but global analysis is
such a large problem that Kalman filtering is still a hope for the future. At present,
faster and simpler methods are commonly used.
The atmospheric state may be defined by a set of model variables such as temperature, pressure, wind velocities and humidity on a latitude, longitude, height
and time grid, although many equivalent ways of representing the state, such as
spherical harmonics, are possible. Until recently many analysis methods could only
assimilate measurements of the model variables themselves, so that satellite data
had to be retrieved to produce profiles of model variables before they can be used.
However the direct assimilation of remote measurements without an intermediate
retrieval is now being developed as one of the goals of modern assimilation methods.
Historically, measurements were made at the surface and from radiosondes at the
agreed times of noon and midnight universal time, sometimes with extra measurements at 0600 and 1800UT. Global analyses were made at these synoptic times,
from which forecasts were run. Consequently many analysis techniques were de129
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signed around synoptic data. With the advent of satellite data, which provides
continuous measurements, many techniques could not take full advantage of the
new data source, resorting to methods such as inserting the data at the nearest
synoptic time. Dealing properly with asynoptic data is one of the requirements of
a successful assimilation method.
This chapter is not intended as a comprehensive treatment of assimilation methods. An excellent textbook on the subject is Atmospheric Data Analysis by R. Daley, (1991), and more recent reviews of the subject can be found in a special issue of
the Journal of the Meteorological Society of Japan, vo!. 75, no. 1B, 1997, with many
useful papers, particularly the reviews by Talagrand, Courtier, Cohn and Daley.
Here I will try to show how assimilation is related to retrieval methods, and will
discuss how best to incorporate indirect measurements into global analyses.

8.2

Methods for Data Assimilation

Meteorological data analysis began with the forecaster subjectively drawing contours on charts of synoptic observations, with the aid of the forecast from the previous day to guide his intuition. With the advent of numerical forecasting models
it became clear that objective numerical methods were needed to set up the initial
conditions. It was quickly realised that this was not a straightforward process, not
least because the atmosphere (and hence many forecast models) sustains high wavespeed inertio-gravity waves, and any errors in the analysis are likely to give rise to
erroneously large amplitudes unless they are specifically suppressed. Early methods, such as that suggested by Bergthorsson and D66s (1955) and Cressman (1959)
were essentially based on a linear relaxation from a background field, usually the
forecast for the analysis time, towards the observations, but as computer power has
increased, more attention has been paid to optimal methods, and modern methods
are based on estimation theory.
8.2.1

Successive correction methods

Bergthorsson and D66s proposed a single step method of correcting a background
field on the basis of observations. The principles they used were soon developed
into the successive correction method. The process can be described in terms of the
notation we have been using for retrieval theory by noting the following equivalences:

(i) The state vector, x, is a set of model variables on the model grid.
(ii) A background field, X a , is the result of a numerical weather prediction
model, often blended with climatology.
(iii) The measurement y is a set of direct measurements of one or more of the
quantities in the state vector (not an indirect measurement) not necessarily
(and not normally) located on the model grid.

-------------------------
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(iv) The forward model, F(x), is an interpolation in the model grid to the
measurement location.
The analysis proceeds basically as follows, though there are many variants. The
observed data and corresponding background values at the measurement locations
are Y and Ya = F(x a ). The analysed value at grid point i is a weighted mean of
the background value and the measured values within a radius of influence:
Xi -

Xai

=

L Wik (Yk -

Yak)

(8.1)

k

where the sum is over all observations within some radius rand

(8.2)
a~ is the variance of the background field, a~ is the variance of measurement Yk,

and Wki is a weight which depends only on the distance from the observation to the
grid point, being unity at the grid point and zero at the radius of influence.
Bergthorsson and Doos proposed a single step of the analysis, and derived the
form of the weight function statistically. Later variants are iterative, using weights
which change with iteration number, and often with weight functions which are
algebraic functions of radius.
8.2.2

,."

Optimal interpolation

Eliassen (1954) and Gandin (1963) considered the statistical basis of the successive
correction analysis process and as a result gave rise to the optimal interpolation
approach. This was the first attempt to carry out assimilation using the principles of
estimation theory. It is based on updating a prior state with new measurements with
weights which depend more correctly on estimates of their respective accuracies. As
such it may be regarded as an approximation to the Kalman filter, with the following
features and modifications:
(i) The state vector, x, is the complete set of model variables.
(ii) The prior state at time t, xf, is the result of a numerical weather prediction
model.
(iii) The prior covariance at time t, Sf, is not evolved from the previous estimate. Instead a precomputed function is used which is representative of
the forecast error of the model. Horizontal and vertical cross-covariances
are ignored or approximated.
(iv) The measurement Y is a set of direct measurements of one or more of the
quantities in the state vector (not an indirect measurement) not necessarily
(and not normally) located on the model grid.
(v) The measurement error covariance, SE' is diagonal.
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(vi) The forward model, F(x), is an interpolation in the model grid to the
measurement location. Thus K is an interpolation operator.
(vii) The quantity KStK T is not evaluated explicitly. Rather it is represented
by an interpolation of the forecast error to the measurement location.
(viii) The analysis error covariance Elt is not evaluated, as it is not needed to
compute StH in the next cycle.
Most of the modifications have the effect of eliminating the computationally
expensive parts of the Kalman filter, but they also eliminate the associated information content. Nevertheless, optimal interpolation proved to be a significant
step forward in data analysis, and methods based on its principles became almost
universally used by numerical weather prediction centres. They have only recently
begun to be supplanted by more advanced methods.
Analyses resulting from successive correction or optimal estimation generally
contain non-meteorological structure, that is are not states which could easily have
been produced by integrating the model equations from a reasonable prior state.
The symptom is usually unrealistically large amplitude inertio-gravity waves if the
model is subsequently integrated forward from the analysed state. Consequently the
fields need further adjustment in a process known as 'initialisation'. The details of
initialisation methods are outside the scope of this book, and will not be described.
What is really required is some means of assimilating data so that the model itself
is used as a constraint, and analysed fields are always possible model fields. This
can be provided by the use of adjoint methods.
8.2.3

Adjoint methods

The general assimilation method will attempt to minimise some cost function, J,
in just the same way as the MAP profile retrieval:

where F now describes both the physics of the measurement and the evolution of the
atmosphere. For profile retrieval a Gauss-Newton descent algorithm is commonly
used:
(8.4)

where \1x('\lxJ) is approximated by the form (KTS;lK+S;;l), and K = \1xF(x).
For the assimilation problem \1x(\1xJ) can be very expensive to evaluate and invert
for large state vectors.
A cheaper approach is to use steepest descent:
X n +l = X n - "In \1x n

J

(8.5)
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where "In is the step size, to be chosen. The gradient is given by:

(8.6)
Convergence is only first order, but the descent direction is much more quickly
evaluated. The adjoint method is a steepest descent method, in which:
(i) The measured data y is least squares fitted to the predictions of a dynamical
model in four dimensions over a time interval t = o... T.
(ii) The state vector is the state at t = 0 only.
(iii) Model errors are ignored. It is assumed correct and its time evolution from
the state at t ="0 is used as a strong constraint.
(iv) Normally no prior state estimate is used.
Thus we take measurements y t = Ft (Xt) + €t of the state Xt at times t = 0 ... T,
which may be of different kinds at each time. The state' evolves according to the
operator M t without the error term et that is used in the Kalman filter:
(8.7)

Thus the quantity to be retrieved, Xo at t = 0, determines all the Xt according to
the dynamical model. The forward model is expressed as a function of the state as:

(8.8)
We require the state Xo which minimises
T

J = 2)Yt - Ft(Xt))TS~:(Yt - Ft(:Xt))

(8.9)

t=o
for which we evaluate the gradient
T

"VxoJ = - 2)8Ft(xt)/8xo)TS~i(Yt - Ft(xt)) = 0
t=o

(8.10)

so it can be used in the steepest descent algorithm. Putting Kt = 8Ft(xt)/8xt and
M t = 8xt/8xt-l, a linearised version of the operator M t , we can wri~e
(8.11)

so
T

"VxoJ = - 2:)Mt .. . MdTKrS~:(Yt - Ft(xt)) = 0
t=O

(8.12)

A straightforward evaluation of this would involve the forward integration of the
dynamical model, updating M t ... M l at each time step, and whenever there is data
the calculation of the vector KrS~:(Yt - Ft(xt)) to be multiplied by Mt ... M l .
The expensive part of this operation is the large matrix multiplication involved in
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updating Mt ... M 1 . Fortunately the sum can be evaluated much more efficiently
by working backwards. Consider the following sequence:
(8.13)
then repeat
(8.14)
backwards from t = T -1 to t = o. This results in Aa = \lxoJ, with only a matrix
by vector multiply at each step.
This result can also be obtained by considering the minimisation of J with
respect to all of the Xt, t = 0 ... T, treated as independent variables, but with
Lagrangian constraints to satisfy Eq. (8.7) (Daley, 1991).
Eq. (8.14) is called the adjoint equation for the problem. It integrates At backwards using the adjoint, or transpose, of a linearisation of the model describing
the evolution of Xt, with a forcing term dependent on the difference between the
measurements and the forward model. A forward integration of the model followed
by a backward integration of the adjoint equation provides the derivative of the cost
function for the initial state chosen. This can then be used in a steepest descent
algorithm to improve the estimate of the initial state.
The adjoint method proceeds as follows:
(i) Start at a first guess Xo
(ii) Integrate the dynamics forwards in time to T, saving Xt at each time step
(iii) Integrate the adjoint model backwards in time, using the saved values Xt,
to obtain Aa. A special adjoint, or tangent linear model is written which
linearises M t and computes
At on the fly, rather than evaluating the
full n x n matrix Mt.
(iv) Update Xo using Aa for \lxoJ in a steepest descent algorithm.
(v) Repeat until converged.

MT

8.2.4

Kalman filtering

The Kalman filter would appear ideal in principle for assimilation, but unfortunately
the problem is often so large that to carry it out as described in Chapter 7 would
be prohibitively expensive. A typical general circulation or forecasting model has
a spatial resolution of 1-4°horizontally and 30-60 levels vertically, giving 106 to
107 grid points. At each grid point the atmosphere is defined by about 5 variables.
Thus a typical state vector might have 107 or more elements. The state covariance
matrix would then require 10 14 or more elements just to store it, unless some kind
of short cut were used.
The time evolution of the state is a large computation, but is one that is carried
out in any case when integrating the equations of motion. The main difficulty in

1
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applying the full Kalman filter is in the computation of the time evolution of the
covariance of the prior state:
(8.15)
where M may be thought of as either a matrix or as an operator represented by a
single time step of the equations of motion. Kalman filtering has not been applied
without approximation to the problem of the global atmosphere, although it has
been tested in simple cases such as limited areas and a single layer model, for
example by Cohn and Parrish (1991).
Various approximations to the Kalman filter have been proposed, with mixed
success. Examples of approximations that have been tried are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Covariance modelling, such as is used in optimal interpolation.
Dynamics simplification for evolving forecast error' covariances.
Reduced resolution model for evolving forecast error covariances.
Local approximation: only evolve covariance elements for nearby points.
Limited filtering: fixed gain matrix and asymptotic covariance.
Monte Carlo: forecast an ensemble.

The filter operates by combining information from previous time steps, as represented by Sf, with information measured at the current time step. Often most of
the information is contained in the prior covariance, so that any approximation is
likely toreduce information. Todling and Cohn (1994) have compared a range of
suboptimal approximations to the Kalman filter, and have concluded that the most
important aspect for a good sub-optimal scheme is the accurate representation of
the a priori covariance. They found that a dynamically balanced forecast error
covariance is essential for successful performance, and the use of 'initialisation' to
compensate for data-model imbalance sometimes results in poor performance.

8.3

Preparation of Indirect Measurements for Assimilation

The use of remote sounding data in assimilations has generally been a matter of
assimilating retrievals, although recently much work has been done on assimilating
radiances directly (e.g. Eyre et al. 1993; Andersson et al. 1994; Rizzi and Matricardi
1998; Derber and Wu 1998; Courtier et al. 1998; Rabier et al. 1998; Andersson et al.
1998). However retrievals and radiances are not the only alternatives, any form in
which the total information content of the measurement is preserved can lead to
possible approaches, for example those discussed by Joiner and DaSilva (1998).
The assimilation of retrievals involves several problems. The retrieval may have
used a forecast for its a priori state, so that its error can be correlated with the
that of the initial state of the model into which it is being assimilated. For practical reasons of data quantity, the error covariance of each retrieval is not usually
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considered, rather some precomputed typical covariance (often diagonal) is used
instead. Retrievals may be spatially correlated as a result of using the same a priori state, or using nearby previous retrievals as a priori, or .due to the use of a
cloud-clearing algorithm. All of these can lead to the under-use of the information
content of the indirect measurement, and to unaccounted influence of the a priori
on the assimilation.
The assimilation of radiances brings its own set of difficulties. Generally the
assimilator is not involved in the design of the instrument, and may not fully appreciate all of the implications of the indirect measurement, particularly its systematic error sources. The specification of the measurement covariance is more
satisfactory for radiances, but the presence of clouds usually means that an ad hoc
cloud-clearing scheme is used rather than the explicit retrieval of cloud distribution,
with the consequence that the measurement error covariance varies with the cloud
state. Furthermore, the next generation of operational remote sounders, such as
AIRS (Aumann and Pagano, 1994) and IASI (Simeoni et al., 1997), will have very
large numbers of channels, many more than the degrees of freedom for signal, and
the problem of radiance assimilation will become much larger if some form of data
compression is not used.
We should therefore think in terms of identifying the most effective way of
interfacing remote sounding technology (the 'data supplier') to data assimilation
(the 'assimilator'). Considerations to be borne in mind when developing such an
interface include:

(i) Retrieval system validation
The data supplier will undoubtedly expect to carry out retrievals as part
of the instrument validation process. The primary aim of validation can
be stated simply as ensuring that the forward model of the measurement is
adequate, and this should include tests on the reasonableness of retrievals
using the forward model. He should not rely on assimilation of his own
data for this purpose, and probably should not even use it without great
caution, because its relation to the raw measurements is not simple. Nevertheless, assimilations of other data sources is a useful independent source
for comparison.
(ii) Efficiency of transferring and storing the data
The amount of data transferred to the assimilator should be as small as
convenient, consistent with retaining its full information content.

(iii) Information content of the data
The data should represent the measurements with no significant loss of
information, and should not add any apparent information (e.g. a priori)
that does not appear in the original measurements. A description of the
information content (by error analysis and characterisation) should be part
of the data.

---.....
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(iv) Instrument forward model
The assimilator should preferably not need to understand the full details
of the instrument, or maintain the code of a detailed forward model of the
measurement. The data itself should describe this as far as ,possible.
As an interface we can use any linear transformation of the measurements, as
long as the error description and characterisation are similarly transformed, and
the linearisation is valid within the range of the errors. The transformation may be
of the original data or of a retrieval. The aim is that each measurement y i is to be
described in the generic form
(8.16)

where the supplier provides a measurement Yi, a corresponding linearisation point
Xi and weighting function matrix Ki' and the covariance.of the error Sf> perhaps
separated into random and systematic components. The question is how to do this
efficiently (e.g. only diagonal covariances) while including all of the information
content of the measurement.
8.3.1

Choice of profile representation

The first practical consideration is in the choice of state vector. A data supplier may
have several customers who use different internal representations in their assimilation models, and different from that which the supplier uses for his own retrieval
and validation process. The supplier should use a state vector which is capable
of representing all of the information content of the measurement, and which can
be obtained from the different assimilators' state vectors using e.g. interpolation
operators W.
8.3.2

Linearised measurements

One option for an interface is that of a linearisation of the measurements, transformed in such a way that the amount of data to be conveyed is minimum. We can
transform the data in such a way that the error covariance is a unit matrix (or at
least diagonal) so that the components can be assimilated independently, and the
1

inversion of the error covariance matrix is trivial. The first step is to scale by S~ '2
so that the measurement error covariance is a unit matrix:

y'

(8.17)
_1

Sf 2K(x - XO)

K'(x - xo)

_1

+ Sf

+ E'

2E

(8.18)
(8.19)

where Xo is the linearisation point, which could conveniently be the data provider's
own retrieval, in which case the elements of y' would be of order unity. The data
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supplier could provide y', K' and Xo for each measurement, but for the apparently
overdetermined case m > n, this is more data than is needed. We can reduce the
dimensionality of K' and y' to at most n by various techniques, of which singular
value decomposition is probably the most convenient, and at the same time we can
eliminate the need to provide xo. Express K' as U A V T and write:
y' +K'xo = K'x+

E'

= UAVTx+

E'

(8.20)

and define y" by
y" = UT(y' + K'xo) = AVT X + E".

(8.21)

The covariance of E" = UT E' is still a unit matrix. As only p elements of A are nonzero, where p is the rank of K', y" need only have p elements. The data supplier
now provides p elements of y" and the p x n matrix K" = A V T . It is likely that
elements corresponding to values of Ai rather less than unity can also be omitted,
as these are in the near-null space.
This approach leaves the measurement forward model to the data provider,
without increasing the data to be transferred and stored too much. The amount
of data transferred depends on the information content of the measurement, rather
than the number of channels or state vector elements.
The data supplier:
(i) Carries out a formal error analysis to obtain Sf'
(ii) Carries out his own retrieval, obtaining a value for xo. As part of this
process he should compute K and y - F(xo, b).
1

(iii) Finds the SVD of S;2K.
1

(iv) Provides the assimilator with y" = U T S;2[y - F(xo, b) + Kxo], and K".
The bulk of the data will be in K", but this is essential as it is the transformed
tangent linear model for the measurement, and releases the assimilator from understanding the forward model.
The assimilator's task is now straightforward, and linear. The linear pseudomeasurements y" are assimilated using the weighting functions K" and unit error
covariance. This approach does not require the assimilator to understand the instrument and its error analysis by providing a linearisation of both in a convenient
form. Apart from the SVD calculation, the data provider will be doing all of the
calculations himself in any case.

8.3.3

Systematic errors

Systematic errors are correlated between successive and hence geographically close
measurements, and random errors are uncorrelated. The usual approach in retrieval
and in assimilation is to lump them both together, and treat them as random
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errors. In terms of retrievals, an individual retrieval may still be a correct MAP
or ML estimate, but if retrievals are combined, as in constructing assimilations or
climatologies, then the error estimation of the combination is likely to be wrong.
When averaging profiles, random errors are reduced an N-!, but systematic errors
are not. As far as possible the two types of errors should be treated separately, with
systematic errors providing a lower limit below which errors cannot be reduced by
averaging. With modern remote sounders, it is common to find that systematic
errors dominate.
The linearised instrument model can be written as
y.= F(xo, b)

+ K(x -

xo)

+ Er + E s

(8.22)

where Er and E s are the random and systematic errors respectively. To reduce
this to the same kind of simple form as above, we will need more steps. We first
reduce the measurement to y" with p elements, as above, But after first scaling by
(SE r + SE, )-!. The scaling is not essential, but convenient to reduce everything to
non-dimensionality, and approximately unit size. This will give a representation as
before, with p elements:

y"

= UT(y' -

K'xo)'

= AVTx + E~ + E~,

(8.23)

where SE:! and SE~ are not unit matrices, but their sum is. In order to avoid
having to specify one of the matrices in full, we can carry out a further process of
diagonalisation by scaling the result by the eigenvectors of SE:f.
::::} Exercise 8.1: Follow through the suggested algebra and find an expression
for the final transformed linearised instrument model.
Thus information about a linearised measurement, together with separate diagonal
random and systematic error descriptions can be constructed for use in an assimilation.
8.3.4

Transformation of a characterised retrieval

As an alternative we may consider using a retrieval and its characterisation as
discussed in chapter 3 to construct an interface to assimilation. The retrieval is
related to the state by

x=

(8.24)
+ A(x - x a ) + Ex = Ax + (I - A)x a + Ex
Using x with covariance S for assimilation is clearly inappropriate, because it conXa

tains contributions from X a which may have been derived from the numerical prediction itself. The proper thing to do is to regard x- X a as a measurement, using
X a as no more than a linearisation point, with weighting function A and error covariance Sx. Alternatively we could take x - (I - A)x a to be a measurement of
Ax with the same error covariance. Both of these have the effect of eliminating the
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a priori from the information provided to the assimilator. To minimise the data
quantity the approach described in section 8.3.2 for radiances can be used, as the
equations are of exactly the same form.
Joiner and da Silva (1998) have proposed two methods closely related to this approach, but using different ways of eliminating the null space part of the retrieval to
reduce data quantity. The first method they call 'null-space filtering', and projects
the retrieval onto the null-space component of either 1 - A or (I - A)Sa(1 - A),
defined by means of the singular vectors or eigenvectors respectively that have negligible singular- or eigen-values. These both eliminate most, but not all of the
a priori component without needing to know x a . The second method is 'partial
eigen-decomposition', in which the retrieval is expressed in terms of the leading
eigenvectors of K T S;l K. This is essentially the same as the use of linearised measurements suggested in section 8.3.2, as these eigenvectors are the same as the
1
singular vectors of K 1 = S;2K.

Chapter 9

Numerical Methods for Forward Models
and Jacobians

The heart of a successful and accurate retrieval method is the forward model. If
it does not accurately represent the physics of the measurement then there is little
hope that the retrieval will be satisfactory. Thus the forward model must include
all of the relevant physics, but it must also be numerically efficient when there are
large amounts of data to be processed. At the same time as designing the forward
model, we must also design the model which computes the weighting functions, or
Jacobian of the forward model. The weighting function evaluation is usually the
most important part of the process in terms of computing speed, and needs especial
care.
In this chapter I have gathered together SOme approaches to the commonest
calculations that are needed for forward models. The emphasis is of course on
radiative transfer, but there are related practical topics such as integration of the
hydrostatic equation. The chapter is not intended as a comprehensive treatment of
radiative transfer in planetary atmospheres, for that the reader should consult for
example Goody and Yung (1989), Andrews, Holton and Leovy, (1987), Liou (1992)
or Thomas and Stamnes (1999).

9.1

The Equation of Radiative Transfer

The monochromatic radiance emerging from an atmospheric path can be written
as:

L(v, z) = L(v, O)T(V, 0, z)

+

l

z

J(z')

d~' T(V, z', z)

dz',

(9.1)

where z is any convenient distance coordinate along the path, L(v, 0) is the radiance
at wavenumber v incident at one end of the path, L(v, z) is the radiance emerging
at the other, T(V, z', z) is the transmittance of the path from z' to z, and J(z) is the
Source function which depends on both thermal emission and scattering. In local
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thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) it is given by

J(z') = [1 - w(v)]B[v, T(z')]

+ w (v)
4'if

1

L(v, z, O')P(v, 0, 0') dO',

(9.2)

471"

where B[v, T(z')] is the Planck function at temperature T(z'), w(v) is the single scattering albedo, the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the total extinction
coefficient:

w(v) = O"(V)/[K(V)

+ O"(v)],

(9.3)

L(v, z, 0') is the radiance incident at z from direction 0', and P(v, 0, 0') is the
phase function, describing the efficiency of scattering from 0' into O.
Most remote measurements are described by variants of Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2).
Measurements of absorption of solar (or other) radiation by atmospheric gases is
described by the first term on the right hand side of (9.1), where L(v, 0) is the solar
(or other) radiance, and the transmittance is a function of the absorber distribution.
Measurements ofthermal emission require both terms in Eq. (9.1), but only the first
term of Eq. (9.2), although in the case of limb measurements L(v, 0) is the emission
of cold space, and will be negligible except in the microwave region. Measurements
of e.g. UV backscattering require only the second term of Eq. (9.2), and thermal
emission may be ignored. For the moment the scattering term will be ignored for
simplicity.
Most instruments have a finite spectral bandpass, so that the quantity measured
in channel I with normalised spectral response is F,,(v) is:
L1(z) =

J

.F1(v)L(V,O)T(V,O,Z) dv+

J lz
F,,(v)

J[v,T(z')]

d~,T(v,z"z) dz' dv

(9.4)
where I F,,(v) dv = 1. The absorption, as expressed by the transmittance function,
may be due to molecular vibration-rotation transitions, or to a range of possible
continuum processes. Transmittance is related to the absorption coefficient Ki(V, Zll)
by:

T(V, z', z) = exp [-

1~ 2; Ki(V, ZIl)Pi(ZIl)

ll
dz ],

(9.5)

•

where i refers to the i-th absorber and Pi(ZIl) is its density. The absorption coefficient may be a sum over a large number of spectral lines:

Ki(V, Zll) =

L

kij [T(Z")]fij [v, p(ZIl), T(ZIl)],

(9.6)

j

where the strength k ij ofthe j-th line ofthe i-th absorber is temperature dependent,
and its normalised shape /ij [v, p(ZIl), T(ZIl)] may also depend On pressure p. There
is also the phenomenon of 'line mixing' which sometimes must be accounted for
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n-1

layer index

n

level index

The level and layer numbering convention used here.

(e.g. Rosencrantz, 1975, Strow, 1988). In this case the interactioI,l of the spectral
lines of a molecular band is more complex than simple addition.
Clearly a forward model based on this physics must be either very time consuming or be approximated in various ways. A model which evaluates the monochromatic radiance explicitly according to the above prescription is called a 'line-by-line'
model. Some well known line-by-line codes which are generally available FASCODE
(Clough, et al., 1985), GENLN2 (Edwards, 1992) and LINEPACK (Gordley, 1994).
Information about line strengths and widths for atmospheric molecules can be
found in the HITRAN data base, described by Rothman et al., (1996), and available
from http://www.hitran.com. The physics of molecular vibration-rotation bands is
discussed in many texts, for example Banwell and McCash (1994).

9.2

The Radiative Transfer Integration

To carry out the outer integration, with respect to z' in Eq. (9.1), we require a set
of quadrature points. The path will be divided into layers (we will number them
from 1 to n), with path parameters such as pressure, temperature and mixing ratios
specified either at the layer boundaries ('levels', numbered from 0 to n, so that layer
i lies between levels i -1 and i, see Fig. 9.1) or as layer averages. Some interpolation
rule must be specified so that the path parameters are defined at all points in the
path. This set of levels for the forward model is not necessarily the same as the
grid defined for the state vector.
The outer integral can be written in several equivalent forms:

L(z)

=

L(O)r(O, z)

=

L(O)r(O,z)

l
+1
+

z

B(z')

dr~~: z)

dz'

(9.7)

1

(9.8)

B(r) dr

r(O,z)

[L(O) - B(O)]r(O, z)

+ B(z) -

[L(O) - B(O)]r(O,z)

+ B(z) -

l

0

z

r(z', z)

jB(Z)
B(O)

dB(z') dz'
dz'

r[z(B'),z] dB'

(9.9)
(9.10)
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::} Exercise 9.1: Derive the third form from the first
of which a numerical version of the second form is popular. In this, a set of levels
is defined, and the transmittance computed from each level to the end of the path.
The Planck function is taken to be a constant, Bi , within each layer, so that the
radiance is given by a sum over layers:
n

L n = LOTo

+L

(9.11)

Bi(Ti - Ti-d

I

where Ti = T(Zi, zn)' This is simply the histogram rule for numerical integration
applied to Eq. (9.8). Expressions can be derived based on other quadratures, such
as the trapezium rule, Simpson's rule or Gaussian quadrature. Another possibility
is to fit a cubic spline to B(T) using the levels as nodes, and integrate the spline.
A form similar to Eq. (9.10) but actually derived from Eq. (9.11) by rearranging
terms is:
n-I

L n = (L o - BI)TO

+ B n + LTi(Bi -

Bi-I)

(9.12)

I

A recursive evaluation, based using Eq. (9.11) successively for each layer, is to repeat
for i = 1 .. . n:
L i = Li-ITi

+ B i (l- Ti)

= Bi

+ (Li-I

- Bi)Ti

(9.13)

where Ti is the effective transmittance of the layer:
_
T(O, Zi)
Ti = T(O, Zi-t} .

(9.14)

In the monochromatic case where T = exp( -X), this is the same as the layer transmittance, but not if T is the mean over some spectral region. The term B i (l - Ti),
which corresponds to J B(T) dT, can be improved if some reasonable functional
form for B(T) is assumed in each layer. The first suggestion might be to assume
that B(T) is linear in T, giving the trapezium rule integral. However this is no
better than the histogram rule, the lowest order error term in T being a factor of
two worse. A better suggestion for the monochromatic case is to assume that B is
linear in optical thickness X, on the basis that temperature is linear in height, e.g.
Wiscombe (1976). In this case the integral over layer i becomes

l

o

Bi

Xi [B
i

+ B·

+ (B i - I -

t-

I-B·
t

Xi

X]

Bi)~ e- x

Xt

(1 _ e- Xi ) -

dX

(B i - I - Bi)e-Xi

(9.15)
(9.16)

where Xi is the optical thickness of the layer and X is measured from level i. In the
optically thin limit, this gives Xi(Bi - 1 + B i )/2, as expected, and in the optically
thick limit, when exp(-Xi) -+ 0 it gives B i - (B i - I - Bi)/Xi, the Planck function

.,
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at one optical depth into the path, again as expected. In the general case it can be
rearranged to be of the form (Clough et al., 1992)

J

B(T) dT

= B(X*)(l -1\)

(9.17)

where X* = 1- xl (eX -1), i.e. the effective Planck function of the layer is the actual
Planck function at optical depth X* from level i. Its limits are, as expected, unity in
the thick limit and xl2 in the thin limit. Care is needed to evaluate it numerically
as X -t O. The 'linear in X' approximation requires somewhat more calculation, but
produces a more accurate result (Clough et al., 1992), and may allow fewer and
thicker layers to be used:

9.3

Derivatives of Forward Models: Analytic

Jaco~ians

Virtually all retrieval methods make use of derivatives of the forward model, so
we must consider ways to evaluate them efficiently. For a complicated model it
may appear that the simplest way is to evaluate the forward model for a reference
state vector, and re-evaluate it successively for the same state vector but with each
element in turn perturbed by some small amount. This process is straightforward
to program, but takes a long time to evaluate relative to the original forward model,
and may be either subject to rounding errors if the perturbation is too small, or to
nonlinearity if too large.
If the retrieval model is to be used for large quantities of data, for example
from satellites, a better approach is to write computer code for the derivative of
the forward model, even though that may be tedious and difficult. It is usually
possible to make enough savings in processing time that the effort is worth it. A
simple example of how savings arise can be seen by considering a forward model
which is the transmittance of an atmospheric path of n layers and a state vector
which contains the absorber amount Xi in each layer. In this case the transmittance
is evaluated as
n

T

= exp ( -

L

liiXi)

(9.18)

i=l

where the absorption coefficient in layer i is
simply

lii.

Its derivative with respect to

Xk

is

(9.19)
which can be evaluated at the same time as T at the cost of a single multiplication
per layer, rather than n complete re-evaluations of T with a perturbed values of
each Xi.

L
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It is possible to approach the coding of analytic Jacobians in a systematic manner. The method is simply an application of the chain rule of differentiation to the
computer code of the forward model. In order to get second order convergence, it
is important that the derivative evaluated is that of the forward model as actually
implemented, rather than a separate implementation of the derivative of the original forward model algebra. I will illustrate this with is slightly more complicated
example than the simply the transmittance, namely the thermal emission from the
same atmospheric path, where the state vector includes both layer temperatures T i
and absorber mixing ratios qi.
The emitted radiance is computed by dividing the path into homogeneous segments, and evaluating the radiative transfer equation discretely. Thus we can write
the functional dependence of the radiance as

L=L(X,b)

(9.20)

where X and b are vectors of the optical depth and the Planck function respectively in each path segment, and L represents for example Eq. (9.11) with T =
exp(- 2: Xi)'
The derivative of L with respect to the state vector x = (T, q) can be written

:~ = (~~)b (~) + (~~) x (~~)

(9.21 )

The partials of L on the right hand side of this expression are easily evaluated at
the same time as L, but those with respect to x need a little more attention. The
term 8bj8x is in principle a matrix, but in practice only the elements 8B k j8Tk
are non zero. They can be easily calculated at the same time as B k . If B(T) is
evaluated from the explicit expression for the Planck function, then some of the
components such as exp(hvjkBT) can be reused. If it is obtained by interpolation
in a table in order to save time, then the gradient can be also obtained from the
interpolation. The term 8xj 8x is also a matrix. Elements of the optical thickness
vector are related to the absorption coefficients and the absorber amounts Ui by an
expression such as:
i

Xi =

2: K.kUk

(9.22)

k=l

giving
Xi

( 88x ) =

U
2: Uk (8K.k)
+K.k (8 k)
8x
8x

(9.23)

k

A more complicated expression for Xi could clearly be accommodated, for example
one involving level values and an integration rather than segment means.
For elements Xj ofx which are mixing ratios, 8K.kj8xj = 0, and 8ukj8xj = Uak,
the total amount of air in the segment. For elements which are temperatures,
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O"'k/OXj is zero unless Xj refers to the same segment as "'k, when it is found from
the temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient, easily evaluated at the
same time as "'k by the interpolation procedure.
The only slightly complicated term for elements which are temperatures is
OUk/OXj, the derivative of absorber amount in a layer with respect to temperature. If the model grid is on pressure levels, then these terms are zero, but if on
height levels then the hydrostatic and gas equations are involved, but the algebra
is straightforward. If refraction is involved, however, it may become quite complicated!
In all of the calculations described, opportunities are found for saving time,
because many terms that would be evaluated in a perturbation method are simply
not needed. It is typically found that a combined forward model and analytic
Jacobian calculation takes about two or three times as long as a forward model
alone, which is a major improvement on the factor of n required by the perturbation
method. However the perturbation method is still needed as a check on the coding
of the analytic method. The general principles illustrated here can be applied to
almost any forward model.

9.4

Ray Tracing

The atmosphere is a refractive medium, so when computing the signal to be expected
at an instrument we must consider whether straight line propagation is an adequate
approximation or whether refraction must be taken into account. Of course in the
case of radio occultation the refraction is itself the target of the measurement, but
in almost any other occultation or limb emission measurement, refraction is likely
to by important. The only exception is at very high altitudes where the density
and hence the refractivity is small. Based on Kaye and Laby (1973), the refractive
index of air n varies with temperature T in Kelvin, pressure p in mb. and water
vapour volume mixing ratio q according to

(9.24)

It also varies with wavelength and other constituents. A more detailed and more
recent information is given by Birch and Downs (1993 and 1994) and Ciddor (1996).
We can see that n-1 ~ 3 x 10- 4 at surface pressure, and has a significant dependence
on water vapour in the troposphere. Given the distribution of refractivity n -1, we
wish to be able to calculate the trajectory of a ray from or to an instrument, and
perhaps to integrate the equation of radiative transfer along it.
Consider the propagation of the ray shown in Fig. 9.2. It easy to see that the
curvature of a ray is proportional to the component of the gradient of refractive
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The coordinate system for analysing the propagation of a ray through the atmosphere.

index at right angles to the ray:
dE = ~
ds
n

(an)
at

(9.25)
s

where Eis the direction of propagation, s, t are coordinates along and perpendicular
to the ray respectively.
=?

Exercise 9.2: Explain why this is the case.

In Cartesian coordinates this can be written:
dE = _ sin E
ds
n

(an)
ay

+ cos E
x

n

(an)
ax

y

(9.26)

where E is measured from the x-axis so that dy/ dx = tan E.
9.4.1

Choosing a coordinate system

The Earth is not spherical, therefore we must either use a complicated coordinate
system, or make an approximation. For this purpose it is convenient use a reference
ellipsoid to represent the sea-level geoid, and choose a coordinate system relative to
that. Ignore the effect of horizontal gradients. of refractive index at right angles to
the direction of propagation, so that all of the refraction takes place in a vertical
plane through the line of sight. We approximate the local shape of the geoid by a
circle with the same curvature as the intersection of the ellipsoid with that plane,
with a radius of curvature Rc. This is different from the local radius of the Earth,
Re. At the poles, which are flattened, it would be greater, while at the equator it
is equal to Re for an east-west line of sight, et> = ±90°, and less than Re in all other
directions.
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The radius of curvature of an ellipsoid at geodetic latitude if;, in a direction with
azimuth angle a to the meridian plane is given by

-1
2
R-1· 2 )-1
R c = (R NScOS
a+ EWsm a

(9.27)

where the N-S and E-W radii of curvature are

R;R;(R; cos 2 if; + R; sin 2 if;)-~

(9.28)

R;(R; cos if; + R; sin if;)-~

(9.29)

2

2

and the equatorial and polar radii are, for the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid, R q
6378.138 km and Rp = 6356.752 km respectively.

9.4.2

Ray tracing in radial coordinates

For ray tracing in the atmosphere, radial coordinates are more appropriate, especially if the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous. Consider a ray propagating
in a plane in the coordinate system defined by Fig. 9.2. An element of the path lies
at radius r from the origin, at an angle 'ljJ to a reference direction, and the ray is
propagating at angle e to the radius vector. The element of distance along the ray
is ds. We can describe the refraction in terms of the radial equivalent of equation
Eq. (9.26), together with two equations relating the coordinates:

d(e + 'ljJ)

n
dr
ds
d'ljJ
ds

+ cose (an)

_ sine (an)

ds

ar

'l/J

nr

a'ljJ

(9.30)
r

cose

(9.31)

sine

(9.32)

r

where n is a function of rand 'ljJ. We can use Eqs. (9.30) and (9.32) to obtain

[~+ ~ (an)

de = _ sine
ds
r

n ar

]
'l/J

+

cose (an)
nr a'ljJ r

(9.33)

In principle we can integrate Eqs. (9.31), (9.32) and (9.33) numerically using any
standard technique such as Runge-Kutta to give r(s), 'ljJ(s) and e(s). We can of
course use any of s, r, 'ljJ or e, or various combinations of them, as the independent
variable.

9.4.3

Horizontally homogeneous case

The differential equations of section 9.4.2 cannot be solved explicitly in the general
case, but there are simple situations in which solutions can be found. In the case
when the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous, or circularly symmetric in the
~

l
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plane of the ray, the 'l/J derivative is zero, and as n is a function of r only, an/ar
dn/dr. In this case Eq. (9.33) can be written:
dO
ds

= _ sin 0 [~ + ~ dn]
n dr

r

=

(9.34)

using Eq. (9.31) this becomes
cos 0 dO = _ [~
sinO dr
r

+~

dn]

n dr

(9.35)

which integrates explicitly to give Snell's Law in circular symmetry:
nrsinO

= rg

(9.36)

where r 9 is a constant, the geometric tangent point or impact parameter. It can be
expressed in terms of nr sin 0 at the tangent point or at the satellite:
(9.37)
where rt is the radius at the tangent point where 0 = 0 and r s is the radius at the
instrument, where 0 = Os and n = 1. The impact parameter is the radius at the
tangent point in the absence of refraction for a view at zenith angle Os from the
instrument. We can now use this relationship between rand 0 to eliminate 0 in
Eq. (9.31) and integrate to obtain for distance along the ray

J J
ds =

n(r)r 1 dr
(n 2 r 2 - rz)2"

(9.38)

and, using Eq. (9.32), for the horizontal position of an element of the path

J J
d'l/J =

The direction of propagation E is 0
together with Eq. (9.38) we get

r

r(n 2 r 2

+ 'l/J

g
1

-

rz)2"

dr

(9.39)

- 1r/2. Using Eq. (9.30) to give dE/ds

(9.40)
(9.41)
The forward model for radio occultation is the total bending angle, integrated over
the whole path. The second of these two forms shows that it is an Abel transform,
(e.g. Arfken, 1995) which can be explicitly inverted to provide an explicit 'exact'
inverse method for the radio occultation problem.
These integrations may in principle be carried out numerically using any stan~
dard quadrature method, integrating from the spacecraft, the tangent point or the
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occulted source as required by the problem. Unfortunately the integrand has a singularityat the tangent point which, while not giving an infinity, does cause problems
for a numerical method if not properly treated.
A simple approach is that described by Kniezys et al., (1983), in which the
variable of integration is changed to x = r cos () = n- 1 (n 2 r 2 - r;)! , ~ function of r
only. This gives
dx
dr
d()
= cos()- - rsin()ds
ds
ds

-

(9.42)

Using Eqs. (9.31) and (9.34) we obtain

,

dx
r dn . 2
= 1+ --sm ()
ds
n dr

-

(9.43)

allowing us to obtain s by numerically integrating

J J
ds =

dx
1 _ 'Y(r) sin2

()

=

J

2 2

n r dx
n 2 r 2 - 'Y(r)r~

(9.44)

where 'Y(r) = -(rIn) dn/dr is the ratio of r to the radius of curvature of a horizontal
ray at radius r. This form does not have a singularity at the tangent point, provided
'Y < 1, and can be integrated numerically without difficulty. Related forms can also
be derived for 'IjJ and t::
(9.45)
(9.46)

9.4.4

The general case

In the general case when there is a horizontal gradient of refractivity as well a
vertical gradient, we must integrate the differential equations numerically. This
can be carried out in radial coordinates, but it is probably better numerically to
integrate Eq. (9.26), together with the geometric equations for dt:/dx and dt:/dx,
to obtain t:(s), x(s) and y(s) in Cartesian coordinates, as the variations are rather
smaller than those of ()(s), r(s) and 'IjJ(s) using radials. The horizontal gradient
may be due to horizontal variations of air density and/or water vapour, and there
will be a corresponding horizontal gradient of pressure. Hence there is an extra
complication in the definition of the tangent point, which depends on whether we
are using geometric or pressure coordinates. The lowest altitude of the ray is not
necessarily at the same location as the highest pressure along the ray. Geometric
coordinates are simpler for ray tracing, I will them used here.
The following analysis gives an indication of the size of the effect in terms of the
change in tangent altitude. In the symmetric case, nr sin () is a constant, so let us
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see how it varies in the general case:
d(nrsinB)
dB.
dr
.
dn
ds
=nrcosB ds +nsmB ds +rsmBd;

(9.47)

On substituting from Eqs. (9.31) and (9.33) for dB/ds and dr/ds, and using
dn = an dr + an d'ljJ = (an) cosB + (an) sinB
ds
ar ds
a'ljJ ds
ar,p
a'ljJ r r

(9.48)

we find that almost everything cancels and we are left with

d(nr sin B)
(an)
ds
= a'ljJ r

(9.49)

so that on integrating we get
nrsinB = n(rt)rt +

itS (~~)r ds=n(rt)rt+N(s),

(9.50)

thus defining N(s). Putting s = Ss at the satellite we obtain r g = n(rt)rt + N(ss),
giving an indication of how much the tangent point is perturbed by the horizontal
inhomogeneity. We cannot evaluate N(ss) exactly without integrating to find the
path, but we can make an estimate. Take n(r) - 1 to be exponentially decreasing
in height with a scale height H, as it is approximately proportional to air density,
take the slope of a constant refractivity surface (ay / aX)n to be a constant, tan J.L,
and integrate along an unrefracted ray from the tangent point. Then to first order
in H/rt we find that
(9.51)
With a scale height of about 7km and n -1 ~ 3 x 10- 4 at the surface, pressure Po,
we obtain for a ray with tangent pressure Pt
(9.52)
The slope of a pressure or density surface is proportional to the geostrophic wind
velocity. As a worst case, a geostrophic wind in mid-troposphere of order 100 m S-l,
e.g. in the region of an Atlantic low, corresponds to a slope of order 10- 3 , so the
largest error in tangent height due to ignoring horizontal variations would be of order
35 m, or about 0.5% in pressure or density and hence in path absorber amount. This
is probably marginal, but may matter for high accuracy work, for example if trying
to retrieve the geopotential height of a pressure surface.

9.5

Transmittance Modelling

In order to evaluate the radiative transfer equation we need to be able to model
the transmittance of the atmospheric path. If the absorption coefficient is more
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or less independent of wavenumber, this is straightforward, but for much of the
infrared where molecular vibration-rotation bands are important, the calculations
are complicated and computationally expensive, as indicated by Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6),
because of the large numbers of spectral lines that might be involve~, and the fine
spectral grid needed to accommodate the detailed spectral structure. For efficiency
we must find either fast ways of evaluating the full equations, or sufficiently accurate
approximations.
This section will not discuss the extra complications of scattering and departures
from local thermodynamic equilibrium. Suitable texts include Goody and Yung
(1989), Liou (1992), Thomas and Stamnes (1999) and L6pez-Puertas and Taylor
+
(2000).
9.5.1

Line-by-line modelling

For high accuracy work, for retrievals from high spectral resolution measurements,
and for assessment of approximations it is necessary to be able to evaluate the
transmittance of a band of spectral lines in detail. This is a topic which could
stretch to several chapters, so I will refer the reader to the literature (e.g. Cowling,
1950; Clough et al., 1992; Gordley et al., 1994; Sparks, 1997; Kuntz and Ropfner
1999) . Rere I will discuss only a few aspects related to efficiency of calculation and
storage.
The main cost of a line-by-line calculation is in the evaluation of the absorption
coefficient, which depends primarily on pressure and temperature, although there
are a few circumstances when the partial pressures of the individual constituents
are important, particularly when water vapour is involved. If absorption coefficient
can be pretabulated as a function of pressure p, temperature T and wavenumber,
then the transmittance from Zl to Z2 at wavenumber v is particularly simple:

T(V, Zl, Z2)

= exp {

-1:

2

K[V,p(Z), T(z)]p(z)q(z) dZ}

(9.53)

where p(z) is the air density at position z and q(z) is the absorber mixing ratio. In
the case where the atmosphere is modelled by homogeneous layers, this simplifies to
give Eq. (9.18). The primary considerations are now the size of the v-p-T grid and
the interpolation method, as these determine storage requirements, processing time
and accuracy. There are trade-offs of storage versus accuracy in selecting the grid
spacings, and between accuracy and processing time in selecting an interpolation
method for a given spacing.
Strow et al. (1998) have developed a compression algorithm for transmittance
tables which allows the storage to be reduced considerably at the expense of processing time in uncompressing the table. The absorption coefficient does not vary with
pressure and temperature in arbitrarily different ways at all wavelengths. There are
a few typical variations, such as proportionality to pressure in line wings. If the
variation can expressed in terms of a few parameters, then the whole p-T depen-
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dence need not be stored for each wavenumber. Possible variations are identified
statistically by using singular vectors of a matrix which tabulates absorption coefficient (or some simple function of it) against path conditions. Express the absorption
coefficient table as a matrix K whose element lCij is K,(Vi,Pk,~) and j = knT + l,
thus laying out the pressure and temperature dependence as a vector rather than
as a matrix. This could clearly be extended to include partial pressure dependence
if required. Consider the singular vector decomposition of K:
(9.54)
If there are small singular values are small, then this can be approximated by

(9.55)
where the sum is over the significant singular vectors only. The right vectors v comprise the parameterisation of the variability of the transmittance with pressure and
temperature, and the left vectors u are the coefficients required. Strow finds that
typically only a few to several tens of u coefficients are needed at each wavenumber,
far fewer than the number of entries in an absorption coefficient table.
9.5.2

Band transmittance

The band transmittance approximation is useful for instruments which are of low
spectral resolution relative to the spacing of spectral lines, and the use of a line-byline or monochromatic approach would be computationally expensive. The thermal
radiance L emerging from some optical path and measured by an instrument with
a spectral response j (v) is of the form:
L =

JJ

dT~Z)

j(v)B[v,T(z)]

dz dv

where j(v) is the instrumental spectral response, normalised so that
In the band transmission approximation we replace this by
L =

where 'fez) =

I

(9.56)

I

J

B[T(z)] d'f(z) dz
dz

j(V)T(V, z) dv and B(T) =

I

j(v) dv

= 1.

(9.57)

j(v)B(v, T) dv.

::::} Exercise 9.3: Show that the error in this approximation is:

oL =

JJ

j(v)[B(v, T) - B(T)]

d~[T(v,z) -

'fez)] dvdz

(9.58)

The error is small if the spectral variation of transmittance, or of its height
derivative, is uncorrelated with that of the Planck function. The band transmittance
approximation is particularly valuable if the mean transmittance can be further
approximated in terms of a small number of parameters such as an absorber amount,
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a pressure and a temperature only, and so can be pretabulated, and does not have
to be computed by a double integration over wavenumber and path every time.
Band transmittance functions may be explicit algebraic forms, such as the Goody
or Malkmus random models (e.g. Goody and Yung, 1989), or may pe tabulations
based on line-by-line calculations.
When incorporated into an analytic J acobian scheme, a band transmittance
model needs to be easily differentiable with respect to its parameters, algebraically
or numerically, and the parameters need to easily differentiable with respect to the
relevant state vector elements.
9.5.3

Inhomogeneous paths

It is clear that the transmittance of a homogeneous path, defined only by temper-

ature, pressure and absorber amount, will depend only on .those three parameters,
while the transmittance of a real atmospheric path will depend on the distribution
of the parameters along the path. This is dealt with explicitly (and expensively) in
a line-by-line model, but there are approximations which enable some savings to be
made.
9.5.3.1

Curtis-Godson approximation

The C-G approximation (Curtis, 1953, Godson 1953, Goody and Yung, 1989) approximates the inhomogeneous path by a homogeneous one which agrees exactly
in the strong Lorentz and the weak limits for constant temperature paths. In the
weak limit, the transmittance depends on the absorber amount, and in the strong
limit it depends on absorber amount multiplied by pressure. Hence the equivalent
homogeneous path is taken to be defined by an amount u cg at a pressure pcg and
temperature Tcg given by the following integrals along the path:
u cg
ucgpc g

ucgTcg

J
J
J

p(x)q(x) dx

(9.59)

p(x)q(x)p(x) dx

(9.60)

p(x)q(x)T(x) dx

(9.61)

where p(x) is air density at position x and q(x) is the absorber mixing ratio. Curtis did not consider temperature variation, and Godson used a more complicated
formulation for temperature, but the simple mass-weighted mean temperature has
become the commonly used method. If the path is divided into layers each containing an amount mi of air, the integrals become sums which are easily differentiated
with respect to mixing ratio qi and temperature Ti as part of the Jacobian calculation:
(9.62)

,

l
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ucgp

cg

ucgTcg

2: miqiPi
2: miqiTi

(9.63)
(9.64)

but remember that mi will depend on T j through the hydrostatic and gas equations
if the layers are specified geometrically, but not if they are specified by pressure
levels. The Curtis-Godson approximation would be used with a band model to
evaluate transmittance.

9.5.3.2

Emissivity growth approximation

The emissivity growth approximation (Weinreb and Neuendorffer,1973, Gordley and
Russell, 1981) also treats the inhomogeneous path problem using a transmittance
model for a homogeneous path, but does so in a completely different manner. The
approach depends on the shape of the absorption spectrum of a path being more
Or less much independent of the details of the path, so it can be replaced by any
homogeneous path which has the same transmittance. It steps incrementally along
the inhomogeneous path, appending the effect of each increment of absorber to
the transmittance (or the emissivity) computed so far, according to the following
algorithm. Let the absorber path so far have spectral mean transmittance Ti, and
the increment of absorber to be appended to it have amount OUi+l, pressure Pi+!
and temperature Ti+l. An effective absorber amount Ui+l is found (e.g. by inverse
interpolation in a table of T( u, p, T)) which satisfies
(9.65)
and the transmittance of the extended path is approximated by
(9.66)
i.e. the parameters of the main path are adjusted so that p and T match the incremental path, whilst keeping its transmittance fixed at Ti. This will be exact if
the detailed spectral profile is the same for all paths having the same spectrally
averaged transmittance, as is the case in the strong limit. In the weak limit, the
spectral profile does not matter, and EGA will be exact here too.
The emissivity growth approximation can be differentiated straightforwardly for
evaluating an analytic Jacobian.

9.5.3.3

McMillin-Fleming method

The McMillin-Fleming method, now designated 'OPTRAN', has been developed
in several papers over twenty years. The latest version of McMillin et al. (1995) is
described here. It combines the treatment of the inhomogeneous path with a transmittance model in a way that does not require the use of an equivalent homogeneous
path. It essentially carries out a multiple regression of a function of the transmit-

~
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tance, computed line-by-line, of an ensemble of atmospheres onto a set of predictors
which includes the Curtis-Godson integrals amongst other similar functions.
The transmittance of a path is expressed as a function of the absorber amount
u in the path by

T(U) = exp [

-l~=a k(u

l
)

duI]

(9.67)

thus defining the effective absorption coefficient k(u) as the derivative of -In T(U).
The effective absorption coefficient will clearly depend On the distribution of absorber, pressure and temperature along the path, and it is this dependence which is
approximated by means of a linear function of various predictors Zj. An ensemble
of profiles is constructed, and the effective absorption coefficient and the predictors
are computed for each, as a function of u. The fit is carried out separately at a set
of values Ui using
,
N

k(Ui) = Gia +

L GijZij

(9.68)

j=l

to obtain a set of coefficients Gij by multiple regression. The predictors Zij include
such things as the Curtis-Godson P~g = Jpduj(fdu) and Ticg = JTduj(fdu),
together with other expressions such as JTuduj(f du)2.
The transmittance model is evaluated sequentially along a particular path by
evaluating u and the Zj for the path, calculating k(Ui) for neighbouring values of Ui
from the regression coefficients using Eq. (9.68), and interpolating k to the required
value of u before use in a discrete version of Eq. (9.67):
Tl = Tl-1 exp[-k(U)(Ul - ul-d]

(9.69)

This method can also be differentiated straightforwardly for the evaluation of
an analytic Jacobian.
9.5.3.4

Multiple absorbers

The models described above have all been described in terms of single absorbers.
In practice there are several absorbers involved, each with a different and variable
distribution. The line-by-line approach has no problem in dealing with several
absorbers, as the absorption coefficients simply add. The McMillin-Fleming method
can also be formulated so to treat multiple absorbers by including them in the list
of predictors in the multiple regression. The emissivity growth and Curtis-Godson
approximations cannot easily be modified, however. In principle the band models
could be tabulated in terms of more parameters, but the sizes of the tables needed
would rapidly become unmanageable. The spectral mean transmittance of two
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absorbers is given by:

} r

UvJ6.v

T1(V)T2(V) dv

} r

UvJ6.v

T1 T2

(T1

+ OT1(V))(T2 + OT2(V))

+}
r OT1(V)OT2(V) dv
uvJ6.v

dv
(9.70)

The simplest approximation is to assume the absorbers are spectrally uncorrelated,
i.e.

(9.71)
This is the 'multiplication property' for band transmittance. In any particular case
it can only be tested numerically. For a moderate number of spectral lines it may
be satisfactory, but often it is found that band contours are correlated, and errors
arise.

Chapter 10

Construction and Use of Prior
Constraints

10.1

Nature of a Priori

As we have seen, if a retrieval problem includes a continuous function as an unknown, then some kind of prior constraint must be used to make the problem
well-posed. This may take the form of
(i) a discrete representation with fewer parameters than the number of degrees of
freedom of the measurement, as is required by e.g. a maximum likelihood
method,
(ii) an ad hoc constraint such as smoothness, as used in the Twomey-Tikhonov
approach,
(iii) prior information about the state, as in the case of a maximum a posteriori
method.
In addition, for practical purposes the continuous function in (b) and (c) must be
replaced by a discrete representation, which should be in terms of rather more parameters than the number of degrees of freedom. Fundamentally, there exists an
ensemble of continuous profiles which are consistent with the measurement. Any
method which chooses one of this ensemble as 'the retrieval' must use a prior constraint of some kind to do it, whether by imposing a grid with a spacing such
that the problem becomes overconstrained, or by using an explicit prior pdj. A
representation with a finite number of coefficients, such as a grid with a specified
interpolation rule, is a prior constraint which states that any structure that cannot
be represented on this grid has zero amplitude.
The term a priori is used in a variety of ways in the literature. Case (a) may be
described as having no a priori, or as having an a priori defined by the representation. Case (b) may also be described as having no a priori, but as being 'regularised'
by the constraint, or as having and a priori described by the constraint. Case (c)
is always described as a priori, but there can be confusion as to whether a priori
comprises just the expected state, or its covariance matrix, or both. Perhaps the
most helpful approach is to describe them all as prior constraints, (a) as a 'hard'
159
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constraint, (b) and (c) as 'soft' constraints, (b) as ad hoc prior constraint, and (c)
as a priori information, where the term a priori includes both a mean state and its
covariance, or more generally, a prior pdj of the state.
The main aim of a prior constraint is to restrict the components of the solution
that are in the null space or the near-null space of the weighting function matrix.
Components of the state which are in the row space are likely to be measured well
enough that they are unaffected by any a priori. The simplest method is to eliminate the null and near-null space from consideration by means of a representation,
but this can have the effect of eliminating part of the information that has been
measured if the representation has been chose for convenience rather than retaining
information. To retain all of the measured information, a finer representation and
an explicit a priori are needed. In the absence of real a priori we can resort to various ad hoc constraints such as smoothness, or make use of partial information about
the prior pdj and supplement it with help from the maximum entropy principle, as
indicated in section 2.7.
Setting up a prior constraint is not straightforward. If a limited representation
is thought appropriate, then the number of parameters to be used, and their nature, needs to be considered carefully. Real prior information is often rather vague
in nature and not obviously amenable to formalising. Sometimes a large number
of independent measurements are available, for example the routine meteorological radiosonde soundings for tropospheric and lower stratospheric temperature and
humidity, but often we may only have a few independent measurements, physical
constraints, models, or perhaps only intuition when sounding the remoter parts of
the atmosphere. For example all we may have is a reasonable expectation that
the temperature of the mesosphere is unlikely to vary by more than about 100 K,
or that the concentration of some chemical species is positive and less than about
1 ppb. Once a large set of remote measurements has been made, it may be possible
to use them to improve on the a priori to be used for future retrievals.
The use of a prior constraint is a critical part of solving an ill-posed problem,
but its effect on the retrieval itself is often misunderstood or ignored, particularly
by the naive data user. Therefore I will discuss how the retrieval relates to the prior
constraint, and what precautions the user should take so as not to be misled when
using retrieved data.
In this chapter, the profile is primarily specified by a 'full state vector' x on
a grid fine enough that the effects of discretisation are unimportant for practical
purposes. Prior constraint by means of a representation is be expressed in terms of
a 'reduced state vector' z which implies a full state vector x = W z, where W is an
interpolation matrix. The averaging kernel matrix relates :le to x, rather than z to
z, so the effect of the constraint can be seen explicitly and on the same basis for all
types of solution.
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The relation between a retrieval, the true state of the system, the a priori and the
measurement errors is discussed in Chapter 3. From Eq. (3.12) it can pe summarised
as:

x=

Xa

+ A(x -

xa)

+ G€y =

(In - A)x a

+ Ax + G€y.

(10.1)

The matrix In - A indicates the fraction of the a priori profile that appears in the
retrieved profile. Note that in some cases no x a appears to be used. It is usually
found on closer examination that in these cases x a = 0 or a representation has been
used in which A = I. To interpret this equation correctly, the state vector must be
a full state vector on a fine grid.
If a reduced representation with fewer levels is being used, then it must be
transformed back to the full state vector in order to analyse it. In the linear approximation the constrained forward model becomes y = KWz + €y, and for a
retrieval of the form Z - Za = Gz(y - Ya), the characterisation in terms of z is
(10.2)
so that A z = GzKW. For a ML retrieval, this is found to be a unit matrix, because
G z = [(KW)TKW]-l(KW)T, Za drops out of the characterisation, and the result
is thought not to contain any a priori. However A z is not the true averaging kernel
matrix. This must relate x and x, and is found from:
(10.3)
Thus X a always contributes because A = WGzK is not a unit matrix. The retrieved
state is a weighted mean of the true state and the a priori state.
In the answer to exercise 3.1 we saw that the right eigenvectors of A can be used
as another representation of x, x = Rr, where r is the new reduced state vector.
In this representation the characterisation equation is of the form
(10.4)
plus noise, where '\ is the i-th eigenvalue of A. In the case of a hard constraint,
there will be a set of eigenvectors with unit eigenvalue, corresponding to the column
space of W, the remaining eigenvalues all being zero. Components of the profile not
representable by Ware determined entirely by the a priori. Thus it is possible for
there to be components of the atmospheric profile which contribute to the measurements but cannot be represented in the retrieval. These components will be aliassed
into retrieval noise and into other components of the retrieval. The representation
should be chosen to minimise this problem without inducing too much sensitivity
to noise.

i
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Choice of Prior Constraints

10.3.1

Retrieval grid

We need an objective way of choosing grids with an appropriate number and locations of levels for both the ML and MAP cases, i.e. the coarsest grid we can use
without appreciable loss of information in the case of a MAP retrieval, or the most
appropriate grid to provide a prior constraint in the case of a ML retrieval.

10.3.1.1

Transformation between grids

We will first examine how to transform both the state and the covariance matrix
between grids, in both directions. Consider a state vector x on a fine grid of n
levels, and a reduces vector z on the coarse grid of l levels, with
x=Wz

(10.5)

where the interpolation matrix W is n x l. This does not mean that if a given
atmosphere is represented by z then the underlying state is Wz, but rather that
we are only considering states of the form W z as candidates for retrieved profiles.
We also need some way of transforming from a general x to z. Let this be done by
z=W*x

(10.6)

where W* is a l x n pseudo inverse of W. Clearly W* should satisfy W*W = 11 so
that a full state constructed from z by interpolation will give the same z back, but
we cannot expect WW* = In as fine structure lost in transforming a general x to
z cannot be restored. Mathematically, as W is of rank l < n, there are an infinite
number of matrices which satisfy W*W = 11, but none that satisfy WW* = In. We
therefore choose the best approximation in some way, for example by choosing the
W* which minimises the difference between the actual state x and the interpolated
fit Wz = WW*x in the simple least squares sense, namely
(10.7)
We may also wish to consider minimising other norms of x - Wz, such as (x Wz)TS;l(x - Wz) which gives the best fit over an ensemble with covariance Se'
In this case
(10.8)
Alternatively we can start with z = W*x, for example if we wish to retrieve layer
averages rather than level values, where W* is defined as an averaging operator,
and look for a pseudo-inverse W that allows us to obtain a reasonable x consistent
with z. From the infinite number of possible states, we can choose the one which is
shortest in a least squares sense, by finding W which minimises e.g. x T x or X T S;l X
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subject to x = Wz . These lead to

(10.9)
and
(10.10)
respectively. It is easy to see by substitution that these satisfy Eq. (10.7) or (10.8).
Retrieving in terms of the reduced representation z restricts us to a subspace of
the full state space, and transforms the forward model in the linear case to
Y =KWZ+E+ER

(10.11)

which now has an additional 'representation error' ER = K(I - WW*)x. We must
choose the reduced representation so that this additional error is not significant.
If we intend to compare MAP retrievals on different grids, we must ensure that
we compare like with like. Not only must the state be properly transformed, but
also the prior covariance. If the prior covariance of x on the high resolution grid
is Sa, then the prior covariance of z is Sza = W*SaW*T. It is easy to make the
mistake of retrieving at high resolution with e.g. Sa = (]"2I n , and to compare this
with the result of using Sza = (]"21/. A diagonal covariance with elements of say
100 K 2 on a grid of 1 km spacing is not equivalent to the same variance on a grid of
2 km spacing.
It is trickier going the other way. If we only have an estimate of Sza we cannot
assume that Sa = WS za W T , as this will be singular (it is rank l), and will carry
the implication that any structure not represented by the interpolation has zero
variance. If we really have no other information, we should make an educated guess,
for example by changing the zero eigenvalues of the eigenvector decomposition of
WS za W T to values conservatively extrapolated from the non-zero eigenvalues.

10.3.1.2

Choice of grid for maximum likelihood retrieval

In the case of ML methods, for which there are fewer state vector elements than the
rank of the problem, the prior constraint consists entirely of the representation used.
The sensitivity of the solution to measurement noise will increase with the number
of elements, as less well-determined components of state space are included. Fewer
elements reduces noise sensitivity, but increases representation error, so there will
be an optimum number of elements which minimises total error. We can balance the
gain due to improved noise performance as the number of levels is reduced against
the loss due to a poorer quality of profile representation. The ML solution will
typically be evaluated as
(10.12)
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x

thus defining GML, giving
= WGMLY
including representation error, will be

=

WGML(Kx

+ E).

The total error,

(10.13)
Note that the first term on the right hand side is the smoothing error, as discussed
in section 3.2. To select an optimal vertical grid for the ML method, we need a
figure of merit. Appropriate choices are the entropy or the trace of the retrieval
covariance, SML, in the fine grid:
(10.14)
We can then optimise the figure of merit with respect to the grid spacing and level
placement. As noted in section 3.2.1, to estimate the smoothing error covariance
(the first term) the covariance matrix of a real ensemble of states must be known.
We can only select an appropriate grid for a ML method if we have a good idea ofthe
statistics of what might be lost or gained by our choice of grid. The optimisation will
have to be done numerically with respect to grid spacing and/or detailed placement.

10.3.1.3

Choice of grid for maximum a priori retrieval

For the MAP retrieval, a low resolution representation is not needed as a prior constraint, because that function is provided by the statistical a priori. For accuracy,
we would like to make the vertical grid we use as fine as possible, but for speed
and efficiency, we want to reduce the number of levels as far as possible. It may be
necessary to use a fine grid for the numerical evaluation of the forward model, but
the state vector need not consist of the values of the unknown on the forward model
grid. We have discussed efficient representations in terms of eigenvector expansions
of covariance matrices in section 5.8.3, but there are often practical reasons for
wishing to use a simple representation in terms of layer means or values at discrete
levels with a specified interpolation, a common consideration being understanding
of the product by the naive data user.
A figure of merit such as information content or degrees of freedom for signal
should decrease as the number of levels is reduced, because there are parts of state
space no longer accessible. Therefore rather than optimising something, we must
choose the smallest number of levels consistent with an acceptable loss of information. Both the number of levels and their locations are quantities we might wish to
adjust to best effect.
To evaluate a MAP solution in the reduced state space, we must ensure that we
use the correct prior covariance, namely W*SaW*T. A retrieval in a reduced state
space gives

(10.15)
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thus defining GMAP. This corresponds to, in full state space,
(10.16)
The averaging kernel matrix will be WGMAPK, as for the ML case, 'and the error
covariance will be of the same form as Eq. (10.14). A suitable figure of merit such
as the entropy or trace can be evaluated as a function of number of grid levels.
It will degrade as the number of levels is reduced, but for a given number, the
placement can be optimised numerically. It might be expected, on the basis of the
interpretation of the diagonal A as data density, section 3.3, that the optimal level
placement might divide the data density in the full state vector into approximately
equal portions.

10.3.2

Ad hoc Soft constraints

10.3.2.1

Smoothness constraints

,
I
:"c

The most commonly used smoothness constraint is the diagonal matrix, with which
the retrieval jointly minimises the squared departure from the measurement plus
the squared departure from a prior profile, which may be zero. Other possibilities
include the squared first or second differences, as suggested by Twomey (1963), see
section 6.4.
As smoothness constraints are quadratic, and lead to equations of the same form
as a priori information, they can be interpreted in the same terms. Twomey's H
matrix can be interpreted as an inverse covariance or as a Fisher information matrix. If it is of the form 1'-11, the corresponding covariance matrix is 1'1, with the
interpretation is that the prior variance of each element of the state vector is 1',
and independent. If H represents the squared second difference, as illustrated in
Eq. (6.33), the interpretation is less straightforward because H is singular. However
by looking at the eigenvector decomposition of H = LAL T , we can see that it corre1
sponds to error patterns >'-21, with some, those corresponding to a constant offset
and a linear variation in height, having infinite variance. A practical consequence
of H being singular is that it cannot be used in the m-form of the equations.
It should be remembered in interpreting smoothness constraints that they have
the grid spacing built in. If retrievals are to be compared at different grid spacings,
then any smoothness constraint must be transformed appropriately.
:::} Exercise 10.1: How should this transformation be carried out?

10.3.2.2

Markov process

In section 2.6 I introduced an ad hoc constraint based on a Markov description of
the profile. This model with two free parameters, a variance (fa and a length scale h
can be very useful for a range of applications. The formulation in terms of a length
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scale, Eq. (2.83):
Sij

=

O'~ exp ( - li _ j 18:

)

(10.17)

provides a straightforward way of comparing retrievals on different grids, although
it is not strictly the same as a transformation with W or W*. Note that the inverse
of this matrix has a particularly simple form.

::::} Exercise 10.2: What is the form of the inverse of the Markov covariance
matrix? Interpret it in terms of Twomey H-matrices.
10.3.3

Estimating a priori from real data

10.3.3.1

Estimating a priori from independent sources

The most satisfactory source of a priori information is from independent high spatial
resolution measurements of ensembles of the kind of state you are measuring, for
example, as may be obtained from radiosonde measurements. Such data is often
available as climatologies partitioned by, for example, latitude and date.
Mean values and variances (or standard deviations) are usually available, covariances less often, so it may be necessary to obtain an original ensemble of data
and construct your own means and covariances. In doing this, you should take precautions to ensure that the prior covariance must be positive definite. A covariance
matrix with zero eigenvalues implies that something is known exactly a priori. If
that knowledge is real then the quantity referred to, the coefficient of that eigenvector, need not appear in the state vector. However the knowledge is usually not
real, for example it may have arisen because the original data set had been interpolated from a coarser grid to a finer grid, so that there are elements that are linearly
dependent on others. The corresponding fine scale variability is not represented in
the data, and the covariance gives a false impression of the accuracy with which it
is known. Small or zero eigenvalues should always be checked for reasonableness,
and adjusted artificially if it is felt that they do not represent reality. A negative
eigenvalue is the equivalent of a negative variance of a set of scalar data, and is
likely to be the result of a programming error, or a numerical problem such as a
rounding error.

10.3.3.2

Maximum entropy and the estimation of a priori

Real prior data mayor may not be available, or if it is, it may not be complete, in
the sense that it may only apply to a smaller part of state space than is seen by
the observing system. The question then arises of constructing a reasonable prior
pdf which will help the inverse method to produce a sensible solution, while not
inducing unwanted artifacts.
We may, for example, have some idea of a mean value and variance of the profile
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at each level. We have seen in section 2.7 that in the scalar case the maximum
entropy pdj for this case would be Gaussian, and it is easy to see that this generalises
to Gaussian with diagonal covariance. However we often have a better idea than
that, and can often make a rough guess at for example the variance ofprst difference.
In this case the Markov process described above is useful, as its effect is to constrain
a combination of the profile variance and the variance of the first difference. As well
as these quantities, we may also have some idea of the means and variances of other
functions of the state such as total column amount of a constituent, or even of the
indirectly measure quantities. Can we use the statistics of our own measurements
to help establish an a priori?
We can in some circu"mstances use the maximum entropy principle which allows
us to make a reasonable estimate of a probability density function consistent with
all of our knowledge, one that is least committal about the state but consistent with
whatever more or less detailed understanding we may have-of the state vector prior
to the measurement(s).
The most uncertain or least committal pdj P(x) may reasonably be taken to be
the one which occupies the largest volume of state space consistent with the information we do have, that is the one whose entropy is largest. If we have information
expressed as the expected value of some function of the state, e.g. E{!i(x)} = Si
then we can find the pdj which has maximum entropy S:

S = -

!

(10.18)

P(x) In P(x) dx

subject to a set of constraints:

d~(

-!

P(x) InP(x)dx+

2;. Ai[! P(X)!i(X)dX-SiJ+J1[! P(x)dx-1J)
•

= 0.

(10.19)

Typical functions that we might know are the mean state, E{x} = x, the variance
of each element, E {(Xi - Xi?}, and the variance of a linear function ofthe elements:
E{[kf(x - x)F}, e.g. a total column or a linearised measured signal. Differentiating
with respect to P gives
-lnP(x) - 1 + J1 +

L

Adi(X) = 0.

(10.20)

This implies that if the functions ji are linear or quadratic, then P(x) must be
Gaussian. For illustration, consider only quadratic functions. The variance of a
single element is a particular case of that of a linear function of the state vector
with k = (0, ... ,0, 1,0, ... ,0), so consider only f(x) = [kTxF = xTkkTx:
(10.21)

I
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Thus the maximum entropy pdj subject to constraints expressing knowledge of various quadratic statistics is gaussian with inverse covariance, Or information matrix,

(10.22)
To go any further, we must ensure that this is nonsingular, e.g. by including a variance for every element of the state vector. The values of the Lagrangian multipliers
are in principle obtained by substituting in the constraints:

(10.23)
so that

(10.24)
Unfortunately does not have an explicit solution for Ai in the general case, and must
be solved numerically.
10.3.4

Validating and improving a priori with indirect measurements

Once we have obtained an ensemble of indirect measurements we are in the position
to check whether the a priori we are using is appropriate, and possibly to improve
it by comparing the covariance of the ensemble of retrievals or measured signals
with that expected from the a priori.
It might appear incestuous to use a set of measurements to improve their own
a priori. This would be the case for a single profile or a small sample but not if
done carefully, and for a large sample. A retrieval is biassed by a priori, but only
within experimental error, if the a priori is appropriate. A better a priori should
reduce any bias, and it should be possible to obtain an improved estimate of X e
from the measurements because of the Vii advantage of a large ensemble. For
the retrieval of an individual measurement using a retrieved a priori, the first-timeround retrieval will have been used in the a priori, but it is diluted by all of the other
retrievals. Strictly you might consider retrieving profile n using an a priori based
on all retrievals except n. However with a large ensemble, this will not make any
noticeable difference. Use of a retrieved a priori is one way of using information
from other measurements in retrieval n, and is not very different philosophically
from Kalman filtering.
In the nearly linear case the covariance of an ensemble of measured signals Sy
is related to that of the ensemble of states by Sy = KSeK T + SE> so we can check
whether Sa is a good estimate of Se by comparing KSaK T + S. to Sy. We have
information about the components of x - X a which are in the row space of K, and
hence can test the corresponding components of Sa and x a , and perhaps adjust
them, particularly if the original was ad hoc and of poor quality.

-1
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The nearly linear case

Consider an ensemble which has a real mean X e and covariance Se, which are poorly
known and are approximated by some X a and Sa' In the nearly linear case, all of the
measurements have the same weighting function, averaging kernel and contribution
function matrices. If all is well, and the statistics of the ensemble are as described
by the a priori state and covariance, we would expect to find the mean measured
signal y, the mean retrieval ~, and the covariance Sj{ of the retrievals about the
mean to be given by

y
X

F(x a )

=

+ Es

(10.25)

+ GE s
ASaAT + GSErG T

Xa

Sx

(10.26)
(10.27)

in the limit of large sample size, provided A, G and systematic error E s are taken to
be constant. However if the ensemble mean and covariance differ from the a priori,
we expect
F(x a )

x
Sx

Xa

+ K(x e

+ A(x e

-

-

xa)

xa)

+ Es

+ GE s

AS e AT +GS Er G

T

(10.28)
(10.29)
(10.30)

::::} Exercise 10.3: Show this.
Comparisons of y with F(x a ), ~ with X a and Sx with ASaAT + GS Er G T will
indicate whether improvements can be made, although it is not easy to separate
a priori errors from systematic errors. Clearly an improved estimate of X e can be
obtained from Eq. (10.28) or (10.29), by regarding it as a retrieval problem for X e ,
with errors given by the systematic error plus any residual noise due to a finite
sample. For example using Eq. (10.29):
(10.31)
where G e is the gain matrix for the
be found from Eq. (10.30) as:

X

e retrieval. An estimate of Se may similarly
(10.32)

but it is instructive, and allows problems to be identified, to consider transforming
the problem to the primed coordinates introduced in section 2.4.1, in which the
forward model is y' = Ax' + E' and the noise and prior covariances are both unit
matrices.
If the prior covariance Sa is correct then we expect to obtain for the covariance
ofy/:
2

Sy' = A +1m

L

(10.33)

I
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but in practice it will be
Sy'

=

AS""A + lm
_1.

_1.

T

AVSa2SeSa2V A+I m
-

where V is the matrix of right singular vectors of K
estimate S"" from:

(10.34)
_1.

= Se

2

r

1.

KS~.

We can then
(10.35)

which is similar to Eq. (10.32), but in the primed space. This is valid if the Ai are
not too small and the subtraction of unity does not make Sy' - I m non positivedefinite, which should be the case if Se r is correct, but any components for which Ai
is too small to estimate reliably should be included with the null space, for example
by using the equivalent of Eq. (10.32), namely
(10.36)
The next step is to transform back to find an improved estimate of Se. The
transformed state is of order p, the effective rank of :K after zero and small Ai'S
have been eliminated. Consider it extended to its full order n by adding to V all
of the eigenvectors with zero eigenvalue to make V n, a square unitary matrix. The
prior covariance of the extended x' will be In. The first p rows and columns of
the ensemble covariance of x' have been estimated by the above process as S"'" the
remainder can only be obtained from the prior estimate as unity on the diagonal and
zero elsewhere. After extending S"" to order n in this way, an improved estimate
of Se can be obtained:
(10.37)
This process will improve estimates of the ensemble mean and covariance in
the part of the row space that is well measured, but not in the null space and the
near-null space, thus providing a more realistic constraint on individual retrievals,
based on the actual behaviour of the atmosphere. The null space and near-null
space components of the retrievals will still be provided by the original a priori
information.
This process will not make much difference to the estimate of components of
x' which are well determined from the measurements, for which A~ » 1, or those
for which the a priori is not much improved, for which N A2 « 1. It should help
improve components between these two limits by combining the measurement with
a better a priori.

10.3.4.2

The moderately non-linear case

The nonlinear case is more problematical because the averaging kernel depends
on the state, so simple averaging does not help. However we can take the retrieval
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characterisation for sample i of the ensemble to be a forward model for the ensemble
mean:
(10.38)

where E y = Ai(X - x e) is the component of measurement error due to atmospheric
variability, and sequentially update an estimate of X e with a sequence of retrievals
Xi. Unfortunately to do this we need an estimate of Sy = ASeAT, so the process
will need to be iterated.

lOA
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The MAP retrieval is a weighted mean of the actual state and the a priori state,
where the weights are constant for linear problems, but depend on the state in the
case of non-linear problems (section 3.1). For certain types of use of the data this
causes complications. For some applications of remote sounding data, we do not
necessarily want the best estimate of the state, particularly when further statistical
analysis is to be carried out. The prime examples are (1) meteorological data
w;;similation and (2) estimation of means and covariances, both for climate studies
and for retrieval validation. We may want to calculate the best estimate of a mean
of an ensemble, which is not the same as the mean of the ensemble of best estimates
of the individual profiles because the a priori contribution is a systematic error.
We should consider separately the requirements of the naive and the sophisticated data user. Meteorological assimilation, for example, is a matter for the
sophisticated user for whom the best way of presenting the data may not be as a retrieval at all, as discussed in Chapter 8. For climate studies we should first consider
what kinds of results the data user wants, and then decide what is the best kind of
product. Clearly the user should be able to take a properly characterised retrieval
and derive whatever he wants from it, but the naive user may find this daunting,
and the data supplier should consider providing a range of standard products as
well as individual retrievals, such as:
(i) Best estimates of mean profiles for specified space/time regions.

(ii) Error variances (or covariances) of the means
(iii) Variances (or covariances) of profile ensembles about the means
(iv) Best estimates of Fourier coefficients for longitude variation
(v) Best estimates of Fourier coefficients for annual variation
One application of particular interest is in validation and retrieval improvement, to
be discussed in Chapter 12. The a priori itself should be consistent with the mean
and covariance of ensembles of retrievals that are produced.

I·'·. ·
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Taking averages of sets of retrievals

Considering random and systematic errors separately, an individual retrieval from
a set is characterised by:
(10.39)
where ideally the random error €r has a known covariance S'r and the systematic
error €s is a constant for the set of retrievals, but may be thought of as being taken
from an ensemble of possible errors with known covariance S... Consider a finite
sample of s retrievals taken from an ensemble of atmospheres with mean X e and
covariance Se' The mean of the sample of retrievals is
X

a + A(x -

+ A(x e

Xa

X
-

a) + G€~

+ G€s
X a ) + €~ + G€~ + G€s

(10.40)
(10.41)

where x is the mean of the sample of atmospheres, and €~ = A(x - x e ) represents
the error due to the difference between the mean of the sample and the mean
of the ensemble. It is a random vector from an ensemble with covariance about
S-l ASeAT. The term G€~ is the error in the mean due to random error ET) being
a random vector from an ensemble with covariance s-lGS. r G T . The systematic
error €s is unchanged by averaging. Thus:i is a biassed estimate of both x and
of X e , because of the presence of A and X a in the expression. The error is, from
Eqs. (10.40) and (10.41):

:i-x

+ G€~ + G€s
x a ) + €~ + G€~ + G€s

(A - I)(x - x a )

(10.42)

(A - I)(x e

(10.43)

-

The average of an ensemble of MAP retrievals is not a MAP estimate of the ensemble
mean. This is probably the heart of the problem for the naive user. We can do
better for example by taking Eq. (10.40) as a measurement equation for x, and
evaluating the implied MAP estimate. However this does require an estimate of its
error covariance G(S-lS' r + S •.)G T and its prior.
10.4.2

Removing a priori

The MAP retrieval for a moderately linear problem can be written, from Eqs. (5.9)
and (5.13) as

(S-l
a

T s- 1 K )-1
+K I
.
I

S{KrS~l[y - F(xt)

(10.44)

+ Klxtl + S~lXa},

(10.45)

where XI is a linearisation point close to the solution, while the ML solution is
formally obtained by substituting S~l = 0:
(10.46)
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Thus it might seem that if we are given a MAP solution and the a priori used, we
can remove the effect of the a priori without rerunning the retrieval to obtain the
corresponding ML solution:
(10.47)
or, equivalently, we can calculate a ML solution at the same time as a MAP solution once the iteration has converged and all of the relevant matrices have been
computed. Unfortunately this will only work if the problem is overconstrained, Le.
if the problem has been formulated with a representation that provides a hard constraint. The symptom of the process failing will be that KTs;-1 K l = S-1 - S;;-1 is
singular, or K is of rank less than n. However we can use this idea. to change the
a priori rather than remove it, by

A

X new

= (sA -1 - S-1
a

+ S-I)-I[SA-1
A
b
XMAP -

S-1
a Xa

+ S-1
]
• b Xb·

(10.48)

where Xb, Sb is the new a priori. Note that the Sb need not be a probabilistic
one, it could be an ad hoc smoothness constraint. We can also add a priori to an
unsatisfactory ML solution this way, as long as its linearisation is valid.
To really remove the effect of a priori and convert the retrieval to a ML one, it
is necessary to replace the explicit soft prior constraint with a hard one by means
of a representation, x = Wz, which will have to be chosen. The MAP retrieval,
after transforming back to x, is
XML

W(WTKTS~IKIW)-IWTKTS~I[y
- F(XI)

W[W T (S-1 - S;;:I)W]-I[S-I XMAP

-

S;;:l xa ]

+ K1xL]

(10.49)
(10.50)

where the linearisation point has not been transformed with W. The only requirement on W is that WTKTs~IKIWbe nonsingular. The solution error covariance
for the z representation is (W T KTS;-1 Kl W)-I, and for the x representation it is
W (WTKTs;- 1K l W) -1 W T in the row space of W, but is infinite in its null space.
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Chapter 11

Designing an Observing System

Design of retrieval methods is an integral part of the overall design of an observing
system. A proper retrieval study is likely to indicate improvements in the conceptual
instrument design by identifying extra parameters that should be measured, and
by acting as a test-bed for optimising design choices such as spectral regions to be
measured. Designing an instrument without a detailed retrieval study is likely to
lead to problems in interpreting the data. Often much of observing system design
is obvious, but it is worth doing a systematic and comprehensive study to obtain
the best possible overall result.
Given a target atmospheric quantity to be measured, and a proposed measurement technique, the main tasks are to design and build the instrument, to design and
build the operational retrieval system and to validate the resulting data products.
Part of designing the instrument is an end-to-end simulation of the instrument and
retrieval method to determine the feasibility of the selected measurement technique,
to optimise the instrument and observing pattern design, and to set requirements
on the knowledge of forward model parameters, including instrument parameters,
atmospheric a priori data and basic physical parameters such as spectral line data.
The operational retrieval method will not necessarily be the same as the one
required for design. It may be more complex in some areas, e.g. the treatment of
nonlinearity, and simpler in others, e.g. the built-in diagnostics. Validation in the
general sense will include comparisons of the data products and their statistics with
the characteristics predicted by the error analysis and diagnostics of the operational
retrieval, as well as comparisons with other instruments.

11.1

Design and Optimisation of Instruments

The first step is to select an appropriate instrument type and an observing geometry.
For example, ozone has absorption features in the microwave (the pure rotation
band), the infrared (vibration-rotation bands at around 10 ttm, and in the ultraviolet
and visible (electronic transitions with some vibrational and rotational structure).
175
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The microwave and infrared radiation can be measured in thermal emission or in
absorption of solar (or perhaps lunar or stellar) radiation. The DV and visible
radiation can be measured in absorption, from the surface or in occultation, or
as solar scattering. The viewing geometry for absorption may be directly from
the surface or in occultation from a satellite. The viewing geometry for thermal
emission or scattering may be from the surface, in situ or from space, and if from
space it may be quasi-nadir or limb viewing. In the case of scattering there is also
the possibility of providing your own source in the form of Lidar. There are many
options. How should we determine the characteristics of each so that we can choose
the most appropriate for any particular application? Typically it is usually a matter
of assessing whether the instrument types for which the experimenter has expertise
are appropriate for the problem in hand, and if not to look for another problem (or
obtain the expertise!).
Once the measurement requirements have been specified, and the style of instrument and observing geometry to be considered have been selected, the process
of design and optimisation should include:
Designing a forward model for the instrument, algebraically
Identifying the forward model parameters and state vector elements
Building a numerical forward model and the corresponding derivative model
Building a numerical retrieval method
Instrumenting the retrieval method with diagnostics
Selecting a priori information, both atmospheric and instrumental
Determining whether the proposed measurements are adequate to determine the proposed target parameters
(viii) Optimising the retrieval characteristics with respect to the instrument design.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

The end-to-end simulation can also be used to optimise the instrument design.
In the simplest form, the instrument design parameters may be varied manually,
with the aid of an experimenters intuition, but it is also possible to optimise some
overall quality indicator such as Shannon information content automatically. The
simulation should also be used to specify the accuracy with which instrument parameters should be determined in the laboratory, and to identify physics parameters
and atmospheric a priori which may need further attention.
11.1.1

Forward model construction

The parameters of the forward model should include everything that may affect the
signal detected by the instrument in the three main categories:
(i) Instrument parameters such as spectral response, temperature dependences,
detector noise, etc.
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(ii) Atmospheric parameters such as temperature and constituent distributions,
including the target quantities.
(iii) Physics parameters such as spectral data for the relevant gases.
The signal should at this stage regarded as the raw output of the' instrument in
engineering units before any effects of the calibration have been applied. The calibration parameters are, of course, forward model parameters. Initial values and
variances should be set up for all of the parameters, together with covariance matrices where appropriate. One of the aims of the instrument design and optimisation
is to determine which forward model parameters should be targets for retrieval,
and which ones are known well enough a priori to be regarded qs constants. The
forward model may be used for this purpose by examining the sensitivity of the
measurements with respect to all of its parameters. An initial division can be made
on the basis of a comparison of the sensitivity of the comp~ted signal to changes of
the parameter within its error bars, although the final division should depend on
the sensitivity of the retrieval.
11.1.2

Retrieval method and diagnostics

A retrieval method will be needed, equipped with a range of diagnostics to determine whether the accuracy and resolution of the measurement of the target quantity
satisfies the original requirements. The retrieval method for design purposes need
not be as comprehensive as an operational one, and many simplifications are possible. Its prime purpose is to compute system characteristics rather than retrievals
as such, although the computation of retrievals is a useful test that it is working
correctly. As such, a linear retrieval will normally be adequate, linearised about the
state for which the signals are to be computed. The linearisation can be carried out
straightforwardly by perturbing the forward model numerically. This is a relatively
slow method, but it is fairly flexible, and straightforward to code.
The retrieval method should be capable of retrieving all forward model parameters that may significantly affect the signal. A priori information about all of the
forward model parameters will be needed, together with a conservative description
of the prior state of the atmosphere. The simulation should be able to produce the
following diagnostics of the observing system:
(i) Sensitivity of the measured signal to the target quantities and the other
forward model parameters. This includes the weighting function matrix.
(ii) Sensitivity of the retrieval to the target quantities and the other forward
model parameters. This includes the averaging kernel matrix.
(iii) The contributions to the signal covariance of uncertainties in each of the
independent forward model parameters. It is of course important to distinguish the contributions of random and systematic sources of error.
(iv) The contributions to the total retrieval error covariance of measurement

i
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noise and the uncertainties in each of the independent forward model parameters.
(v) If you have a source of realistic atmospheric a priori, evaluate the smoothing
error.
(vi) The Shannon information content and the degrees of freedom for signal.
These diagnostics will enable you to determine whether the observing system is
capable of producing results to the resolution, accuracy and precision needed, and
help you to identify which sources of error need further attention.
11.1.3

Optimisation

An initial estimate of the feasibility of an observing system will depend on a comparison between the total error variance of the retrieval and the original requirement,
and on whether the averaging kernels can provide the spatial resolution required.
If the requirements are not satisfied, it may be possible to improve matters by optimising instrument design parameters. Even if they are satisfied, it may be worth
optimising the instrument beyond the requirements if it can be done at little cost.
Any observing system can be described in terms of a multitude of design parameters. Optimising the performance of the system is a matter of adjusting the
parameters for best performance, within constraints set by both the physics of the
measurement and practical requirements such as cost and weight. Design parameters may include such things as spectral resolution, number and placement of channels, size and design of input optics, scan patterns, spatial resolution, integration
times and frequency of measurement, etc. Many of the design choices interact, and
the effect of design choice on the quality of the eventual product is often far from
obvious. Often the only way to objectively optimise the design is to simulate the
observing system numerically, select some quality characteristic, and to optimise
that with respect to the design parameters.
In order to carry out a successful and meaningful optimisation the quality parameter should be a single scalar. It is not in general possible to simultaneously
minimise several different parameters, as each one would have its minimum at a
different place. If several quantities are separately important then a weighted mean
will have to be minimised, and the different requirements traded off against each
other by varying the weights until a satisfactory compromise is reached. The quantities that make up a suitable overall quality parameter might include such things
as the retrieval accuracy, the information content, the degrees of freedom for signal,
and the spatial resolution, depending on the scientific requirements of the measurement. Note that some of these items depend on the retrieval method chosen, so
that it is important to remember that the retrieval method is part of the observing
system, and also needs optimising.
If maximum accuracy or minimum solution variance is needed, the obvious approach is to minimise the total solution variance, I:i Sii, i.e. trace(S). However a
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moment's thought shows that this is not appropriate, as variances are not a uniform
set of quantities, and may even be in different units. Therefore some scaling of the
solution covariance is needed, so that the elements are dimensionless and comparable. The simplest quantity to scale with is based on the prior covariance. The
't
corresponding scaled state vector would be dimensionless: z = S;;:-2"x, with a unit
prior covariance. The solution (posterior) covariance of z is

(11.1 )
The trace of this matrix is a reasonable quantity to minimise, as an appropriately
scaled retrieval covariallce:

(11.2)
We find that minimising the trace is the same as maximising the Shannon information content, Eq. (2.73). The information content of the retrieval will also be
optimised if the information content of the measurement alone is maximised, provided an information-preserving retrieval is used, e.g. as an optimal estimator,
11.1.4

Specifying requirements for the accuracy of parameters

Sensitivity studies of retrieval characteristics with respect to the instrument parameters are needed to determine the accuracy with which the parameters must
be known and hence the accuracy with which they must be measured, both in the
laboratory as part of the instrument characterisation and in the field as part of the
routine ongoing instrument calibration.
Similarly sensitivity studies with respect to atmospheric and physical forward
model parameters such as spectral data may indicate that further laboratory work
is needed to improve their accuracy.
These studies are part of the design process, and should be carried out before
the instrument is built, as they may have consequences for the design, for example
the internal radiometric calibration system.

11.2

Design of the Operational Retrieval Method

A retrieval method for routine processing of the data from an instrument has different design requirements from one used for studying the feasibility of the method
or for optimising the instrument design. It must be able to deal correctly with the
full nonlinearity of the measurement, including possible extremes of the atmospheric
state and instrument behaviour, and should be able to detect and report unexpected
behaviour of the instrument and the atmosphere. It does not have to be able to
retrieve all of the possible forward model parameters, and does not need so wide
a range of diagnostics, but it should be capable of providing a routine description
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of the characteristics and accuracy of the retrieval. It should be designed with the
eventual use of the data in mind, Le. it should be built to suit the customer.
11.2.1

Forward model construction

The forward model for retrieval should be capable of reproducing the measurements within measurement error but also within the limitations set by the available
computing power. Operational forward model parameters are constants, and this
usually allows for some quantities to be precomputed, so that the calculations can
be carried out more efficiently. For example, atmospheric transmittance models can
be fixed, as their dependence on the instrument spectral response can be built in.
However the computation of the Jacobians of the forward model must now be
carried out efficiently, and this normally means that the algebraic derivative of the
forward model must be coded, rather than using numerical perturbation methods.
11.2.2

State vector choice

The retrieval method for design and optimisation will have been used to determine
which of the forward model parameters are sufficiently poorly known that they need
to be retrieved-which should of course include the original target quantities! The
next question is to decide in which form they should be retrieved. There are often
many possible equivalent representations of the state, some of which may be numerically more efficient than others. A typical example is the temperature profile
which may be defined on a height or a pressure grid, and in some circumstances
it may be more sensible to retrieve e.g. the Planck function profile instead. Considerations include linearity of the forward model, which has consequences for the
number of iterations required by the retrieval, and simplicity of formulation, which
may have consequences for the coding and running time for the forward model and
its derivative code.
A profile is a continuous function, and a measurement is of a finite number of
quantities, very often fewer independent quantities than you might expect. This
should be kept in mind when choosing a profile representation. The number of
degrees of freedom for signal, ds is a useful measure of the minimum number of
parameters required. Choosing a representation is usually a matter of choosing
an altitude or pressure grid, together with an interpolation procedure, although
other approaches such as finite-order polynomials and fourier series are options.
The primary considerations are the choice of the number of levels or parameters,
and the form of the representation. The number of levels should be enough to
represent all of the information that may be provided by both the measurements
and the a priori, if used. The interpolation method should represent the normal
behaviour of the profiles, if known, reasonably well. If the number of levels is too
small, generally smaller than quantities such as the rank of K, the rank of K, or the
degrees of freedom for signal, ds , then all of the information in the measurements
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cannot be represented in the retrieval, and some will be lost. If the number of
levels is larger than needed then the problem is underconstrained and a priori is
necessary. In this case the only penalties are the extra computing time needed, and
the difficulty of explaining the nature of the retrieval to the naive qata user.
11.2.3

Choice of vertical grid coordinate

The vertical profile of temperature, pressure and gas concentrations must be represented as a finite set of parameters, some or all of which may be used as elements of
the state vector. These will normally be specified on some grid, with some specified
interpolation rule. It should be noted that there are two grids involved, which may
or may not be the same. The fundamental one is the grid defined for the state
vector, but it also may be necessary to define a finer scale grid in order to carry
out the numerical calculations to the required accuracy. Choice of state vector grid
spacing has been discussed in Chapter 10.
There are usually two constraints on the profile, namely the ideal gas equation
and the hydrostatic equation:
P

dp

=

pRT/M

(11.3)

-pg dz

(11.4)

where p is pressure, R is the molar gas constant, T is temperature, M is the molar
mass of air, 9 is gravity and dz is a height increment. Note that 9 will depend on
height and latitude, and M will also vary with height, both in the troposphere where
water mixing ratios can be significant and at high altitudes where O 2 is dissociated.
For very high accuracy work, it may be necessary to use a non-ideal gas equation.
Consequently there are several different ways in which the vertical distribution
of the mass of the air can be described. The basic parameters are temperature, pressure, density and height, and any two of these in conjunction with the gas equation
and the hydrostatic equation will determine the other two, except that in some cases
a reference level may be required to provide an absolute height scale, as one of the
constraints is a differential. Other parameters such as potential temperature may
also be used, provided they are related to the basic parameters in a known way. In
practice only three vertical coordinates are normally considered, namely pressure
(or equivalently, lnp), absolute height relative to the geoid, or height relative to
a pressure level, the choice depending on which is most convenient for evaluating
the forward model. Thus the mass distribution may be described as temperature,
density or height on a pressure scale, or as temperature, density or pressure on a
height scale.

=> Exercise 11.1: Investigate the relationships between these different possibilities, and determine which ones need a reference height or pressure.
The profile may be discretised in terms of a set of values on discrete levels or
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layers, regularly or irregularly spaced in height or in pressure, together with an
interpolation rule between the values. Some possibilities are:
(i) A set of pressure levels, separated by constant temperature layers. Between
the levels density is proportional to pressure. One level may be given an
absolute height.
(ii) A set of pressure levels with temperature given at the levels, and interpolated linearly in lnp. Between the levels density is not a simple function of
pressure.
(iii) Density at a set of height levels, with In p interpolated linearly in height.
Pressure and temperature are not simple functions of height.
(iv) Temperature at a set of heights, interpolated linearly, and with pressure
given at one level. Pressure and density are not simple functions of-height.
It is clearly more satisfying if the representation is hydrostatically consistent in

detail, but this may lead to complicated algebra, and it may not lead to significant
error if narrow non-hydrostatic layers are used.

11.2.3.1

Choice of parameters describing constituents

The quantity of a target species may be expressed as a mixing ratio, a gas density,
a layer amount, or in the case of water vapour as specific humidity. We can also
transform these quantities, for example by using the logarithm of mixing ratio. All
are equally good as descriptions of the profile, but have different advantages and
disadvantages in terms of retrieval. Some relevant considerations are:

Linearity of the forward model as a function of the parameter. This is important
for the speed of convergence of the retrieval and the validity of the characterisation and error analysis. For weak absorbers anything proportional to
the absorber amount in the path (mixing ratio, density or layer amount)
is suitable, but for strong absorbers some numerical experimentation is
needed.
A wide range of magnitude between state vector elements can produce numerical
problems by provoking ill-conditioning in systems of equations to be solved.
This can arise if layer amounts or gas densities are used, because of the wide
range of air density with altitude. It is easily dealt with by scaling the state
vector with some standard values, e.g. retrieving the ratio of the state vector
to the a priori, or by a scale-reducing (but nonlinear) transformation such
as the logarithm or fourth root.
Gaussian distribution of the a priori. This is needed for linearity of the retrieval
problem and hence speed of convergence. Parameters proportional to absorber amount are likely to be non-Gaussian if variances are not small compared with the amount, because the amount is required to be positive. A
log-normal distribution of amount may be more suitable, Le. a Gaussian
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distribution when the state vector is the logarithm of mixing ratio, density
or layer amount.
Positivity of the retrieved gas amount. We know a priori that mixing ratios are
positive. We can use a transformation that enforces positivity, or simply be
aware that the formal error bounds of a retrieval encompass zero.
Bias when computing statistics of retrieved amounts is possible if the state vector
is a nonlinear function of amount, and error is significant, i.e. when looking
for small effects in noise. This happens because when transformed back to
amount, the distribution of error becomes non-Gaussian, and its mean is
not the same as its median. A simple average is then misleading. A better
approach is to average the transformed quantity.
There is no straightforward choice, suitable for all problems. You will have to experiment with the possibilities, and decide which set of advantages and disadvantages
is most appropriate for the problem in hand.
11.2.4

A priori information

A priori information is central to the Bayesian view of the inverse problem and is
a critical part of regularising an ill-posed problem. Selection and construction of
a priori are discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
11.2.5

Retrieval method

The counsel of perfection would be to use e.g. the optimal estimator expressed in
Eq. (5.9), perhaps using some variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt method to improve convergence. In the case of Gaussian noise the full covariance SE would be
used, and in the case of a Gaussian prior the full covariance Sa would be used.
However there are circumstances when efficiency must be considered over optimality. The non-Gaussian case is often one of these, and it is almost universal to assume
Gaussian statistics regardless. In the case of a large measurement vector, the calculation (effectively) of S;l may be prohibitive, and may have to be approximated.
It goes without saying that the effect of such approximations must be tested, and
the trade-off between processing time and accuracy considered.
11.2.6

!

l

Diagnostics

A retrieval should produce a routine error analysis and characterisation so that the
user is aware of the nature of the retrieved data. This is needed so that the user of
the measurements knows exactly what the retrievals mean, and so that they are not
over-interpreted. The minimum set comprises a statement of the resolution, and
a statement of the precision and accuracy. Often a representative set will suffice,
but if the problem is nonlinear the characteristics will be state dependent, and each
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retrieved state should include its own characterisation. A useful set is the averaging
kernel matrix, the retrieval noise covariance, and the systematic error covariance.
Unfortunately this set of matrices occupies rather more space than a retrieval itself!
The retriever will require a more extensive set of diagnostics in order to determine whether the operational retrievals are satisfactory. These will be discussed in
Chapter 12.

Chapter 12

Testing and Validating an Observing
System

Once the instrument has been built, its characteristics determined in the laboratory,
and it is producing real data from the atmosphere, the re~ults must be validated to
confirm that the retrieved quantities are as accurate as is possible, and that their
relationship to the true state is properly understood. The purpose of validation in
this general sense is to confirm that the theoretical characterisation and error analysis actually represent the properties of the real data. Discrepancies at this stage
may be a result of the instrument not performing to specification, or of the retrieval
method (usually the forward model) not properly representing the instrument. The
testing and validation process includes such things as

(i) A full error analysis and characterisation of the observing system.
(ii) Internal consistency checks, for example the comparison of measurements
(signals and retrievals) for different instrument settings if appropriate, or
comparison of measurements taken at the same place and closely spaced
in time, such as on ascending and descending sections of the orbit. These
can reveal errors in the understanding of how the instrument works, and its
representation in the forward model, and can give an independent estimate
of the measurement precision.
(iii) Comparison of the measured signals with independent direct measurements
of the profile, if you are lucky enough to have some. This is a very straightforward way to check out the performance of the instrument and your forward model. It is less important to compare retrievals with direct measurements (though it is usually a good idea to do it for political reasons). It is
the quality of the forward model that determines the quality of the result,
and the inverse method itself can be adequately validated by simulation.
Agreement should be within the combined error bounds of the direct measurement and the instrument being validated. But remember that there is
no such thing as 'ground truth', if discrepancies are found, both instruments
should be investigated.
185
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(iv) Comparison of the measured signals with a priori using a X2 test. This can
be used to look at distribution of the signals and of X2 , to test some aspects
of the correctness of the forward model, knowledge of the measurement error
and the prior pdj, its mean and its covariance. It is a poor substitute for
comparison with direct measurements, because the accuracy of the a priori
is usually much poorer than almost any direct measurement.
(v) Retrieval validity tests such as a X 2 comparison of the signal with the retrieved signal; examination of retrievals that fail to converge properly or
that converge outside reasonable limits set by the X2 test, and determination of the reasons. This can reveal problems with the numerical method
chosen to solve the inverse problem, or with the forward model.
(vi) Comparison of the retrievals with the a priori, looking for bias and unexpected variance about mean.
(vii) Comparison of retrievals with other remote sounding instruments.
(viii) Comparison with models, but taking due note of possible modelling errors,
and remembering that one of the purposes of the measurements is to validate
the models.

12.1

Error Analysis and Characterisation

A full error analysis and characterisation is needed as a basis for any comparisons
to be made, and to understand the nature of the retrieval. The following at least,
as described in Chapter 3, will be found useful:,

(i) Averaging kernels. Confirm that the resolution is what you expect or need,
and that the areas of the averaging kernels are sensible.
(ii) Noise sensitivity. Calculate both the gain matrix G and the contribution
to the solution covariance from random error: Sx = GS.G T . The diagonal
of Sx is a basic first estimate of the retrieval noise.
(iii) Forward model parameter sensitivity. For all of the forward model parameters, calculate GK b and the individual contribution to the overall retrieval
error from each class of forward model parameter.
(iv) Inverse method parameter sensitivity If there are any inverse method parameters other than the a priori, you should evaluate the contribution to
retrieval error due to them, and ensure that it is negligible.
(v) Smoothing error. If (and only if) you have a good estimate of a true ensemble covariance Se, you can estimate the error covariance due to the smoothing inherent in the retrieval for that ensemble, namely (A - I)Se(A - I)T,
(vi) Retrieval bias. Does the retrieval reproduce the a priori priori in the absence of error?

The X2 Test

12.2
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The X 2 Test

The X2 test is a way of testing whether a particular random vector belongs to
a given Gaussian distribution. If a vector z is supposed to be, a member of a
Gaussian ensemble with zero mean and covariance Sz, then the quantity considered
is X2 = Z T S;l Z , i.e. twice the exponent in the Gaussian distribution. The X2 test
asks the question: 'what fraction of members of the Gaussian distribution have a
probability density less than (or greater than) that of the vector being tested?' If
the fraction, j, is small then the vector is an outlier, and is described as 'significant
at the 100j% level'. The test is usually used to look for cases where X2 is too
large, but it can also ~be used to detect cases where X2 is too small. In either
case a significant result may indicate that the vector is suspicious, or the Gaussian
distribution assumed is suspicious. In carrying out a X2 test it is of course important
to ensure that the covariance matrix for the case being considered is being used is
appropriate, i.e. that Sz really is £ {zzT}.
Using an eigenvector decomposition Sz = LAL T , we can see that
n

X = zTLA -lL T z = 2::>~2 /Ai
2

(12.1)

i=l

is the sum of separate terms for n independent normally-distributed random variables Zl = LT z, each z~ having variance Ai. If any of the eigenvalues are zero, then
the covariance matrix is singular, implying that the corresponding z~ should al~o
be zero. In the non-singular case X2 can be thought
of as the square of the radius.
1
in an n-dimensional space having coordinates zU Al. Its pdj will be the fraction of
the ensemble between X and X + dX:
(12.2)
This can be normalised and rearranged to give
1
(1 2)~-1
(12)
X - r(n/2) 2X
exp - 2X ,

P( 2)d 2_
n X

(12.3)

the X 2 distribution with n degrees of freedom. Significance tables for the distribution, usually tabulations of Jx~ Pn(X 2 ) dX 2 , can be found in statistical texts and
computer subroutine libraries. The distribution has the property that £ {X 2 } = n
and var(x 2 ) = 2n. For large n it tends to a normal distribution.
It is quite possible for the covariance of a quantity being considered for testing to be singular or nearly so. The prime example is
X a , when the problem
is underconstrained and K has a null space. In this case components of x corresponding to the null space should have been supplied entirely from X a , and the
corresponding difference should be zero. Hence the covariance is singular and X2
cannot be computed directly. There are various ways of ensuring that we only consider non-null-space components. We can construct a pseudo-inverse with the aid
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of the eigenvector expansion, namely S* = V A'-lVT where only the p nonzero
(or non-small) eigenvalues are retained in A'. The X2 calculated with this inverse'
would have p degrees of freedom. Alternatively we can expand x- X a in terms of
eigenvectors, z' = LT(x-x a ). The elements of z' are independent and can be tested
individually using the normal distribution (which is the same as X2 with one degree
offreedom) using X2 = Zf!Ai' The Zi corresponding to zero eigenvalues should of
course be zero, but may not be exactly so due to numerical errors.
It can be useful to look at the actual distribution of X2 for a large ensemble
of vectors. This can give more information about the source of problems, perhaps
indicating that the assumed distribution is basically correct, but there is a small
population of outliers (faulty measurements) that do not belong, or that there is
something wrong with the assumed distribution. In considering individual cases
you should remember that even if all is well, a fraction f of a large ensemble is
likely to be in the 'significant' category.

12.3

Quantities to be Compared and Tested

There are several different quantities
that can be compared, with different compar\
isons answering different questions. Three quantities depend on the measurement,
namely the measurement y itself, the retrieval, x, and the retrieved measurement
y = F(x). These may be compared with the prior state, X a , the prior measurement,
F(x a ), and other independent (correlative) measurements of the same state, Xc, if
any are available. Useful diagnostics are:
(i) The individual differences between the quantities tested and the quantities
with which they are being compared;
(ii) X2 for the individual differences;
(iii) The mean difference over an ensemble of cases;
(iv) The covariance of differences estimated from an ensemble of cases, compared
with the theoretical covariance;
(v) An estimate of the distribution of differences, to compare with a Gaussian
distribution;
(vi) The distribution of X 2 values for an ensemble of measurements to compare
with a X2 distribution.
12.3.1

Internal consistency

If an instrument is designed to make redundant or nearly redundant measurements
then there is the possibility of some internal consistency tests. Conceptually if the
state could be retrieved using two independent selections of channels, then the two
retrievals could be compared as if from two different instruments, using the methods
described in section 12.4. Alternatively, if there are independent linear combina-
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tions of weighting functions which are the same or similar, then there will also be
combinations which give zero or small weighting functions. The corresponding combinations of measurements should then be zero or small. Such combinations can
be found by computing the singular vectors and values of the weighting function
matrix. Expanding K as UA yT about some reference state Xo we obtain:
y -

F(xo) = UAyT(x - xo)

+E

(12.4)

or
(12.5)
If any singular value Ai is small enough that AivT (x - xo) « uT E, then statistical
tests can be carried out on the corresponding element of the transformed measurement,
F(xo)], using the statistics of uT E only. More generally we" should

uny -

_.

1

1

consider scaling the weighting function matrix to give K = S;2KS!, as introduced
in section 2.4. The complement of the conclusion of section 2.4.1 is that the number of independent measurements made to worse than measurement error is the
number of singular values of K = UAVT which are less than about unity, where
the tilde distinguishes this singular vector decomposition from that of K. These
give independent combinations of the measurements which should be zero to within
measurement error:
(12.6)

The covariance of y' is A 2

+ I, the I

corresponding to the noise term

E'.

Elements

1

y~ of y' or combinations UTS;2 (y - Ya) of the measurements which correspond to

Ai

«

1 should have unit variance.
The test can be carried out either as a significance test using a single measurement vector, or by comparing an ensemble covariance of the transformed measurement with the transformed noise covariance. Such a test can indicate whether there
are problems with the forward model or the measurement error characterisation.
A typical case where this kind of test would be useful is a Fourier Transform
Spectrometer, where there are far more channels than degrees of freedom for signal.
Strictly this applies only to nearly linear problems, but by selecting ensembles
with small variability, it can be used for other cases.
12.3.2

Does the retrieval agree with the measurement?

In the case of non-linear problems, this test should be a routine part of the numerical
solution, rather than something carried out afterwards as part of the validation,
because it is needed to check whether the retrieval has converged to a spurious
minimum. In the case of linear problems, the test is only needed to check whether
the retrieval method is conceptually correct, as it should automatically be satisfied
if all is well.
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The test is carried out by evaluating the forward model for the retrieval, and
comparing with the measurement. The covariance of the difference is not the same
as the measurement error covariance, Sf y , as you might suppose, because the retrieval is correlated with this error. Provided that the problem is linear within the
error bounds, we should have

ay

=y -

y

=

F(x) - F(x) - €y
K(x - x) - €y
K[(GK - I)(x - x a )
(KG - I)[K(x - x a )

+ G€y] + €y]

€y

(12.7)

using Eq. (3.16). Thus its covariance is
(12.8)
In the case of an optimal retrieval, we can substitute for G from Eq. (4.40) and
obtain
(12.9)
which is clearly always of full rank if Sf y is. In this case X2 has m degrees of
freedom'. If the test indicates significance when a test on y - Ya does not (section 12.3.3), then we would expect the cause to be incorrect convergence.
In the case of an instrument with a large number of channels, this test can
be expensive in time because of the large matrices involved, even with the aid of
Cholesky decomposition. In that case it may be worth approximating S"it by Sf y '
especially if the latter is diagonal. This will give a test for incorrect convergence
which is conservative in the sense of being too loose.
12.3.3

Consistency with the a priori

We can test whether the measurement, the retrieval and the retrieved measurement
are consistent with the a priori, each test giving different information. A test on
the measurement depends on, and so will give information about, the a priori, our
understanding of the instrument, and our modelling of the measurement. A test on
the retrieval will give the same kind of information as the measurement comparison,
but will also test the retrieval process.

12.3.3.1

Measured signal and a priori

In the nearly linear approximation, the ensemble covariance of Y- Ya is expected to
be Sy = KSaK T + Sf and the corresponding X2 should have m degrees of freedom.
The significance level for individual measurements will indicate cases which need
further examination; departure of the actual distribution of X2 from that expected
* See also Exercise 5.2.
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may indicate non-Gaussian a priori or noise, which can be further investigated by
examining the distribution of y - Ya itself. The presence of outliers may indicate
intermittent instrument problems or unanticipated atmospheric behaviour (such as
the ozone hole!). The individual values of Y - Ya for significant Cases may indicate
that some elements of Y are being incorrectly computed; consider using a X2 test
with one degree of freedom on each element of Y to identify them further. The
comparison of the mean difference y - Ya and covariances may indicate that the
ensemble being examined is not consistent with the assumed a priori.

12.3.3.2

Retrieval an!! a priori

If the ensemble of data being examined passes the test of comparing the measured
signal with the a priori, then the next step is to compare an ensemble of retrievals
with the a priori. We can write:

x- X a =

A(x - x a ) + GE = G[K(x - x a) + E]

(12.10)

for the difference in the nearly linear approximation in the general case, and in the
moderately non-linear approximation in the optimal estimation case (section 5.5), so
this is of wider validity than the direct comparison of measurements. The covariance
for the general case, is expected to be
(12.11)
and in the optimal case this becomes,
(12.12)
The number of degrees of freedom will be the same as the rank of K. If K has rank
smaller than n, Le. if m < n or K has a null space, Sx will be singular because
components of x in the null space are unchanged from their a priori values. In this
case X2 must be calculated in the non-null space of K, best identified in terms of
-

-.1

the singular vectors of K = SE
=}

2

.1

KS~.

Exercise 12.1: Show in detail how X2 should be calculated in this case.

If the X2 test on Y - Ya is satisfactory, either for individual measurements or
the ensemble, and the corresponding test on
X a is not, then there is a problem
with the retrieval process itself.

x-

12.3.3.3

Comparison of the retrieved signal and the a priori

Is the retrieved signal consistent with the a priori? Like the comparison of Y with
the a priori, this can only be usefully carried out for the nearly linear case. The
retrieved signal is related to the measured signal by

y = F(x) = F[x a + G(y - Ya)] = Ya +KG(y - Ya)

(12.13)
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Ya = KG(y - Ya), and its covariance is
Sy

=

£{KG(y - Ya)(Y - YafGTK T }
KG(KSaK T + S.)GTK T

(12.14)
(12.15)

in the general case and

(12.16)
in the optimal case. This is of order m and rank min(m, n), so the calculation of
X2 will need the same kind of special treatment as the comparison of the retrieval
and the a priori if n < m.

12.4

Intercomparison of Different Instruments

We cannot of course determine whether the retrieval is consistent with the state, the
measurement with the forward model for the state, or the state with the a priori,
because we do not know the true state. We can compare the retrieval(s) with
independent measurements, but care is needed because they will also have errors
which must be allowed for, and if they are indirect measurements they will also
have a characterisation in terms of averaging kernels and error covariance. We can
use the same formalism for comparing with direct as with indirect measurements,
simply by using A = I for a direct measurement, if appropriate.
12.4.1

Basic requirements for intercomparison

The purpose of an intercomparison is to determine whether different observing
systems agree within their known limitations, i.e. the extent to which the forward
models and the error covariances satisfactorily describe the instruments and their
errors, and the retrieval methods reproduce the atmosphere. To this end it is
necessary that:
(1) The observing systems must both retrieve the same quantity x. The definition of x includes the parameter retrieved, such as trace gas mixing ratio or
concentration, the grid on which it is being retrieved, and any interpolation rule
used. However there may also be instrument-specific parameters in the state vectors that are not targets for comparison but need to be retrieved, such as surface
reflectivity or instrumental offsets.
(2) An ensemble of states must be defined over which the comparison is to take
place. For a theoretical assessment of instrumental capabilities, this can be chosen
to be all-encompassing, but need not include states grossly outside the range of
atmospheric possibilities. For an actual intercomparison over an ensemble of real
atmospheres, it should describe the real ensemble as far as possible, but we should
be able to treat cases where it is not well known. It need not be the same as any
a priori used by either or both retrieval methods, but it could be if appropriate. For

i

~
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convenience we will assume the comparison ensemble to be described by a Gaussian
distribution, with mean Xc and covariance Sc'
For the characterisation of the observing system, the a priori is used primarily
as the linearisation point of the retrieval process in terms of its averaging kernel; it
is a profile which would be unchanged by measurement and retrieval in the absence
of measurement noise. Any intercomparison between different observing systems
must allow for possible differences between their a priori's.
A retrieval may be described as optimal. By this term we mean one which is, for
example, a MAP or minimum variance method, providing some characteristic of the
Bayesian ensemble con~istent with the measurement, its noise statistics and some
a priori state. It is important to note that an optimal retrieval depends on both the
measurement and the a priori, and an inverse method which is optimal with respect
to its own a priori, x a , Sa, will not be optimal with respect to a different ensemble
such as xc, Sc' The intercomparison method must be able tb treat observing systems
without regard to whether the retrieval methods are optimal in any sense.
12.4.2

Direct comparison of indirect measurements

Let us consider the comparison of an ensemble of pairs of independent retrievals of a
state x, each observing system characterised by an averaging kernel and a retrieval
noise covariance. In practice we are likely to find that the two systems will have used
different state vectors, different prior covariances and different linearisation points.
If the state vectors do not contain the same elements, then some transformation or
selection of elements should be carried out so that they do. If a priori's differ, then
a X2 test could be carried out to determine whether they are significantly different.
We should also transform the characterisation so that both are linearised about the
same mean state xc, the comparison ensemble mean for preference, if known. We
can put:

(12.17)
so that adding the term (Ai - I) (Xai - xc) to each retrieval will adjust them for
different a priori. Remember that even if the retrievals are optimal with respect to
their own a priori, they will not normally be optimal with respect to the comparison
ensemble. For the rest of this section we will assume that this adjustment has been
carried out and the linearisation point for the characterisation is xc.
To carry out a X2 test on the difference between the measurements we need the
covariance of the difference:

(12.18)
Using the averaging kernel representation of the retrieval, Xi -xc = Ai(x -xc) + E Xi
then we obtain:

(12.19)
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where Sf; is the covariance of Ex;. There are contributions to this covariance from
the retrieval errors of the two measurements, and from the differences in the weighting functions which lead to the difference between the averaging kernels Al - A z .
If there is a joint null space, and some components of the state are not measured
by either instrument, then Sax will be singular. In that case we should use the
eigenvector approach described in section 12.2.
State space may be considered as being divided into four subspaces, the joint
row space spanned by both sets of weighting functions, the joint null space spanned
by neither, and two residual spaces, each spanned by one instrument but not the
other. The two instruments can be compared directly in the common row space,
with our without the aid of a prior pdf, and there is nothing to compared in the
common null space. In the residual spaces the two instruments measure different
quantities, and by themselves cannot be compared.
12.4.3

Comparison of linear functions of measurements

Comparing profiles from different instruments is not comparing like with like, and
it is necessary to make an estimate of the contribution to the apparent error from
this source, in the form of the term(A I - Az)Sc(A I - Az)T above. An alternative
approach is to look for quantities that can be compared properly, with a minimum
of error due to this source, that is we look for linear functions of the retrievals
that correspond to the same or very similar averaging kernels. Another option is
to consider the problem of comparing the direct measurements from two different
instruments, both of the form Y = Kx + E, without carrying out a retrieval. In this
section we will describe the development in terms of the comparison of raw measurements, but as both problems are of the same algebraic form, the same approach
can be applied equally to the comparison of retrievals. This problem is related to
the time series analysis technique known as 'canonical covariance analysis', in which
linear functions of two separate time series are sought which have the same time
variation (e.g. Bretherton, Smith and Wallace, 1992).
The problem may be stated as follows: given two measurements Yi, i = 1,2, or
given ensembles of such pairs of measurements, of linear functions of a state
YI - Ycl = KI(x - xc)
yz - Ycz = Kz(x - xc)

+ El
+ EZ

(12.20)

what can be said about whether these assumptions are likely to be correct? The
Ei and x are not known, but are assumed to be normally distributed with known
covariances, and the K i assumed to be known. In general, K I and Kz will span
different parts of state space, so cannot be compared directly. They may even not
have any subspace of state space in common. Nevertheless, within the comparison
ensemble, there may be components of x which both instruments measure well
enough for a useful comparison to be made. To identify such components, we will
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look for linear functions of the Yi with weighting functions which are sufficiently
similar that the effect of any differences are less than noise, when applied to states
within the comparison ensemble. The variances of the linear functions themselves
should be, for the comparison ensemble, large compared with noise.
Let both instruments be described by Eq. (12.20) with Xc, the mean of the comparison ensemble, as the linearisation point. If the available instrument description
uses a different linearisation point, it can easily be rewritten in terms of X - Xc' We
require linear functions 1i , i = 1,2, corresponding to the combinations of signals

(12.21)
such that £ {(Zl - Z2)2} is as small as possible. To avoid the trivial solution Zi = 0
we will require £{z;} = 1, with the consequence that £{(Zl - Z2)2} = 2 - 2£{ZlZ2}
so that minimising it is the same as maximising £ {ZlZ2}' Substituting Eqs. (12.21)
and (12.20) we find that the problem becomes one of ma~imising

subject to the unit length constraint

where we have taken
mi = (KiScKT

and X to be independent. Using the transformation
we find that this is equivalent to maximising

El, E2

+ SE,) hi

(12.24)
subject to mT mi = 1. From the form of this equation it is clear that m1 and m2
must be left and right singular vectors respectively of

(12.25)
and that the corresponding singular value is £{ZlZ2}.
weighting functions are

The required combined

(12.26)
The closeness of a singular value A to unity indicates the closeness of the fit, because
£{(Zl -Z2)2} = 2-2A. For any particular singular vector, the variance of Zl -Z2 can
be regarded as the sum of two terms, one due to noise, 1[Sq11 + 1TsE 2 h, and the
remainder due to the combinations of weighting functions not matching perfectly.
Hence if we wish to compare only combinations which agree more or less within
noise, then we should consider those for which 2 - 2A is not much greater than

1[SE111 + 1TsE 2 h.
For instruments with large numbers of channels, the matrices to be diagonalised
are large, and the evaluation of e.g. (KiScKT + SE; )-~ may be difficult. This can
_1.
.1
be dealt with by first using a singular vector decomposition of K i = SE; 2 KiSl ,

L
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which reduces the effective number of channels to not more than the dimension of
the state vector.

Appendix A

Algebra of Matrices and Vectors

Much of retrieval theory involves solving linear equations, whether the problem
being solved is linear or non-linear, so a thorough understanding of the nature of
linear equations and the algebra of matrices an vectors is valuable. This appendix is
intended to summarise the main tools that are used in this book. For more detailed
background reading and derivations there many textbooks available at all levels.
Matrices are denoted by bold face upper case, e.g. A, column vectors by bold
face lower case, e.g. a, the transpose by superscript T, e.g. AT, so that a row vector
is e.g. b T and a vector product is e.g. b T a. The inverse is written A-I and the
transpose of the inverse may be written A -T.

A.I

Vector Spaces

The general linear problem of the kind encountered in this book is of the form
Kx = y, where K is an m x n real matrix, with m rows and n columns, :x is a
column vector of n unknowns and y is a column vector of m measurements:

(A.I)

It is convenient, and aids the intuition, to think of linear equations in terms of vector
spaces. The state x, for example, may be thought of as a vector or a point in an ndimensional space which we call state space, and similarly the measurement y may
be thought of as a vector or a point in an m-dimensional space called measurement
space. A coordinate system for a vector space is called a basis, and consists on
n or m unit vectors which mayor may not be orthogonal, but should be linearly
independent. Given x, the matrix K provides a mapping from state space into
measurement space. The rows of K, k i , are vectors of dimension n, and can be
thought of as vectors on state space, even though they do not represent states.
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The projection (dot product, vector product) of x onto k i which may be written
Yi = k[ x = xTk i giving the (noise-free) measurement Yi i.e. i-th coordinate of the
corresponding vector in measurement space.
Given y and K the inverse problem, or the solution of linear equations, is a
matter of determining a mapping back from measurement space into state space.
Each equation Yi = k[ x states that the point x lies in a space of points whose vectors
projected onto k i give the value Yi. This subspace is of dimension n - 1 and it lies
at right angles to k i . For example in two dimensions the equation Y = PXl + k2X2
defines a line in (Xl, X2) space at right angles to the vector (k l , k 2 ). Solutions to the
set of linear equations lie in the intersection of all of these subspaces, which may be
a point, a space of one or more dimensions, or may not exist.
We will have to deal with cases where m may be greater than, less than, or equal
to n, and consider the appropriate solution method in each case. The reader may
be familiar with the description of the case m < n as underdetermined (underconstrained or ill-posed), and expect the case m = n to be well-determined and m > n
to be overdetermined. Unfortunately this simple description is not always correct,
as a simple example will illustrate. Consider the 2 x 2 case:

1
(A.2)

2

Here we have two equations for two unknowns, but they are both overdetermined
and underdetermined. They give us contradictory information about the combination Xl + X2, and so are overdetermined, and give no information about the
linearly independent combination Xl - X2, and sO are underdetermined. This situation, which is normally not so blatantly obvious, is called mixed-determined. The
following set is also mixed-determined, but less obviously:

Xl 2Xl -Xl -

+ 3X3 =
+ 4Xg =
4X2 + Xg
=

2X2
X2

4
3

7

(A.3)

because the difference between the first two equations contradicts the difference
between the last two. Given these hints, it should be quite clear how to construct
linear systems with more equations than unknowns which are underdetermined,
well-determined, mixed-determined or overdetermined.
Equations A.3 describe three planes in a 3-dimensional space, each pair of which
intersects in a line, but the three lines to not intersect in a point to give a solution,
as in the case of a well-determined problem. They are all parallel.

Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

A.2
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Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

The eigenvalue problem associated with an arbitrary square matrix A of order n is
to find eigenvectors r and scalar eigenvalues A which satisfy

Ar =Ar

(AA)

If A is regarded a coordinate transformation, then r has the same representation

in the untransformed and transformed coordinates, apart from a factor A. This
looks like a strange thing to want to know, but eigenvectors turn out to have some
extremely useful features. This equation is the same as (A - AI)r
= 0, a homoge.
neous equation, which can only have a solution other than r = 0 if A - AI has rank
less than n, Le. if its determinant is zero. This leads to a polynomial equation of
degree n in A, with n solutions for the eigenvalues. Each A can be substituted back
in Eq. (AA) and a solution for the corresponding eigerivector found. Eigenvalues
may be real or a member of complex conjugate pair. An eigenvector can be scaled
by an arbitrary factor, and still satisfy Eq. (AA), so it is conventional to normalise
them so that rTr = 1 or, in the case of complex eigenvectors, rtr = 1, where t is
the Hermitian adjoint, or transpose of the complex conjugate.
The eigenvectors can be assembled into a matrix R:
~

AR=RA

(A.5)

where the columns of R are the eigenvectors, and A is a diagonal matrix, with the
eigenvalues on the diagonal.
We can find the vectors and values of AT by transposing (A.5):
RTA T = ART

(A.6)

then premultiplying and postmultiplying by L = (R T )-1
ATL =LA

(A.7)

Thus L is the matrix of normalised eigenvectors of AT, and the eigenvalues are the
same as those of as A. They are called the left eigenvectors, because they operate
on A (rather then AT) on the left: LT A = ALT, while R are called the right
eigenvectors. By postmultiplying Eq. (A.5) by LT we can express A in terms of its
eigenvectors as
(A.8)

which is described as a 'spectral decomposition' of A.
In the case of a symmetric matrix S, where S = ST, we must have R = L
by symmetry, so that LTL = LLT = I or LT = L -1, and the eigenvectors are
orthonormal. In this case the eigenvalues are all real. If the matrix is positive
definite the eigenvalues are all greater than zero, and similarly for a negative definite
matrix.
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The following is a summary of useful relations involving eigenvectors:
~ymmetric

Asymmetric Matrices
AR=RA
LTA=AL T
LT = R-l, R T = L- 1
LRT =LT R=1
A = RAL T = 2:i ).,irilT
AT = LART = 2:i ).,ilirT
A- 1 =RA- 1 L T
An =RAnLT
LTAR=A
LTAnR=An
LT A- 1 R = A- 1
IAI = TIi).,i
~quare

(A.9)

(A. ID)
(A.11)

(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.2D)

Matrices

SL=LA
LTS = AL T
LT = L- 1
LL T =LTL =1
S = LAL T = 2:i ).,ililT

(A.21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)

S-l = LA- 1 L T
sn = LAnLT

(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
(A.29)
(A.3D)
(A.31)

LTSL = A
LTSnL = An
L T S- 1 L = A- 1
IS!=TIi).,i

roots of matrices

The relation An = RAnLT can be used for arbitrary powers of a matrix, in particular the square root such that A = A! A!. This square root of a matrix is
1
1
not unique, because the diagonal elements of A"2 in RA"2LT can have either sign,
leading to 2n possibilities.
We only use square roots of covariance matrices in this book. In this case
we can see that S! = LA!LT is symmetric. As well as these roots, symmetric
matrices can also have non-symmetric roots satisfying S = (S!)TS!, of which
the Cholesky decomposition, S = TTT where T is upper triangular, is the most
useful, see section 5.8.1.1 and Exercise 5.3. There are an infinite number of nonsymmetric square roots. If S! is a square root, then clearly so is XS! where X is
any orthonormal matrix. The inverse symmetric square root is S-! = LA -!L T ,
and the inverse Cholesky decomposition is S-l = T- 1 T-T. The inverse square
root T- 1 is triangular, and its numerical effect is implemented efficiently by back
substitution.
A.3

Principal Axes of a Quadratic Form

Consider the scalar equation:
(A.32)
where S is symmetric. This is the equation of a quadratic surface centered on the
origin, in n-space. S might be for example an inverse covariance matrix, when the
equation might represent a surface of constant probability density. The normal to

li

'I,
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the surface is the vector V'x(xTSx) = 2Sx, and x is the radius vector, so

SX=AX

(A.33)

is the problem of finding points where the normal and the radius 'vector are parallel.
These are clearly where the principal axes intersect the surface. At these points,
xTSx = 1 too, So x T AX = 1 or:

A=_l_
xTx

(A.34)

Thus the eigenvalues, of a symmetric matrix are the reciprocals. of the squares of the
lengths of the principal axes of the associated ellipsoid. The lengths of the axes are
independent of the coordinate system, so will also be invariant under an arbitrary
rotation, that is one in which (distance? = x T x is unchanged.
Consider using the eigenvectors of S to transform the equation for the quadratic
surface:
(A.35)
where x' = LTx' or x = Lx'. The result is a quadratic surface in which the principal
axes coincide with the coordinate axes.

AA

Singular Vector Decomposition

The standard eigenvalue problem is meaningless for non-square matrices because
Ar will be of a different dimension from r, and Eq. (AA) is invalid.
However an eigenvalue problem can be constructed by considering the symmetric
problem:
(A.36)
where K is an arbitrary non-square matrix with m rows and n columns and v
is of dimension nand u is of dimension m. We use the symbol K, because the
main application in this book is for the weighting function matrix. The vectors u
and v are called 'singular vectors' of K, and A is a singular value. The symmetric
eigenvalue problem is equivalent to the 'shifted' eigenvalue problem (Lanczos, 1961):

Kv
KTu

AU

=

AV

(A.37)

From Eq. (A.37) we can obtain by substitution:

=

AKTu= A2 V
2

AKv = A

U

(A.38)
(A.39)
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showing that U and v are the eigenvectors of KK T (m x m) and KTK (n x n)
respectively, which consequently both must have the same set of eigenvalues, and
that the singular value is real. Furthermore, if (u, v) are a pair of singular vectors
with singular value A, then so is (u, -v), with singular value -A. Thus we need
only consider pairs with positive singular values.
A little care is needed in constructing a matrix of singular vectors, because individual u and v vectors correspond to each other, yet there are potentially different
numbers of v and u vectors. However, if the rank of K is p, then there will be p
non-zero singular values, and both KKT and KTK will have p non-zero eigenvalues.
Thus the surplus eigenvectors will have zero eigenvalues, and can be discarded and
we can write:

(A.40)

where A is p x p, U is m x p, and V is n x p. There will be n + m - p more
eigenvectors of the composite matrix, all with zero eigenvalue. The singular vectors
and values have the following properties:

KV
KTU

=

UTKV

=

K

KT

=

VTV

=

KKTU
KTKV

-

UA

(A.41)

VA
VTKTU =A
UAV T = LiAiUiVT
VAU T
UTU
Jp

(A.42)
(A.43)
(A.44)
(A.45)
(A.46)

UA

2

(A.47)

VA

2

(A.48)

For VVT and UU T to yield unit matrices, they must be extended to be square
using the remaining zero eigenvectors of KTK or KK T . Because UTKV = A we
describe U as left singular vectors, and V as right singular vectors.
Note that a square matrix has both singular vectors and values, and eigenvectors
and values. In the case of symmetric matrices they will be the same, but not in the
case of unsymmetric matrices.
The right vectors V form an orthonormal basis (coordinate system) in the row
space and the left vectors form a basis in the column space. The matrix K maps the
row space basis vector v into a corresponding column space basis vector u (apart
from a scale change given by A), and KT maps u back into v. Thus U and V are
a natural pair of coordinate systems for the two spaces.

Determinant and Trace

A.5
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Determinant and Trace

The determinant and the trace are both important quantities in quantifying information content. The following elementary properties are useful:
tr(A)
tr(AAT )
tr(kA)
tr(A + B)

=
=
=
=

tr(CD)

Li Aii
L··A?
tJ
tJ
ktr(A)

(A.49)

tr(A) + tr(B)

(A.52)

(A.50)
(A.51)

tr(DC)

(A.53)

bTa

(A.54)

tr(A)

(A.55)

Li Ai
I
L·X:t
t

(A.56)
(A.58)

IkAI

IAI
knlAI

IABI
IA-II

IBAI
IAI- I

T

tr(ab )
tr(B-IAB)

=

tr(A)
tr(A-1)

=

IATI

=

IB-IABI

=
=

IAI
II+AI
II + abTI

=

(A.57)
(A.59)

=

IAIIBI

(A.60)
(A.61)

IAI

(A.62)

It Ai

(A.63)

Ili(1 + Ai)
1+ bTa

(A.64)
(A.65)

where A and B are square matrices of the same order, Ai is the i-th eigenvalue of
A, n is the order of A, C and D are rectangular matrices such that CT and Dare
the same size and shape, a and b are vectors of the same order, and k is a scalar.
A.6

Calculus with Matrices and Vectors

The differential dx is often used to indicate an infinitesimal vector. Throughout
this book it is used quite differently. In integral expressions the following meaning
is intended:
(A.66)

Le. dx is an element of volume of state space. In derivatives, the notation
means the F'nkhet derivative, whose value is a matrix:

ay/ax
(A.67)
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where the order of the subscripts is such that a Taylor expansion 'looks right'. The
convention is to associate the row subscript with y and the column subscript with
x, so that we can write a Taylor expansion in a familiar form:

y = yo

oy
+ ox (x -

xo)

+ .,.

(A.68)

We often need to find the minimum or maximum of some matrix expression, very
often with respect to a vector. For example what value of x minimises x T Ax +
AbT x? It is convenient to have a set of rules corresponding to the familiar rules
of calculus with scalars so that we do not have to carry out such manipulations in
components each time.
The derivative of a scalar valued expression with respect to a vector yields a
vector, because it represents the set of derivatives of the scalar with respect to each
element of the vector. The vector may be expressed as a row or a column, at your
convenience. In components, the i-th element of the above example gives:

O~i (~k XjAjkXk + A L
J

=

bjXj)

J

L XjAji + L AkXk + Abi
j

(A.69)
(A.70)

k

There is a slight subtlety in returning this to a matrix notation, because the first
term would produce a row vector and the other two terms would produce column
vectors if done blindly. The result can be expressed either as a row or a column:
(A.71)

or
(A.72)

Confirming that:

o
0
ox (Ax) = A and ox (xT A) =

is left as an exercise to the reader.
Note that the symbol \1 may also be used as equivalent of

x

(A.73)

AT

:x'

Appendix B

Answers to Exercises

Exercise 2.1

Construct a simple example of a set of linear equations which is simultaneously
over- and under-determined.
See section A.I.

Exercise 2.2

For the multivariate Gaussian distribution, solve dP/ dx = 0 for the maximum
probability value, and integrate J xP(x) dx to obtain £' {x}. Confirm that both are
equal to x
At the maximum dP/ dx

= 0 and

dIn P / dx

= 0, i.e.
(B.l)

Therefore x = x provided 8;1 is not singular. Note that the '0' is a vector.
To evaluate the integral, move the origin to x and rotate the coordinates to the
eigenvectors of 8"" as in Eq. (2.14). Then

J

xP(x) dx

= ITi

1

z·'

00

-00

1.

(21fAi) 2

exp

{z2
-+ }
2/\,

dZi

(B.2)

Each integral in the product is zero by symmetry, so the expected value is at the
origin, x.

Exercise 2.3

Why does it not matter which square root we use for prewhitening?
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Prewhitening transforms the covariance matrix to a unit matrix, or the corresponding ellipsoid (Fig. 2.4) to a sphere. The different square roots correspond to
different rotations of the coordinate axes of the sphere.
Exercise 2.4
Derive the following expressions for degrees of freedom for noise:
dn

= tr(S.[KSaKT + S.]-I) = tr([KTS;lK + S~I]-IS~I)

(B.3)

From Eq. (2.47)
£{eTS;le} = £{tr(S;leeT )}
£{tr(S;l(y - Kx)(y - Kx)T)}

(B.4)

From Eq. (2.31)
Kx

Y -

=
=

y - KX a - KSaKT(KSaK T + S.)-I(y - Kx a )
S.(KSaK T + S.)-I(y - Kx a )
S.(KSaK T + S.)-I[K(X: - x a ) + E]

(B.5)

so
(B.6)

hence
(B.7)

which is equivalent to the first expression. The other expression follows from using
with Eq. (2.45), giving
tr(I - KG)
tr(I - K[KTS;IK + S~I]-IKTS;I)
tr(I - [KTS;IK + S~I]-IKTS;IK)
tr([KTS;lK + S~I]-IS~I)
These are more easily obtained by anticipating that ds

+ dn

(B.8)

should be equal to m.

Exercise 2.5
Relate the eigenvectors and values of A to the singular vectors and values of K.
Remember A may not be symmetric.

A=GK

SaKT(KSaK T

+ S.)-IK

S!K (KK + Im)-lKS~t
S~VAUT(UA2UT + I m)-lUAV TS;2
T

1

T

1

\
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(B.9)
1

1

Thus the eigenvectors of A are R = S!V and L = S;2V, and its eigenvalues are
1
1
).2/(1 + ).2). If the Cholesky square root is used, then S! and S;2' are replaced by
and T;;T respectively..

Tr

Exercise 2.6

= In[0-(21!'e)1/2].
Change the variable to y = (x - x)/2~0-, giving

Integrate (2.70) to obtl}.in S

1
S = -y
11'2

Using

J exp( _y2) dy =

JOO e-

Y2

+ y2 )'dy

1

(In[(21!') 2 0-]

(B.lO)

-00

1!'~ and

J y2 exp( _y2) dy =

1!'~ /2 we obtain

S

(B.Il)

Exercise 2.7
Prove that S[P(x)P(y)] = S[P(x)]
S[P(x)P(y)]

I:
I:

+ S[P(y)]

if x and y are independent.

P(x)P(y) In[P(x)P(y)] dx dy
P(x)P(y) InP(x) dxdy +

I:

P(x)P(y) InP(y) dxdy

i:p(x)lnp(x)dx+ l:p(y)lnp(y)dY
S[P(x)]

+ S[P(y)]

(B.12)

Exercise 2.8
With the aid of Bayes theorem, show that for general pdf's the information content
is the same whether computed in measurement space or in state space.

Consider the entropy of the combination of the state and the measurement, Le.
the entropy of the joint pdf P(x, y) in the product space:
SXY =

J

P(x,y)ln[P(x,y)]dxdy

(B.13)
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and substitute P(x, y) = P(xly)P(y):

SO'y

J P(xly)P(y) In[P(xly)P(y)] dxdy

= JP(xly)P(y) In[P(xly)] dxdy + J P(xIY)P(y) In[P(y)] dxdy

(B.14)

where the subscript on S indicates which space the entropy is evaluated in. Carry
out both of the integrals over x:

SO'y =

j

So' [P(xly)]P(y) dy

+

j

P(y) In[P(y)] dy

(B.15)

If the entropy of P(xly) is independent of y, as it is for the Gaussian linear case
discussed in section 2.3.2.2, then this simplifies to:

SO'y[P(x, y)]

= So' [P(xly)] + Sy[P(y)]

(B.16)

+ So' [P(x)]

(B.17)

Likewise we can obtain:

SO'y[P(x,y)] = Sy[P(ylx)]

requiring the assumption that Sy[P(ylx)] is independent of x, as it is in the Gaussian
linear case. Equating these two forms and rearranging gives

So'[P(x)] - So' [P(xly)] = Sy[P(y)] - Sy[P(ylx)].

(B.18)

Hence HO' = H y , the information content of the measurement is the same as the
information content of the retrieval:

Exercise 2.9

Show that, the maximum entropy pdf of a random scalar x, when only the mean
and variance 0- 2 are known, is the normal distribution.

x

Maximise the e\tropy of P(x) with the given constraints:

d~[j P(x)lnP(x)dx+"\ j

P(x) dx +J-l j xP(x)dx+v j(X-X)2P(X)dX] =0
(B.19)

Differentiate with respect to P:
. In P

+ 1 + ,,\ + J-lX + v(x -

X)2 = 0

(B.20)

Hence In P is quadratic in x. In order to satisfy the mean, variance and unit area
constraints P must be a normal distribution with the given values.
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Exercise 3.1

Using an eigenvector expansion of A, give an interpretation of Eg. (3.12) in which
the retrieval is expressed using scalar rather than matrix weights.
The retrieved state can be written as a linear combination of the true state
and the a priori state, according to Eq. (3.12). This is a concept that might be
difficult to visualise. Scalar weights are easy to understand, matrix weights are less
so. One way to understand how matrix weights affect the solution is to use an
eigenvector decomposition of A. Remember in this case that A is not symmetric,
so that its eigenvector~arenot orthogonal (see exercise 2.5). If the matrix of right
eigenvectors of A is R, so that AR = RA and the matrix of left eigenvectors is
L such that LT A = ALT , then premultiplying Eq. (3.12) by LT, and ignoring the
terms involving random error, gives
(B.21)
Take the columns of R to be a representation of x, Le., x = Rz, where the vector
z forms the representation coefficients. Thus z = R-1x = LTx, and the equation
simplifies to

z=

Az

+ (In - A)za

(B.22)

Because A is diagonal this can be separated into components, showing that the
elements of z are scalar weighted means of the corresponding elements of z and Za:
(B.23)
Thus we can consider the a priori and true state vectors as decomposed into components, the right eigenvectors, some of which (those with Ai '" 1) will be well
reproduced by the measurement system, and others (with Ai '" 0) that will come
mainly from the a priori vector.
This can also be obtained by considering the primed coordinate system described
in section 2.4.1, in which the forward model is transformed to y' = Ax' + E', and in
which each element is measured independently. Exercise 2.5 shows how the vectors
and values of A are related to this system.
Exercise 3.2

Show that the determinant of a covariance matrix of any order with given diagonal
elements is greatest if the off-diagonal elements are all zero.
Let 8 be a general covariance matrix of order n, and D be a diagonal matrix
constructed from its diagonal elements. We wish to show that ISI ~ IDI. Construct
the correlation matrix E, having all diagonal elements equal to unity and satisfying
8 = D!ED!. Taking the determinant of both sides gives 181 = IDIIEI. We can
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show that IEI ~ 1 by considering its eigenvalues. The mean of the eigenvalues is
equal to tr(E) In, i.e. unity. The determinant is the product of the eigenvalues, and
as the geometric mean of a set of numbers is always less than or equal to their
arithmetic mean, then the determinant must be less than or equal to unity.

Exercise 4.1

Let x be represented by a linear combination of singular vectors orK (section 2.4.1).
Show that in this representation the MAP method combines the coefficients of an
exact solution and the a priori independently as scalars.
1

In the primed coordinate system, we have Xl = yTj{ = y T S;:-2 X and yl =
1
UTy = U T S;2 y with the forward model y' = Ax' + E', both covariances being
unit matrices. Substituting A for K and I for both Sa and S. in e.g. Eq. (4.3), we
obtain for the retrieval
(B.24)

or, in components, and with a little further manipulation,
(B.25)

showing that

x~

is a weighted mean of the exact solution yU Ai and the a priori.

Exercise 4.2

Show that the minimum variance solution jointly minimises every element of S.
The retrieval error covariance is, for a given gain matrix G, from Eq. (4.43),
(B.26)

For G to minimise every element of S, an arbitrary small perturbation oG should
leave S unchanged to first order. Consider

o

S(G + oG) - S(G)
-(In - GK)SaKToGT
-oGKSa(ln

-

+ GS.oGT
GKf + oGS.G T ,

(B.27)

This will be satisfied if GS. = (In - GK)SaKT, which can be rearranged to give
(B.28)
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Exercise 4.3

Derive the following expression for the vector of contribution functions for the
B ackus- Gilbert retrieval:

g(z)

=

Q- 1 (z)k
k T Q-1(Z)k

(B.29)

The derivative of Eq. (4.62) gives:
2Q(z)g(z)

+ ,),(z)k =

(B.30)

0

hence
(B.31)
substitute in the unit area constraint:
1

k T g(z) = -2,),(z)k T Q(z)-lk = 1

(B.32)

Solving for ,),(z) and substituting in Eq. (B.31) gives the required answer.
Exercise 5.1

Derive the alternative expression for the linearised solution:

x = Xa

+ (KTS;lK I + S;l)-lKTS;l[y -

Yl

+ KI(XI

- x a )]

(B.33)

O.

(B.34)

Substitute Eq. (5.11) for F(x) in Eq. (5.5) to give

-K:T(x)S;l[y - Yl - KI(X - Xl)]

+ S;l(X -

xa) =

Substitute KT(x) = Kl from the linearisation and rearrange to give

S;l(X - x a )

+ KIS;lK I (x -

and hence the required result for

x a ) = K I S;l[y - Yl

+ KI(XI -

x a )),

(B.35)

x.

Exercise 5.2

Show that the covariance of Dy

=Y-

F(x) is
~

~

Soy = SE(KSaK

T

+ SE) -1 SE

(B.36)

for an optimal estimator and, by considering an eigenvector or singular vector expansion, show how it differs from SE.
Put Y = F(x)

+ E and expand F(x) -

F(x) to first order to give

Dy = y - F(x) = K(x - x)

+E

(B.37)
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We must take care in evaluating S8y = t' ([K(x - x) + e][K(x - x) + ElT} because x
is correlated with e. Substituting x- x = (GK - I)(x - x a ) + Ge from Eq. (3.16)
we obtain

oy

K[(I - GK)(x - x a )
(I - KG)[K(x - x a )

-

Ge] + e

+ e]

(B.38)

Thus its covariance is
(B.39)

In the case of an optimal retrieval, we can substitute for G from Eq. (4040) and
obtain:
(BAO)

See also exercise 204. Now express

K

in terms of K, and use

K

= UAV T :

S} (KK T + Im)-lS}
S}U(A 2 + 1m-)-lUT S}

Sy

(BA1)

l

-

To interpret this: Transform Sl with U, the left singular vectors of K, and reduce
1
l
the components by a factor of (1 +
2". Thus components of Sl corresponding
to large Ai are reduced (aliassed into errors in the retrieved profile) and those
corresponding to small Ai remain as misfit between y and F(x).

An

Exercise 5.3
By considering how the elements of B are related to those of T one at a time in
a suitable order, construct a straightforward algorithm for Cholesky decomposition.
Ignore pivotting.
The problem is to solve equations of the form

Tu
(

o
o
o

T 21
T 22
0

0

T 31
T 32
T33
0

T 41 )
T42
T43

T44
(BA2)

for the elements of T. We simply write equations for the elements of the upper
triangle of B in turn, working across the rows. Doing this gives equations with only
one unknown at every stage, namely the corresponding element of TT. For example
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B ll

= Tt1' then B 12 = T l l T 21 , etc.

The algorithm is

for i := 1 to n do :

Tii:= (B ii - L:~-:,11 Tlk )!
{ for j := i + 1 to n do Tji := (Bij - L:~-:'~ TikTjk)/Ti~

(B.43)

Exercise 5.4

Evaluate the number of operations required, and determine when a sequential update
is faster than updatirw with a vector of measurements
The matrix times vector Sk takes n 2 operations, then the vector products k T x
and kT(Sk) take n operations each. The symmetric vector outer product (Sk)(Sk)T
takes ~n2 operations. Thus the total is of order m(~n2.+ 2n). This is 50% slower
than the n-form updates, but faster than the m-form update with a vector if m > n.
Exercise 5.5

Show that the covariance of an ensemble of retrievals corresponding to the a priori
is, in the nearly-linear case:
(B.44)

and relate its eigenvectors to the singular vectors of K.
From Eq. (4.6)

x- X a =

G[K(x - x a ) + El

(B.45)

so that

Sa

=
=

=

£{(x - xa)(x - xa)T}
G£{[K(x - x a ) + E][K(x - x a )
G(KSaK T + S<)G T .

+ Er}GT
(B.46)

Substituting G = SaKT(KSaKT + S<)-l from Eq. (4.6), we obtain the required
result. Now express K in terms of K, and use K = UAV T :

S!K T (KK T

Sa

=

1

+ I)-lKS!
1

S~VA(A2 +I)-lAVTS~

(B.47)

Exercise 6.1

Explain why the averaging kernel A = W(KW)-l K is likely to be well behaved,
apart from possible problems due to numerical rounding errors.
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Problems are caused primarily by the small singular values of K. (W should be
chosen so it does not have any small singular values.) Postmultiplying the inverse
by K effectively eliminates the problem as follows. Putting K = UAyT gives
(B.48)

UA is square, m x m and invertible, so we can write
(B.49)
and cancel the A even if there are small singular values. As long as W reasonably
spans the row space of K, yTW will not be poorly conditioned.

Exercise 6.2
Show that the choice of the weighting functions as the least noise-sensitive representation is independent of the measurement error covariance
_.1

_1.

_1.

Transform the measurement equation to y' = Sf 2 Y = Sf 2 Kx + Sf 2 10 = K'x +
10' so that the error covariance is I m . The previous analysis now applies, and we
obtain

as before.

Exercise 6.3
Show that the least squares solution to the linear problem is given by:
(B.51)
We wish to minimise the sum of the squares of y - Kx:

8
8x (y - Kx)T(y ~ Kx) = 2K T (y - Kx) = 0

(B.52)

hence x = (KTK)-lKTy.

Exercise 6.4
Derive expressions for the error resulting from ignoring errors in forward model
parameters.
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In the linear case, the error in
Eqs. (4.32) and (4.6):

x due to ignoring Sb

is the difference between

ox = SaKT(KSaKT +KbSbK[+Sf)-l(y-Kxa)-SaKT(KSaKT +Sf)-l(y-Kx a )
(B.53)
This doesn't simplify in any useful way, but it can be rearranged as

=

-SaKT(KSaKT

+ KbSbK[ + Sf)-l

(KbSbKf)(KSaK T + Sf)-l(y - Kx a )

(B.54)

using A-I - B- 1 = A -l(B - A)B- 1, showing that the error is equivalent to an
error in y of
(B.55)

Exercise 7.1
In the case where
times.

az and

a~ are both constant, examine the behaviour of

At large times we expect

a; at large

a; to tend to a constant. Therefore, from Eq. (7.15),
(B.56)

Exercise 7.2
Find an expression for the backward model M II , in terms of the forward model M,
assuming that it is independent of t.

The forward and backward processes are
Xt
Xt-1

=

MXt-1 + ~t
MIIXt + ~~/-1

(B.57)

where ~t is uncorrelated with Xt-1 and ~~-1 is uncorrelated with Xt. The lag
covariance L = t'{xtxLd can be written two ways, from the two equations
L = t'{XtXL1}
LT = t'{xt-1 x

D =

t'{ MX t-1 Xt-1 + ~tXt-1} = MS x
t'{MIIXtXt + ~~-lxd = MIIS x .

(B.58)
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__- --- -:: I~~

Fig. B.l

Propagation of a ray through a medium with varying refractive index.

Exercise 8.1

Follow through the suggested algebra and find an expression for the final transformed
linearised instrument model.
We start with
T
Y" = A V X

+ E" + E"S'

(B.59)

T

where SE:: = I - SE:!' Using the eigenvector decomposition LTS E:! L = AE~' multiply
by LT:
(B.60)

which is of the form
y'" = Klllx

+ E~' + E~',

(B.61)

<'

where the error covariances of E~' and
are AE~ and I - AE~ respectively. The
description of the measurement now consists of y"', Kill and the diagonal of AE~'

Exercise 9.1

Derive the third form of the equation of radiative transfer:

L(z) = (L(O) - B(O))T(O, z)

+ B(z) -

l

z

0

T(Z' ,z)

dB(z')
dz'

dz'

(B.62)

from the first:

L(z)

= L(O)T(O, z) +

l

z

B(z')

dT~:: z)

dz'.

This follows immediately on integrating the first form by parts.

(B.63)
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Exercise 9.2

Explain why the curvature of a ray is proportional to the component of the gradient
of refractive index at right angles to the ray:
dE = ~ (on)
ds
n ot

(B.64)
s

where E is the direction of propagation, s, t are coordinates along and perpendicular
to the ray respectively.
Consider the propagation of the ray shown in Fig. B.l. The wavefronts are
separated by a wavelength in air, which is Avac/n. Thus the difference in the distance
propagated between the top and the bottom of the figure is nds/(n + dn) - ds =
-(l/n) ds dn. Note that dn < 0 in the diagram. This clistance is also - dt dE, the
negative sign because E is measured upwards, so the dE in the figure is negative.
Equating these two gives
dE = ~ (dn)
ds
n
dt

(B.65)

where dn/ dt is measured perpendicular to the ray, i.e. is equivalent to (on/ot)s.

Exercise 9.3

Show that the error in this approximation is:

JL=

II

f(v)(B(v,T)-B(T))

d~(T(V,Z)-T(Z))dVdZ

(B.66)

Expand the expression given:

oL

=

II

II

f(v)B(v,T)

~T(v,Z)dVdz+

j(v)B(T)

f(v)B(T)

~T(v,Z)dVdz-

j(v)B(v,T)

-II

II

~T(z)dVdZ
~T(Z)dvdZ
(B.67)

The two negative terms can both be integrated to give the same quantity as the
second term. Hence

oL=

II j(V)B(v,T)~T(V,z)dvdz-II f(v)B(v,T)~T(z)dvdz

which is the error in the approximation.

(B.68)
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Exercise 10.1

How should smoothness constraints be transformed when comparing retrievals on
different grid spacings?
Transforming a prior covariance matrix from x to z is carried out, from section 10.3.1.3, by

(B.69)
A smoothness constraint H is of the same nature as an inverse covariance, but if it
is singular we cannot evaluate the obvious transformation:

(B.70)
However this can be done in principle if the inverse is restricted to the subspace
spanned by the constraint, Le. if a pseudo inverse is used. Not all smoothness constraints can be satisfactorily transformed. The squared first and second differences
can disappear if they are defined on a fine grid, and it is desired to transform them
to a coarser grid - consider the meaning of doubling the grid spacing for a first
difference constraint!

Exercise 10.2

What is the form of the inverse of the Markov covariance matrix?
Putting Sij = a~ali-jl, where a = exp(-oz/h), the inverse matrix is

-2

S-l=~
1- a 2

1
-a
0

-a
1 +a2
-a

0
0

0
0

0
-a
1 +a 2

0
0
0
1 +a2
-a

(B.71)

-a
1

Apart from the two end elements of the diagonal, a~S-l can be interpreted as a unit
matrix plus a/(l - ( 2 ) times a squared first derivative matrix, thus constraining
that combination of the squared departure of the state from the prior profile and
the squared first derivative.

Exercise 10.3

Derive expressions for the mean signal, mean retrieval and the covariance of an ensemble of retrievals, when the ensemble covariance and mean differ from the a priori
covariance and mean.

·J
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Start with an instrument model which includes random and systematic errors
separately, and is linearised about X a :

(B.72)
The ensemble mean measured signal is

(B.73)
in the limit of large ensemble when the random error becomes negligible. An individual retrieval characterisation is

(B.74)
so the ensemble mean retrieval is

(B.75)
The covariance of x about this mean is
Sx

(B.76)
Exercise 11.1

Investigate the relationships between the different ways of specifying the mass distribution, and determine which ones need a reference height or pressure.
The basic equations are the hydrostatic equation and the gas equation. I will
use the perfect gas equation for this illustration, but it is not essential.
dp = -pgdz
pRT
p=-M

(B.77)
(B.78)

leading to
(B.79)
Remember that both M and g vary with altitude. I assume that numerical integration and differentiation can be carried out. Provided an interpolation rule is
specified for the data, this is possible in principle.
(1) Starting with temperature as a function of absolute height, T(z), integrate
Eq. (B.79) to give
lnp(z) = lnp(zo) -

l

ZMg
RT dz,

ZQ

(B.80)
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which requires knowledge of p(zo) at some reference level ZOo From T and
p we can then obtain p(z) from the gas equation.
(2) Starting with density as a function of absolute height, p(z), integrate the
hydrostatic equation (B.77) to give

p(z)

= p(zo) - t

pg dz.

(B.81)

lzo

This requires p(zo), which should be at some high altitude rather than the
surface, or there can be numerical problems of cancellation. From p and p
we can then obtain T(z) from the gas equation.

(3) Starting with p(z), we get

p(z) = _~ dp
9 dz

(B.82)

from the hydrostatic equation. This does not need a reference level. T(z)
can then be obtained from the gas equation.
(4) Starting with T(p) or T(lnp), obtain p(p) from the gas equation. We could
also start with p(p) and obtain T(p). Then the hydrostatic equation gives

Zg(p) - Zg(Po)

1
= -(-)
9

Po

l

Z

(P)

g(z) dz

z(po)

1
= --(-)
9

Po

l

P

RT(p)
- M dlnp

(B.83)

PO

giving the geopotential height Zg (p), which must be related to geometric
height separately. This requires the height of a reference pressure level to
obtain absolute height. With a little care in the numerical method, it is
possible to use

z(p) - z(Po) = -

l

p

. Po

RT(p)

M ( ) dlnp

(B.84)

9 p

if the z(p) is used to evaluate the g[z(p)] inside the integral as it is calculated,
as the effect is fairly small.
(5) Starting with z(p), the hydrostatic equation gives

T(p) =_Mg~
R dlnp

(B.85)

from which we can obtain p(p) from the gas equation. This does not need
a reference level.

Exercise 12.1

Show in detail how X2 should be calculated in this case.
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We can express Sx in terms of the singular vector decomposition of k as follows:

Sx

SaKT(KSaKT
T
T

+ Sf)-lKS a

= s!k (kk + Im)-lks!
1

S!VA(A 2
1

+ Im)-l AVT

(B.86)

Define z = V T S;;:-2 (x - x a ). The covariance of z should be the diagonal matrix
A(A 2 + Im)-l A. Thus Zi should have variance A;(/l + A;). The elements of z
corresponding to zero variance should themselves be zero (within rounding error),
and the remainder can be tested individually.

Appendix C

Terminology and Notation

C.l

Summary of Terminology

The error analysis in particular contains a number of terms and concepts that are
easily confused, some of which which do not have an established terminology in the
literature. The usage in this book is therefore summarised here.

Forward function. The actual relationship between the state and the measured
signal. May not be known in detail.
Forward model. The relationship between the state and the measured signal as
modelled numerically.
Forward model error. The error in a simulated ineasured signal due to using a
forward model.
Forward model parameters. Parameters of the forward model which are not targets
for retrieval.
Forward model parameter error. Difference between the true values of these parameters and our best estimates.
Forward function parameters. Notional equivalent of the forward model errors for
the forward function. May not be known.
Full state vector. A state vector which includes all of the parameters required
by the forward model, e.g. the forward model parameters as well as the
atmospheric parameters at a fine grid spacing.
A priori. Any information about the state other than the measured signal being
analysed.
Transfer function. Relationship between a retrieval and the true state.
Weighting function. Fnkhet derivative of the forward model with respect to the
state vector.
Gain matrix or Contribution function. Frechet derivative of the retrieval with
respect to the measured signal.
Averaging kernel matrix. Frechet derivative of the transfer function with respect
to the state.
223
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Averaging kernel. A row of the averaging kernel matrix. Indicates which part of
the true state is averaged to produce the retrieval at a single element of the
retrieved state.
o-function response. A column of the averaging kernel matrix. Indicates which
part of the retrieved state is related to a single element of the true state.
(Total) measurement error. Total error in the measured signal. Difference between
signal and the forward function.
Measurement noise. Random component of the measurement error.
Exact retrieval. Not one which reproduces the unknown profile exactly, but one
which reproduces the measured signal exactly.
Total retrieval error. The total error in a retrieval due to all sources.
Bias. Error in a simulated retrieval of the a priori state using error-free simulated
measured signals.
Smoothing error. Component of error due to smoothing by the averaging kernels.
Retrieval error. Error in a retrieval due to measurement error.
Retrieval noise. Error in a retrieval due to measurement noise.
Null-space error. Deprecated. An incorrect term for smoothing error.
Random error. Any error which is uncorrelated between repeated measurements.
Same as 'precision'.
Systematic error. Any error which is related between repeated measurements,
including both constant errors and errors which are a function of the state
or the measured signal.
Gain error. An error which is a linear function of the state or the measured signal.
Precision. Same as 'random error'.
Accuracy. The total error, including random and systematic components.
Error pattern. An eigenvector of an error covariance matrix, scaled by the square
root of the eigenvalue. Multi-dimensional equivalent of an 'error bar'.
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List of Symbols Used

The main symbols used widely throughout the book are defined here. Others which
are defined and used only within a few pages may not be listed. Subscripts and other
diacritical marks are used to distinguish various kinds of e.g. covariance matrices and
state & measurement vectors; not all variants of these are listed, but the meanings
of the subscripts, etc., should be clear from context.

\7 x

Gradient with respect to x
Azimuth angle
A(z, Zl) Averaging kernel function
A
Averaging kernel matrix
b
Vector of forward model parameters
B(v,T) Planck Function
c(z)
Centre of an averaging kernel
Optical depth
X
2
The statistical quantity
X
dn
Degrees of freedom for noise
ds
Degrees of freedom for signal
Measurement noise in channel i
E
Angle of refraction
E
Measurement noise vector
ei
Error pattern
Et
Time evolution model or operator
E
Expected value operator
f
Forward function
Fi(x)
Forward model for one channel
F(x)
Forward model. A vector of functions.
:F
Fisher information matrix
G, G y
Gain, or contribution function, matrix
g
Contribution function vector: row of G
Gj(z)
Individual contribution function
Gt
Kalman gain matrix at time step t
Gb
Sensitivity of retrieval to b
A Lagrangian multiplier
I
r
Matrix of Lagrangian multipliers
r
Gamma function
h
A length scale
H
Information content
H
Twomey constraint matrix
In
Unit matrix of order n
J
Source function; cost function
0'
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K,

1C

ki
Ki(z)
K
K

b

K
A
A
L(v), L i
L
I
L
m
p,
M

t

Mt
n
v
0

n
P
Po
Pi
P
'l/J
Q, Qij
Q
r
r(z)
r

R
p
(J

s(zo)
S
Sij
S
Sf
Sa
Se

S

Absorption coefficient
Absorption coefficient matrix
Row of K; an individual weighting function vector
Individual weighting function
Weighting function matrix
Sensitivity of forward model to b
Weighting function matrix scaled for unit covariances
Singular value or eigenvalue; Lagrangian multiplier
Matrix of singular value or eigenvalues
Radiance
Likelihood
(Left) eigenvector of a (a) symmetric matrix
Matrix of (left) eigenvectors of a (a)symmetric matrix
Length of the measurement vector
Lagrangian multiplier
Operator representing equations of motion
Linearised version of the operator M t
Length of the state vector; refractive index
Wavenumber
Zero matrix
Solid angle
Pressure; rank of a matrix
Reference pressure or surface pressure
Probability of event i
Probability density function
Angle in a radial coordinate system
A quadratic form arising in Backus-Gilbert theory
A matrix transform used in QR decomposition
Radial coordinate
Resolving length of an averaging kernel
Right eigenvector of an asymmetric matrix
Matrix of right eigenvectors; retrieval method
Density
Standard deviation of noise or error
Spread of an averaging kernel about Zo
Entropy
Element of covariance matrix
Covariance matrix
Covariance of measurement noise
Covariance of prior estimate of x
Covariance of an ensemble of states
Covariance of retrieved state

List of Symbols Used

r(v,z)
T, T(z)
T
()

u

U
v

V

w(A)

x
Xo

Xa
Xe

X

y
Yi
Y
Ya

z
z

Transmittance
Temperature
Upper triangular matrix. Usually with the same subscript
as the corresponding S.
Zenith angle of propagation of a ray
Left singular vector
Matrix of left singular vectors
Right singular vector
Matrix of right singular vectors
Width of an averaging kernel
Profile representation coefficient
Profile representation function
Representation function; working matrix
State vector element
State vector
Any reference state
Prior estimate of the state
Member of an ensemble of states
Retrieved state
Measurement computed from retrieved state
Measurement vector element
Measurement vector
Measurement computed from prior state
Altitude, generally in units of distance
A linear transformation of x or of Y
-In(p) used as an altitude coordinate
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approximate, 110
effect on retrieval, 161
interpretation, 46
accuracy and precision, 50
adjoint, 15
adjoint equation, 134
AIRS, 136
analytic Jacobians, 145
approximate
a priori, 110
measurement error covariance, 111
weighting functions, 111
assimilation, 129-140
adjoint methods, 132
interface with sounders, 137
optimal interpolation, 131
radiances, 135
successive correction, 130
systematic errors, 138
averaging kernel
area, 47
function, 75
Kalman filter, 126
matrix, 31, 37, 47
nonlinear case, 86
standard example, 56
width,54

bias, 46
Chahine's method, 116
characterisation, 43-48, 186
nonlinear case, 86
2
X test, 187
Cholesky decomposition, 95, 200
climatology, 88
column amount retrieval, 73
column space, 17
condition number, 102
configurational entropy, 118
constrained exact solution, 101
contribution function, 9, 30
convergence
correct, 90
rate, 87
slow, 91
tests, 89
covariance, 20
covariance matrix, 20
due to forward model parameter error,
50
of MAP solution, 67
of minimum variance solution, 72
of retrieval due to measurement noise,
50
of smoothing error, 49
representing, 51
Curtis-Godson approximation, 155

Backus-Gilbert, 55, 14-79
band modelling, 154
multiple absorbers, 157
basis, 17
Bayes' theorem, 22
Bayesian approach, 20-26

data density, 54, 61, 165
degrees of freedom, 27
for noise, 30
for signal, 29, 54
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from averaging kernel, 31, 37
8-function response, 47
design of observing systems, 175-184
forward model, 176
instruments, 175
optimisation, 178
retrieval and diagnostics, 177
retrieval method, 179
diagnostics, 177
Dobson, 2
effective rank, 27
effective row space, 27
eigenvectors and values, 199
emissivity growth approximation, 156
empirical orthogonal function, 99
entropy, 33
configurational, 118
of a Gaussian distribution, 34
error analysis, 43, 48-52, 186
nonlinear case, 86
onion peeling, 120
error patterns, 52, 55, 59, 165
error, measurement, 14
exact retrieval, 9
first guess, 88
Fisher, 32
information matrix, 32, 69, 86
forward function, 14, 44
parameters, 44
forward model, 13, 14, 43, 141
error, 48, 50
parameter error, 48, 49
Fnkhet derivative, 203, 223
Fredholm integral equation, 8
full state vector, 69
gain
Kalman, 122
matrix, 30
gain error, 51
Gauss-Newton method, 85
Gaussian distribution function, 20
multivariate, 21
grid spacing, 162
grossly nonlinear, 81
Hessian, 85
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IASI, 136
impact parameter, 150
information, 13-41
content, 32
linear Gaussian case, 36
matrix, 32
information content
from averaging kernel, 37
intercomparison of instruments, 192
internal consistency, 188
inverse Hessian method, 85
inverse method, 44
Jacobian, 15, 45, 98, 141
analytic, 145
Kalman filter, 121-128, 129, 134
averaging kernel, 126
error analysis, 126
extended, 125
linear, 122
Kalman gain, 122
Kalman smoother, 124
Kaplan,2
kernel, 15
least squares solution, 105
overconstrained, 105
underconstrained, 106
Levenberg-~arquardt, 92
likelihood, 32
limb sounders, 3
linear Gaussian problem
information, 24
linear methods, 65-79
linear problems
no error, 17
with error, 20
linear relaxation, 114
linearity
classification, 81
degree of, 82
local thermodynamic equilibrium, 142
LTE,142
m-form, 26, 67, 97
~AP, 66, 84
~axEnt method, 118
maximum a posteriori, 66, 84
algebraic forms for linear problem, 66
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algebraic forms for nonlinear problem,
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maximum entropy, 40, 118
maximum likelihood, 32
incorrect usage, 66
McMillin-Fleming method, 156
measure function, 34, 41
measurement error, 44
measurement noise, 14, 44
measurement space, 16
measurement vector, 13 ~
MEM,118
minimum variance, 71
mixed-determined, 18
ML,66
model parameter error, 48
model resolution function, 47
model resolution matrix, 31
modelling error, 60
moderately nonlinear, 81
multiple regression, 113
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nadir sounders, 3
nearly linear, 81
Newton's method, 85
nOIse
measurement, 14
retrieval, 48, 50
nonlinear problem, 81-100
formulation, 83
nonlinear relaxation, 116
nonlinearity
classification, 81
degree of, 82
normal distribution function, 20
normal equations, 106
null space error, 49
numerical efficiency, 93
onion peeling, 119
error analysis, 120
optimal,43
optimal methods
approximations, 110
linear, 65-79
nonlinear, 81-100
OPTRAN,156
over-determined, 18
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point spread function, 47
popular mistake, 88
precision and accuracy, 50
prewhitening, 28
prior information, 22
pseudo inverse, 108, 162
QR decomposition, 96
radiative transfer equation, 141
random error, 14, 50
range, 17
rank of a matrix, 17
ray tracing, 147
Rayleigh, 54
reference ellipsoid, 148
relaxation
linear, 114
nonlinear, 116
representations
optimising, 99, 163
representing covariances, 51
resolution, 52-55, 61
resolving length, 55, 77
retrieval
error, 46
grid spacing, 162
method,44
noise, 48, 50
of column amount, 73
row space, 17
sequential updating, 97
Shannon, 32
signal-to-noise ratio, 33
single scattering albedo, 142
singular vector decomposition, 18, 201
truncated, 107
smoothing, 46
smoothing error, 48, 164
spread, 55, 62, 75
square root of a matrix, 200
standard example, 9
averaging kernel, 56
Backus~Gilbert, 77
convergence of linear relaxation, 115
effective rank, 29
error analysis for MAP retrieval, 55
exact solution
condition number, 102
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information content and degrees of
freedom, 37
least squares solution, 105
nonlinearity, 83
singular vectors of the weighting
functions, 19
state space, 15
state vector, 13
state vector choice, 180
systematic error, 50, 138, 172
tangent linear model, 15, 134
trade-off
parameter, 78
plot, 53
transfer function, 45
transmittance modelling, 152
band transmittance, 154
line-by-line, 153
triangulation and back substitution, 95
truncated singular vector decomposition,
107
Twomey-Tikhonov, 108, 159
Umkehr,2
under-determined, 17
validation, 185
vector space, 15, 197
vertical grid choice
coordinate, 181
spacing, 162
virtual measurement, 22
weighting function, 8, 15, 45
approximate, 111
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